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Railway Workers Have No
Alternative Except to' Fight
Is Declaration Made By
John L. Lewis.
OVERWHELMING VOTE
IS CAST FOR WALKOUT

Ten Railroad Unions Intend
to Go Through With It If
Labor
One
Is Called,
Board Is Notified.
Cincinnati,

June 18 (by
Press.)

the. Associated

Formal notice was served
tonight on the railroad labor
board by the chiefs of ten
railroad unions of their intention to go through with
a strike in event one is authorized by the 1,225,000
workers whose wages are
to be reduced on July 1
under orders of the board.
Coupled apparently with
the action of the rail union
leaders was a statement
that the "railroad workers have no alternative except to fight," made by
John L. Lewis, leader of the
striking coal miners who
will meet with the rail un
ion leaders Tuesday to consider joint strike action. lie
also pledged the miners aid
to the rail men, but declined
to state definitely what aid
might result from joint action.

The notice sent to the railroad
Ubor board, in the form of a letter,
reiterated the rail union lenders'
attitude on the threatened walkout,
which was first definitely asserted
in. ..their statement issued here
Thursday night. . The previous
statement also included the declaration that an overwhelming vote
was being cast for the walkout. In
their letter to the board the rail
men said:
Mlscnrrlngo of Justice.
"When there occurs a miscarriage of Justice of such colossal
and permanent injury to railway
labor as' your decision will bring
about, the only means of remedy
which tho injured parties have is
to refuse to accept your decisions.
This procedure is perfectly legal.
While it should only be used as a
last resort, our membership may
decide It to be fully justified by
your denial of elementary and long
established rights and by the
of the situation which you
have created. Your decisions have
been submitted to a strike vote of
our members and we are awnitlng
the results of their action. Should
our members decide not to accept
your decision-- or in other words to
strike, we shall sanction their action and advise you accordingly."
The letter was signed by B. M.
Jewell, president, and John Scott,
secretary of the railway employes
department of the American Fed-of
eration of Labor, and the heads
the ten railroad unions.
Mr. Lewis, tho miners' chief,
while asserting
unwillingness to
discuss the outcome of the coming
conference with the rail men, said
the miners "will do anything that
ou Paga Two.)
,
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(B, Tbr Anoclated PrM.)
Rawlins, Wyo.. June 18. Fred
alias
Brown, alias Gus Grimes,
in Omana
Ernest Busch, wanted women
for the holding of two bound and
in
a man as prisoners
declared
chains, in his shack, today
from
fainted
not
that if he had
loss of blood when shot by a member of a posse near here yesterday,
he "would never have given up.
Lying on his cot in the Wyoming
state penitentiary here, where lie
was brought following his capture.
Brown told officers and newspaexperiences
per men part of his Omaha.
Gus
since he fled frpm
sheiirr,
state
Hyers, Nebraska
Tuesday
plans to leave here early
to reach
morning with Brown and
Omaha with him Wednesday. Vr.
E A. Kell of Bawlins, acting phytoday
sician at the penitentiary,
said Brown was getting along nicely and probably would be entirely
recovered in a few weeks. "Why
didn't I throw up my hands when
the odds were all against me?
Brown said, repeating a question
asked him. "Well, odds are never
as long a I have a gun.
against mewould
have put up my
I never
dukes, I never would have given
up, if I had not fainted from loss
of blood."
Willing to Talk.
Brown was more than willing to
talk about how he said he had outwitted officers and seemed particularly pleased to relate how he
had bound up two Sidney, Neb.,
officers with their own suspenders,
but when he was asked concerning a series of crimes In connection with which he will be held
as a suspect, he merely shrugged
The crimes with
his shoulders.
which he is suspected includa
three murders. ,
Brown admitted tying up the
two women in Omaha but he refused to tell why he did it.
that fifteen
Brown admitted
years ago he was a sheep herder
in Wyoming and that then he used
the name of Ernest Busch, but he
refused to tell anything about his
family.
He bemoaned the fact that he
had no ammunition tor the rifle he
secured In Sidney, Neb.
"If I'd only had ammunition for
that rifle I took off that Sidney
marshal," he said, "I would be
sympathizing with you birds instead of you sympathising with m3.
I should have bought some cart
ridges in.. Cheyenne. Xou. can't do
anything In these mountains with
out a rifle. Revolvers are no
good.
Warden Treated Him Square.
"If I had come face to faca with
Warden Fenton, I would not have
shot him. He treated me square
when I was in the Nebraska peniI am only sorry that 1
tentiary.
let myself get caught in that ditch.
If it hadn't been for that you fellows could have looked for me till
hell froze over.
.
"The best time I had was in
Sidney, when I- saw those two
boys ana two officers comin
toward me with their guns and
acting as if they were scared
stiff. I said to myself, 'Boy,, here's
wnere you are in for some real
fun,' and I sure was. Their suspenders came in mighty handy."

TO TRAIN AIREDALES
TO KILL COYOTES ON
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MEXICO
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FIRE SWEPT MOGOLLON CANYON

Whitewater Canyon Fire Whipped By High
Miners Leave
Winds Is Still Unchecked;
Mogollon Mine to Assist in Effort to Stop
Damage; 500 Men on Job Today.

,

WEATHER
i

FORECAST.

June IS. New
Cylo.,
Monday generally
fair,
warmer east and south portions;
Tuesday fair except unsettled east
of mountains, cooler northeast portion.
Arizona:
Monday and Tuesday
fair, slightly cooler Tuesday,
Denver,

Mexico:-

LOCAL REPORT.
Conditions for the twenty-foti- r
hours ended at 6 p. m. yesterday,
recorded by the university:
92
Highest temperature
61
Lowest
31
Hange '
76
Mean .
78
Humidity at 6 a. m
IS
6
at
m
p.
Humidity
0
Precipitation
36
Wind velocity
.
.
.
.
.Southwest
Direct Inn nt wind.
, Clear
Character, of day. . . . .j
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Rn nionsed is the French govern
ment with the work of the tuber
culosis commission of tne Kocne
that It has In
fuller foundation
eluded an appropriation ot 3,000,-00- 0
francs In this vear's budget, for
continuation of the efforts. Tiie
commission which has been work
ing In France since 1917, has spent
abeut 25,000,000 francs installing
treatthe most modem forms-oment of tuberculosis.
''
free dispensaries,
Twenty-fou- r
twelve of them in the devastated
regions, have already been turned
over to the French government by
the foundation. Dr. L. R. Williams,
who has been In charge of the
work for three years, is returning
to America- to take up a post with
the national health board. He will
be succeeded by Dr. Selskar M.
Gunn, who Is to be transferred by
the foundation from Prague.
-

Minister of Finance Lastyrie has
offered jobs in the .collection serv
ice to several prominent econo
mists who recently made statements that many persons had fail
ed to place their incomes in their
tax reports at the proper figure.
The economists think they have
discovered in France more than
3,000 persons whose incomes for
the past year exceeded ouu.uoo
francs. In the income tax returns
only 626 persons admitted incomes
of this importance.
The fortune of France, estimated
at 300,000,000,000
francs before
the war, has grown to S00,000,000,-000- ,
according to the economists,
with fifty citizens worth more than
600,000,000 francs each, a thousand
whose worth is placed at 60,000,-00- 0
francs and 2,000 who possess
more than 16.000.000 francs.

TARIFF BILL TO
BE ACTED OH BY

REPORTED GOOD

SENATE BEFORE

Industrial and Financial SitBONUS MEASURE
uation Is Generally Favorable; Detroit Employment
All Indications Point to FurHas Increased.
ther Delay in Action on
(By The --Moclnted Prew.)
the
As
Proposal to Aid
the
18
June
(by
New York,
sociated Press.) industrial R"
Men.
in me ih&i

ice

5,

of the work o ViNi?1 posters,
oric documedals, copies c
Ale souvenirs
ments and other!
:r nurary ana
seum, which
the work of
has grown oi'
d Madame
Henry Lebla
become a
is expet. i to
rendezvous for students, historians
of the world war and visitors.
War documents of all the countries are being classified. The catcons' ts of eight
alogue already
largo volumes with more to come.
In addition to .he documents and
copies of the speeches which
stirred the people during the four
years of war, the collection will
potcomprise books, pictures, toys, even
tery, Jewelry, postcards and
Ismoney
stamps and emergency
sued during and . after the war.
Each exhibit will have attached to
it enough information concerning
Its use and creation so as to make
them of Interest to the visitor and
of value to the historian.
There will be exhibits of the
thingR that helped keep patriotism
at a high pitch and of those dethe
signed to keep those within
the
enemy's lines well aware of failif
faced
they
punishment they
ed to obey their temporary masters.
Copies of Amorican Liberty and
Victory bond posters with stirring
Rlneans will tell of America's ef
forts, while many hooks, pictures
and other exhibits will form a record of the part the United States
took in war.
Merrick's
poster
Ambassador
giving warning that the property
of Americans was under the protection nf the rovernment, pla
carded In Paris in the first days of
the war, has a prominent piace in
tho museum.
German military proclamations
and some German periodical illustrations toll of the hardships and
heartaches on the other side of the
Rhine.

s
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Associa
Paris, June '.7 (byir
ted Press). Fatrir ni'i' ariaians,
itors are!
American and alii'

El Paso, Tex., June IS. Ten
airedales, which will be trained
to kill coyote3
on the range,
were purchased today In El Paso
and shipped to Francisco Villa,
former revolutionist who now Is
operating a huge ranch at Canu-tillDurango. Villa's agent In
Juarez said that coyotes have
The eyes ot all French automo-bilist- s
been killing a large number of
toward
now are turned
cattle on the Canutillo estate.
Strasbourg, although there is still
a month before the running of the
French automobile club's Grand
Prix. No accommodations are left
unreserved In Strasbourg and the
all
adjacent towns and villages
seats In the grandstand were sold
and
and
parking
garage
long ago
space will be hard to find.
Special treatment, like that ap
tennis
to championship
plied
courts, is being given to tne road
upon which the classic is to be run.
Special bridges have been built
over the railroads to save the
hordes of automobiles from having
to wait at crade crossings.
120
More interest, Is being shown by
the enthusiasts over tho touring
prize than In the speed race. In
the touring car test the competitors will be allowed seventeen
litres of gasoline oil, irrespective ot
newer and weight, the winner ne
men fighting day and night to
the machine which runs the
put the blaze under control, the ing
and fastest before coming
district forest officials made the farthest
standstill.
to
a
appeal for help Saturday to several
of the near-b- y
army posts, inHerrick will take
Ambassador
cluding Fort Bliss.
his
holiday in the Unltod
considered Statesyearly
line commandants
summer. He will sail
this
tho application for man power about July 20.
and decided that there were no
funds with which to carry the
Gabricle D'Annunzio, the Italian
soldiers to the scene- of the fire soldier-poe- t,
sent a message to
once
and to sustain them
they French friends lately by a messen- were there.
nnr.tin
whr,aa
Mplism OCCUnied
Additional workers were secured his mind to the exclusion of such
at Silver City, Mogollon and other trite things as fWp and water.
cities and towns in the neighbor- The messenger called on Maurice
hood of the mines yesterday, but Barres of the French academy, rehigh winds whipped the fire along porting that D'Annunzio had asked
at a rate that made putting it him
to give M. Barres a Latin em- under control with the avallablo brace with lis Kiss on pom cnuenn.
man supply impossible.
"I pjinfint. believe." said M.
The situation
became worse Barres shrinking back, "that D'An
late yesterday and arrangements nunzio, who has Kissea me pretwere made for 120 miners from tiest women of his time, has
the Mogollon mine, about IB miles charged you with such an errand."
from Mogollon, to stop their work
and assist In the fire fighting
Th. nTnulin Rnuca where all
visitors usually went in the
operations. They were expected
to reach the scene late last night. foreign
old
thinking to see Paris at
days,
More than 300 men were actively v..- - n.inb.rf..( hfia 'rin?enerflted"
into giving tea
engaged in fighting the fire yes- or "reformed"
terday. Large numbers of work- dances since reopening arter tne
ers who had fought straight fire. But hardened tourists today
little wickedness there
through for more than three days found so TilHtnrln
were compelled yesterday to take that (ha
nlnpA hnil to re
a rest and sleep.
sort to free admission to draw
It is believed that at least 600 crowds.
men will be on the Job this
"irrpB admission." however, does
morning. If necessary, "other mine nnt mpon vlnltnva will Tint bnVA to
forces will be transferred to the spend anything befure they de
work by the mine companies,
part.

TO SAVE TIMBER IN

Due to lack of funds, military
authorities are unable to answer
the forest service's call for soldier.!
to assist in flgullng tho forest
fire which is now far beyond
control in the Whitewater canyon
section of the Mogollon mountains. With the fire sweeping over
almost 10.000 acres of fine Douglas fir ane, with more than 800

House Ways Committee Roster
Reads Like Financial Who's Who

Bandit Says He "Never Museum Is Expected to Become a Rendezvous for
Would Have Given Up"
ntsS
If He Had Not Fainted;
Students; All Do
.
Are Being Class'
Admits TyingUp Women

ARMY HAS NO FUNDS TO SEND
SOLDIERS
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financial conditions
week presented a generally favor
me
able aspect, notwithstandingsecurireactionary tendency in the
ties market, which apparently was
connected with the technical spec
ulative position.
Steel production exceeded tlio
best rate previously attained tins
Wore cone pianis
year.
started and more blast furnaces
alto
blown in. Coul production
was greater.
iibui-hDetroit
employment
increase, thus
showed another
automoconfirming statements of
bile manufacturers as to tho continuance of satisfactory business.
Car Loading Good.
Railroad car loading figures con
tinued good.
The absolute amount ot cotton
consumed by mills during May ai
compared with April was not accounted for merely by tho greater
number of working days in the
latter month. May's takings cor o
responded almost exactly to the
for the last 10 months, whicn
in turn, were 23 per rent greater
than those in the corresponding
period a year ago. Kxports during
the same interval will have drawn
slightly more than another six
million bales from our supplies,.
As the actual yield ot tho last crop
totaled only 8,300,000 hales, it was
will
believed that the carry-ove- r
have been reduced by approximately 4,000,000 bales. It will be, in
fact, somewhat less than normal.
Prospects for a full crop in the
coming year meanwhile remained
doubtful.
Tho week which brought unusually large financial transactions by
the treasury passed without creating any disturbances in the monThppe transactions,
ey market.
which centered on June 15, Included the collection of 300,000,000 in
Income taxes, the payment of
in interest on Liberty
0
bonds, the paying off ot $380,
of
in maturing
certificates
of
Indebtedness, the redemption
$250,000,000 In Victory notes and
the flotation of $250,000,000 In new
certificates.
Rate on Call Money.
The rate on call money, the most
sensitive index of the market's
condition, ruled at close to 3 per
cent throughout the week and nt
!
per cent touched what was
virtually a new low since October,
1917.
The reserve ratio of tho
combined federal reserve system
receded slightly but this was directly due to an increase in government deposits, which in turn
may be traced to the transactions
of June 15. Both note circulation
and discounts were lower, circumstances which suggested that there
was still no change from the tendency toward monetary ease.
Grain prices showed further
weakness. The reaction coincided
with those In securities, and in
some quarters were considered ?o
have occurred in sympathy with
av-ag-

Millionaire legislators. Left to right, above: Luther W. Mott, Joseph W. Fordney, Ogden" Mills, Ira C
Below: Allen Towner Treadway, Charles B. Timberlake, Nicholas Longworth, George M.
Copley.
Bowers, Isaac Barharach.
measures pertaining to taxation or millionaire owner of public utility
(By Central Press.)
corporations and of coal mines.
Washington, June 18. Gone are revenue.
d
And these nine, with the
Luther W. Mott of New York,
the days when the house of reppockets, practically control millionaire banker and former
resentatives was regarded as the the committee.
president of the New York Bankstronghold of shirtsleeve democraHere thpy arc:
ers' association.
cy and tho "Main street" of the
Isaach Bacharach of New JerJoseph W. Fordney of Michigan,
lumchairman,
common "peepul."
banker, lumbersey, millionaire
berman.
man and broker.
For It has developed into a forB.
Nicholas
of
Timberlake
Charles
of ColoOhio,
midable rival' of the. famous mil- millionaire I,ongworth,
with rado, millionaire banker, farmer
by inheritance,
lionaires' club in the senate.
large banking and manufacturing and stock raiser.
And that Isn't all. Nine million- interests.
George M. Bowers of West Viron
Allen Towner Treadway of Mas- ginia, coal baron.
are
aires
the powerful ways
and means committee, tho com- sachusetts, millionaire hotel man.
Ogden Mills, scion of
mittee which first passes on all
Ira C. Copley of Illinois, multi
New York family.
well-fille-

re

the schools showns only 37
per cent ot students from New
Mexico.
Again, the number of
n
students at EI
Rito reaches 90 per cent, which is
several times as htgh as the perin
HIGHLY:
centage of
sny other schnoh- - The average-o- fInin all the
stitutions is 30 per cent. Provld- io rt aHiiKiiHnnfll nnnnrt IsIt ipatreatt nr
BY
'young
ed by the commission as a vital
necessity. The final report of the
will do much to silence
Institutions of Higher Learn- commission
the vrPasanda against the El
Rito school, which occupies a
ing ir, New Mexico Are field
practically to itself.
in Capable Hands, Is ReMoot Asnln In November.
The proceedings of the commisport After Survey.
sion were taken by a shorthand
reporter and will he transcribed, toa
BY GCTHRIE SMITH.
complete copy being furnished
Santa Fe, June t 18. Mew who each member. Several of the si on
are ret at work
combine real, business ability with
the highest qualifications as edu- their renorts. When these reports
cators are now at the head of New ,are completed, each member will
Mexico's institutions of higher make a full report, covering mo
instilearning, in the opinion of the spe- individual ideas as toinevery
November
Some time
cial commission appointed by Gov. tution.
when
be
will
held,
M. C. Mechero to make a compre- another meeting
hensive survey of the educational the individual ideas will be reconInstitutions of the state. Follow- ciled and the final draft made. The
recommending the meeting held here, Arthur report, incorporating
to GovSeligman, chairman, said all the ations, will be transmitted
members of the commission had ernor Mechem in (ime for him to
document
been most favorably impressed give serious study to the
with the fairness and loglo of the before the expiration ot his term.
will Inrecommendations
The
presentation of conditions and clude a
plan for providing the reneeds by the several- Institutirn
heads. The standard of leadership, quired finances. How muchtheweight
next
carry with
the commission believes, is the the report will
of course, highly
highest that New Mexico has ever legislature isWhatever
the lawspeculative.
had.
givers may do, they will st least
Studied From Every Angle.
foundation
upon
This question under considera- have an excellent
tion. Involving the growth and de- which to build a great educational
system.
facilitios,
of
educational,
velopment
and entailing a possible expenditure of more than $2,000,000. is so
studied
important that it Is beingwith
the
from every angle, and.
greatest thoroughness, before the
final report, with recommendations to the legislature, Is drafted.
NEUI:
IS
Building needs alone of the nine
Institutions reach a total of
in
Substantial Increases
the grand
appropriations will carry
above the- - $2.000,0"0
well
total
mark. Financing the project is toa
One suggertion Is
problem.
issue bonds, which cannot he done
without submitting the proposalAn-to
Petrograd, June 18. New silver
a direct vote of the people.
money which in timo the sovi t
prac- government hopes to put in circuother and perhaps a more buildticable one Is to Initiate a
lation to replace, partly at least,
a
cover
to
period,
the paper ruble of today is being
ing program
the coined
in the Petrograd mint, the
say, of five years, spreading
special tax levy over that number only existing plant of its kind in
it
of years. Under the latter plan
Russia,
would be possible- to Issue certifiThe mint began operating sevcates of indebtedness to make the eral months ago; up to the present
money available at once, but allow- time it has manufactured 6,000,000
r
period In which to rubles in silver of denominations
ing a
foot the bill. The drawback in the of .10, 15. 20,, 50 copecks, and 1
bond plan is that the bond is?ue ruble pieces. The coins contain
might bo defeated." Its' success 90 per cent silver and 10 per cent
would depend largely upon how copper, and in general appearance
much the people In rural districts are much tho same as those in use
might be in sympathy with main- before the war. Close inspection,
coat
taining Institutions of high stand- however, shows that the soviet
of arms has replaced the old iming.
feaNo Consolidation.
Another
striking
perial eagle.
Consolidation of the several in- ture is the bolshevik motto "Prostitutions will not be recommended letariat of the world, unite," on the
by the commission. This much Is reverse Side.
clear now. The Hagerman-Bagle- y
The new rolns are sent to MosswecpinK cow where they are held as part ot
survey, recommending
consolidations, has found no favor the government reserve. When a
with tho commission, and certainly sufficient
quantity has been asnot with the Institution heads. The sembled the government contemarguments against consolidation, plates using tliem as a form of
presented by the institution heads, guarantee for paper money to be
appear to have been convincing to issued in the future. Ultimately it
the commission members. How- is hoped to put them generally In
ever, there has been an appreciable circulation, and thus obviate tho
improvement, with acorrespondini? present necessity of calculating In
lessening of expense, through the billions and millions for the needs
elimination of duplication of work. of every day life.
In recent years one of the unSENT TO STATE HOSPITAL.
failing demands has been to abandon the
Normal
Las Vegas. N. M June 18. A
at El Rlto. It has been represent- girl who could and did crack gum
ed that the worlt
done by this more loudly and more rapidly than
school might easily be taken over any other person has ever been
other
schools.
The commission heard to do It, was brought Into
by
finds that this claim la not sup- Judge Leahy's court for examinaported by. the facts. Considering tion as to her sanity on Saturday
the sqhools which train that of nor- afternoon. Tho girl was sent (to
mal faculties,. El Rito Is the only (he New Mexico state hospital. The
'one with 100 per cent nf its enrollwas not a part of
ment coming from New Mexico. the evidence.
,
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BOMBARD CANTON
Residents Desert the City;
Soldiers of Chen Reported to Have Done Considerable Looting.
(Bj The .Morlattd Vrm.)
Amoy, China, June 18 (by the
Associated Press). The president's
residence in Canton has been taken
by the troops of General Chen
n
is sup
Dr. Sun
Chiung-Mlposed to have made his escape on
board a gunboat.
Canton city was bombarded Saturday afternoon by five gunboats
under command of Sun
The residents deserted the sity.
There were only a few casualties.
The BOldiers of the Invaders did
considerable looting.
Sun
army In Kiangsl
is reported to have been defeated.
It is reported he is awaiting tho
arrival of his defeated army, when
an attempt will be made to retake
Canton.
Yat-Se-

Yat-Se-

Yat-Sen- 's

KXPIODER.
KILLING 50 PERSONS

AMMUNITION

of Kiangsl,
Klnklang, Province
China, June 19- (by tho Associated
continued
Fightin
Press.)
throughout Sunday in some places
'
of
outside Canton, the soldiers
Dr. Sun
president of the
makim?
government,
southern
brave efforts to defeat those of
Chen Chlung-MIdespite the fact
that their government itself has
collapsed entirely, and Sun has
..-.fled.
Chen, one time adherent of Dr.
Sun, controls Canton, presumably
to emIn behalf of Wu Pei-Fbrace whose plans for a convocation of the old Chinese parliament
Chen forsook Dr. Sun.
Dr. Sun, who fled Canton Saturday, still Is at Whampoa, Kwanrt-tun- g
province, where he sought
refuge on a Chinese gunboat.
Whampoa is on the Canton river
near Canton.
in
Severe fighting
continues
Kiangsl province, whose conquest
Sun planned as a means of reaching the vaUey of the' Yahg-TsLast Saturday, a junk load of ammunition exploded as the Junk was
floating down the river at
cnpital of Kiangsl, killing
50 persons. Advices received here
do not make clear whether the
Junk had been set adrift by Sun's
men or was being used by the
ot the city to transport
munitions.
Forces of Dr. Sun and of Wii
Pel-Fwho Is enrrying on the defense of Nanchnng and Kiangsl
province in behalf of the Peking
government, have fought a battle
around Klanfu, about 150 miles
southwest of Nanchang. Hundreds
Of Wu's wounded are
coming down
the Kan river from the battle area
to Nanchang, where all the hospitals are already full.

;

Yat-Se-

the latter.

Reports from tho middle west
indicated,
meanwhile, that the
farmers had improved their position materially and that they
would make out fairly well with
prices at a level corresponding
to one dollar a bushel for wheat at
the primary markets. Competent
observers believe that the farmers
are not disposed to market wheat
as rapidly as last year and If the
price drops below one dollar, the
grain movement will bo slow. In
that case, buying of general merchandise in the farming dlstrien
is expected to be correspondingly
delayed.

WELL KNOWN DENVER
POLISH PRIEST DIES

se"na?ors

p.

TO
PARLEY TODAY

HOLD

Another Fervid

Chapter in
tne History ot Legislation
Is in Prospect, Is the
Belief of Leaders,

(Bj The Ainurliited Treu.)
Washington, June 18. Another
fervid chapter in the history of tils
soldiers' bonus and tariff legislation was in prospect this week in
the senate with all indications to
night pointing to further delay In
action on the bonus.
Republican senators meet to
morrow morning In another con
ference virtually in accord on tlm
compromise agreement to hold tho
tariff bill before the senate with u
positive declaration for right of
way afterward for the bonus measure and its passage before congress
adjourns. Party leaders of all fac
tions declared that the plan agreed'
upon probably would be adopted
at tomorrow's conference with lit
tle opposition.
Thd conterenee) action, however,
wan not to settle the question, a
few republicans not in agreement
on the plan and democratic) advocates of the bonus promisttj to
bring the matter ot procedure before the senate for another sharp
fight. The effort was said to be to
place the senate on record for or
against further delay on the
legislation. Whether this effort
would come tomorrow was In debo-nu-

navnl appropriation bill,
had been hoped to pass
yesterday, being still before the

bate, tho
which it

senate.

Among senntors said to be plan-

$125,-000,0-

4

Spanish-America-

g. o.

ning motions in the senate to lay
aside the tariff measure anrl proceed with the bonus were La
Fol-lctt-

republican, Wisconsin; John- t,
son, republican. California;
and
domocrat,
Arizona,
Massachusetts.
Walsh, democrat,
Some of tho republican membership, it was said, probably would
not attend tomorrow's party cotir
fcrence. It was agreed in all quarters that the conference action
probably
would be followed by a sufficient,
block
to
majority of republicans
any attempt to substitute the bonus
for the tariff bill.
That continuation of senate deoperbate on the tariff bill might
ate to expedite both the tariff and
bonus measure was the opinion
expressed by influential republican
leaders.
Ash-urs-

CALIFORNIA MAN IS
TAKEN FROM LINER
HELD ASA FUGITIVE
(B The

York

n

u..-d-

was

wav In the lower bay. today
held as a fugitive from Justice
Simpson, without
Magistrate

by
bacheesbourg

said he had held
California and depublic offices instarted
for Europe
clared he had
by
to avoid a divorce action filed last
his wife in Bakersfield. Calif.,
charge
month. The grand larceny
had been preagainst him,hishe said,
connection
in
wife
ferred by
000 ot
with his 6ftle for $200
In which she
Bakersfield land
an Interest.
claims to have had would
fight
ChCesbourg .aid he
extradltioru

JAMIESON-ANDERSO-

Denver. Colo., June 18. Tie
Rev. Theodore Joseph Jarvynskl,
one of the best known
Polish
priests In .the United States, died
here today. The Rev. Jarvynskl,
who had held offices in several national Polish organizations, was
pastor of St, Joseph's Catholic
church here. He built tho first
Polish church in Denver, twenty
one years ago.

Father Jarvynskl was born near
Warsaw, Poland, and was educated
in the University of Warsaw and
The
Dame
Notre
university.
funeral will be attended by Polish
priests from all over the country,
according to church officials.

Press.)
Aolted 18.
William

June
Tnft Palif.. Who
was taken from the Majestic Just as
the big liner was aoum iu s
New

r--

N

FOR
BOUT SCHEDULED
TONIGHT AT JUAREZ
(Bjr Th Awocltl Pren.
Ten
Juarez, Mexico. June 18. UB1"
Jamieson, Milwaukee, Wis.,
heavyweight, and Lee Anderson,
colored light heavyweight chamindulged
pion of the world, today
in only gymnasium exercises in
for
their
prep programsmatch
closing
a scheduled fifteen roundtomorrow
in the Juarez bull ring
night. Anderson'B title will notIs baa
involved because Jamieson
white boxer. The men are to
meet at cateb weights.

WEDNESDAY IS SET ASIDE BY

MISTS

TO DISCUSS

PLANS

TO OVERCOME COURT RULINGS

e.

Nnn-chan- g,

u,

$500,000 FLOOD DAMAGE.

Port Jarvls, N.

Y.,

June

18.

which held this city
in Its grip for nearly 24 hours
ended .this uftcrnoon,- leaving
practically the entire city under
two to six feet nf water. Officials
estimated that the damage would
amount to 1500,000.
A cloudburst

President of A. F. of L. Has Called a Conference of Half a Score of Lawyers of National
Prominence; Convention Opens Second
Week Facing a Hard Grind.
(BT TUB A8SO:
Cincinnati, June 18 (by the Associated Tress.) With all of its
Important business awaiting consideration, the American Federation of Labor convention tomorrow opens its second week with
and
President Samuel Compers
other officers planning a hard
grind. Final adjournment is expected Saturday.
Today the convention was at a
standstill, while the program for
the second week was uncertain.
The main Issues between the conof
vention Include recognition
Russia, court decisions regarded
as inimical to organized labor, consideration of the political program
for the corning fall elections,
of the transportation luw,

IATEI PKS.)
and strikes involving miners.
tile workers and others, including
the threatened walkout ot tne railroad shopmen.
Only a few Internal troubles are
In sight, the main one centering onthe fight to be made by the railwnv mnlntennneft nf wav Union for
reinstatement In the federation.
In preparation for Wednesdays
session, which has been set aside
to consider plans for overcoming
court decisions regarded as dam.
President
nging to organized labor.
Gompers has called a conference
of a half score of lawyers of national prominence to discuss the
supreme court's decision In (he
held
Coronadn roal case, which
unions liuble to dn mages und?r tiy
Sherman

anti-tru-

law.
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GOVERNMENT CROP EXPERTS
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VAMP

BUMPER WHEAT (POP THAT YHR-WINTEWHFRT
00. 000.000 Btl.
SPRIN6 INHERT 250.000,000 Btl.
PROSPERITY FOR 6RRIN FARMERS-ANMEBBY A NEW RUTO FOR
DAUGHTER?

ward restoration of cordial relations between the carriers and
their employes.
The
Bouthern
Pacific already has taken this ac
tion voluntarily, he said.

l

0 WfiRDROBE ON A TIRESOME
HONE YMOON TRIP-EH?- ATS TUFF;
ME-I'OFF TO TH'IRfEJ ON A
PISHIN ' ACAVON WITH PLENTY OH
COOP
STUFF PACKED INSIDE- -

l

Of
7

MINERS'

HEIOHQf

truce.

MAN WHO FOUGHT WITH

JOHN BROWN WILL BE
89 YEARS OLD JUNE 28

RFP - 4. DFM. CANDIDATES IN
RACE FOR OHIO GUBERNATORIAL
NOMI NATION- - 4 REP. AND 2
Q

,

STATES SENATOR -

SITUATION SERIOUS FOR THE

CHICKEN DINNER

'13at a Chicken Dinner at

Mlra- .jnontes Tuesday. Dinners. Tuesdays
and Thursdays, 11.25, served at
6 and at 7. Make reservations
heforo 10:30 a. m. same day.
Tues from 6 to 8 Sundays, 75c.
Teas from 6 to 8 Sundays, 75c.

The First National

Bank
Of Albuquerque
Welcomes

and apprecithe accounts of
banks and bankers. Its

ates

extensive clientele, developed during more than
forty years of consistent,
considerate
is
splendid endorsement of
the agreeable and satis-

service,

factory relations maintained with correspondents.

Capital and Surplus
$600,000.00

J.

M.

RAYNOLDS,

President

FREE

CATTLEMEN III SANTA FE

INFORMATION
SERVICE FOR ALU
READERS.

CO,

This paper maintains an information bureau In Washington, D. C, for the free use of
Its subscribers. Through this
agency the direct help of the
Federal Government, and all
other great educational institutions, may be secured by any
reader who asks for it.
There Is no charge for service except two cents In stamps
for return postage. Address.
The Albuquerque Journal Information Bureau,
FREDF.KIC J. HASKIN,
D. C.
Director, Washington,

HEED OF RAIN TO REVIVE BAfiGE

1

t

FOR UNITD

DEM. CANDIDATES
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SANTA IT..

Itrst

National Bank of
Santa Fc.)
Building operations on a large
scale, Including the capitol addition
and the new De Vargas hotel are
contributing toward the malnte-nanc- a
of the rather favorable
financial conditions locally. The
letting of the contract the past
for street improvements
week
amounting to close to $200,000 will
mean employment for loca lanor
and distribution of runds among
local merchants. The influx cf
tourists and summer visitors is
the
greater than ever before and
scarcity of suitable houses Is keen
rea
of
The
felt.
appointment
ly
ceiver for the Catholic Publishing
company was rot unexpected. The
concern is to be reorganized on a
more substantial tut less pretentious basis.
The first cutting of alfalfa resulted In a good yield and crops in
the Irrigated valleys are looking
fine. However, shortage of wa'cr
for Irrigation is threatened. There
is still considerable snow on the
higher peaks within twelve to
twenty miles of Santa Fe but
streams are beginning to run low.
In the dry farming districts the
situation Is more serious and In
most Instances crops have not been
planted. This Is the anxious period
each year for the dry farmers as
the summer rains do not set In ns
a rule until the beginning of July.
For the cattlemen the situation
Unless rains
continues serious.
set In soon there will be heavy losses. A large portion of the range
looks sere and burned while other
portions haven't even a sign of
ever having had graBS. Cattle are
thin and worn even where f?d.
Wool growers have fared better.
Practically all wool has been disposed of by growers at fair pries.
The lamb crop was shorter than
had been figured on, In some cases
as low as 20 per cent, but in others running tip to 60 per cent and
more.
Hail damaged some of the fruit
but prospects are still very good
for a fine apple, plum, prune and
pear crop. Showers have fallen In
spots but even where most abundant gave only temporary relief. Altogether, despite obvious Improve
(By the

itSERVICE

ment, the situation continues one
that demands caution for the Immediate present as well as to future
commitments.
HOT SPRINGS.
(By the First National Bank.)
Financial:
There Is practically
no change in financial conditions
during the past week, one small
sale of three year old steers was
reported.
Trade: Retail trade
picking
up slightly, the local merchants are
a good
were
there
doing very well,
number of drummers visited us
during the week.
Livestock: The range conditions
continue very dry and cattle nro
suffering for water in several localities. Smoke from recent for
est fires can be seen coming from
the Black range in the Datll and
Gila forests.
Tourists: Judge and Mrs. C. XI.
Brice of Roswell are visitors at tho
Springs, Mrs. Brice coming for the
baths and the Judge to try his skill
with the baas in the Elephant
Butte lake. Many campers ara
around the lake enjoying the hot
weather bathing and fishing.
General: The $35,000
school
bond issue that has been held up
since the election by an injunction
seems to be in a fair way for settlement in a few days favorable to
Hot Springs. This will release the
bonds and the work on the new
grammar school will be rushed to
completion for the fall term ot
school.

CATTLE KILLING

Hi THEFT CASE
SET FOR TRIAL
(Special Correspondence to file Journal.)
Las Vegas, N. M., June .18. Tho

Jury late Saturday 'afternoon,, returned a verdict of gullty.,in the
;caso of Vincents Trujillo, charged
with assault with a knlfa upon Jul
ian Prada in a pool, hall here last
April. Trujillo admitted he was
melee. In whlpn

'a

present during

Prada was cut, but denied having
struck or cut the man.. Prada, who
be put bad; to practically normal lives at the country Settlement ot
La Cuesta, was, in the city seeing
conditions.
sights.
3ank deposits have been on the theTho
the state against
Increase, though it is the time of WnVrr case of who
is accused ol
Craig,'
reyear that deposits usually are
named Kamon
man
assaulting a
duced. This is accounted for by tiarcia
rock
Los Alamos
with
a
'at
the largo number of hogs which ara early in
Jlay, is set for hearing
,
being raised and put on the market.
The alleged assault Aipon
.iuiiutij.arose
1,000 Garcia
There were approximately
from a dispute as to
head of fat hogs shipped out of the possession of a cow. Jim
of
Union county during the month
will be tried Monday on a

1

B'er-gus-

chargo of unlawfully discharging
'
a rifle in a settlement
A sensational cattle stealing and
cattle killing case is set for this
week, when Manuel Garcia, Ricar-d- o
Padilla, Andres Maestas and
Francisco Padilla will be placed
on trial. These men were rounded
tip during the late winter by Chief
TAIBAX.
Deputy Sheriff Lorenzo Delgado.
(By Bank or Commerce.)
who Htated he had evidence to
las-cattle
some
the
week
During
show that the men were a part of
have begun to move, thero having a cattle stealing conspiracy. Meat
been five cars of one's and two's from stolen animals actually was
sold to Kansas buyers.
being vended in the city, Delgado
fair. Corn, Etated.
, ,
Crop conditions are
.
abund
in
and
maize
sorgur-Casfn of men Indicted by the
ance and looking v. Jll. Farmers in present grand jury were, disposed
this community expect to produce of Saturday afternoon as xouown.
a much larger crop of beans than
State vs. Manuel Garcia, Andres
Tilcnrdo
Padilla and
usual.
Maestas,
S. K. Franklin of this place ship- Francisco Padilla, unlawfully kill-in- k
cattle; set for trial Monday.
ped one car of stockers to Wichita,
State vs. Vicente Arcgon and
Kan.
Light shower last week and range Francisco Padilla, unlawfully killconditions are improving.
ing cattle; set for trial Monday.forState vs. Arseno Martinez,
The Santa Fo railroad is laying
trial Tuesday.
heavy steel on the line, there be gery; set forBeenardo
Padilla, asState vs.
ing about 300 men now stationed
sault
with
deadly weapon; set for
at this place.
Possibility of deep test for oil trial Tuesday.
Juan Esqtiibel and Cayetano
never brighter. McGlll No. 1 going
unlawfully killing cattlo,
down at a rapid rate.
set for trial Tuesday.
State vs. Adolfo Gonzales, burgM'CORMICK OPERATION
lary; arraigned and pleaded guil-

TO RAIL MEN
IF THEY STRIKE

(Continued from Page One.)
helpful and constructive for the
railroad men and for the miners
themselves."
I am convinced," declared Mr.
u .,.,,
L.tciv uib lauiuau man O.I1U
the rank and file of the railroad
organizations frankly recognize the
necessity of making a fight regardless of the consequences.
And in
that fight they will have the
wholesouled and active
uun
uib mine worKers.
ISO Appeal I'ossitile.
The presidents of the rail unions
said in their letter to the labor
Viito v4 that ittttif Vinrl
Hnna mtorv.
thing to avert a strike, pointed out
that no appeal was possible from
me ooaro. s aecisiuns, ana
the union's contention that the
liv
trnnnnnrtntlon law reaulreri
ing wage for employee at the bot
oc
tom ot tne sale
occupations,
with higher rates for other workmen, according to the skill, hazard
of
responsibility.
employment,
training and experience.
me
reaucuong
in making wage
board was told that it had estab
that "Just
lished the principle
wages must await the complete satisfaction of railroad ownership in
the matter of rehabilitation and
Further, the board was
profits."
told that in its last decision cutting the wages of clerks, signal
mn nnl atationarv firemen it had
the
stated as a "basis of action
theory that labor cannot oe comeconomic
the
from
freed
pletely
the
laws which likewise affect
earnings of capital."
,
Value i'luciuates.
"rioort,. thla means nothing
r. in.. " tha letter said, "than
the treatment of labor as a com
acmodity whose value fluctuates the
cording to the demand for and
supplv of labor."
As the result of the board s delowest
cisions, the letter said, the degrad-.i
"have been
paid employes
a iovl nf hare animal
ca
subsistence," and the earning
in me nign-e- r
pacity of the employesreduced
'begrades had been
low a standard of healthful and
decent living."
is

Sallna, Kans., June 17. Capt.
' Xuke
Fisher Parsons, last survivor
,of the historic "battle of Osawata-- j

AID

PLEDGED

v,i,

19221
J

CAUSE

It

OOMNC

that

NOTED GERMANS

He expressed the belief that the
railroads of the country soon will
voluntarily discontinue the farm-oof work regardless
of their
opinions as to its legality. Thla.
he thought, will go a long way to-

week.

i

'5

manent.

Leaders of the forces of Wu and
Chang were reported last Friday
:to have met aboard a British vessel st Chinwangtao to consider a

mie," fought by John Brown on
the banks of thj Marias des Cygnes,
,, August 30, 1856. will quietly on
.Tune 28 celehrate his eighty-nint- h
(
birthday anniversary,
Mr. Parsons has not aged In
years. His memory has not
;, dimmed and he recalls vividly
those stirring times from '68 to 69
.when events of great Importance
to the whole country were being
, enacted in Kansas.
"I was born June 28 1833," Mr.
'
Parsons said today. "At the battle
of Onawatamle. fought in 1858, I
was In my twenty-fourt- h
year. I
was not such a kid then, old
enough at least to know what I
was doing."
The days of border ruffianism
' and guerrilla warfare over. Captain
Parsons came to Saline county, lie
'rwaa the first sheriff of Saline coun-J.lIn 1861 he resigned that office
"to go to war. When the rebellion
.Vended he came back
to Saline
county and was again elected sherFor thirty-fiv- e
iff.
he
years
.Htayed on a farm but his home for
om time has been In Sallna where
, he and his aged wife quietly pass
Jtheir days. Captain Parsons Is one
iiof three charter members of Joh l
jlK. Logan post, Q. A. R., Sallna,
"atill surviving.

OF

Chicago, June 18. The railroad
situation today Is hopeful and by
fall many of the present (jifficultUs
will be smoothed out, Ben W.
Hooper, chairman ot the United
States railway labor board, said In
a statement tonight reviewing the
problems before the board. Neith
er rates nor wages are permanent,
na saia, because the conditions on
which they are based are not per-

.

next

IS

(By The Associated Frew.)

Forces of Wu and Chang
Have Agreed to Cease
Fighting, According to
Word Reaching Tientsin.
i

'

HOPEFUL1,
HOOPER

r

(By The Awoclated Preii.)
Tientsin, June 18 (by the Aso- dated Fress). An armistice be- -'
tween the forces of General Wu
rei-Khead of the central China
"military establishment, and Chang
Tso-IJManchurlan rebel Tuchun,
.has been signed at Chinwangtao,
according to reports reaching here
over the railroad line to that port
to
these reports
According
Chang's Fengtlen troops are with
from
the Bhanhaikwan
drawing
.rector and hostilities already have
.ceased.
It Is hoped here that normal railway traffic between Peking and
flhnnhaikwan, where It has been
obstructed by the fighting on the
couth Manchurlan front, for some
.days, may be restored within the

cn

IL

REYN0TE OAJ.P. OFt. CONVCNTON
N CINONMTI-A- S EXPRESSED BY
PRES. SAMUEL dOFJPEfS -- S FT
CRITICSM A6AWST
TIRfWEOF
o
US-fCONGRESS AND TNE

Juri 19,

(Br The Associated Preii.)
Berlin. June 18 (bv the Associ
ated Press). Birds of & feather
may flock together In some climes,
hut. Ttari Rlarinfl' 'Prussian minis
ter of trade, Is determined that
tne cnicKens ot ins predecessor,
FTerr TlMshhurl
mnnnt miner! with
those of the present Incumbent In
office.
Th. .out. lin"tfi(Y. - ln it!tif(
in Berlin not only left Horr FiBh- Deck wunout a place to Jive in
ttttAr htk lnfct. his Anbinet nnsition.
but deprived his hens of a place to
roost. At first Herr Slerlng sym
witn
pathetically snared lodgings nlllin
Vtla nrnrltfrMartf.
With linPOm
Fiehbeck
ine patience while Herr
sought a new home. The search
was fruitless, and tne incoming
ininlKf
hpsrnn tn mka ohlections
tn trinhhdek'a rhlckena. though the
cook also housed a brood belonging
to Bienng. AH aipiomauo euori
at the eviction of Flshbeck's hens
proved futile.
Finally Frau Slerlng ons dsy
rinriinDr
servant girl
FishhecK
alone at home, engaged her in conversation while a domBtio of the
Siering household under the min
ister's personal direction drove ine
Flshbeck'J
offending Afowls Into
rnnrfeter was overlooked
Liiohan
in the strategy, however, and his
cries brought the Fishbeck house-in
maid to the rescue, resulting
the returning ot the flock to their
roost,
n,.i.itii ami nra?ed. slerlng
forced the lock on the henhouse
and ejected the Fishbeck fowls
and nailed up the door. The battle threatened to become more serious than a skirmish when a government service wagon drew up
with a consignment of geese for
Siering. The humor of the situation saved the day, although the
matter is still smouldering. meetGermany's inventors are
in an
ing a match for their wits out
cf
effort to try to find a way
the maze of the patent legislation
which has flooded the country
since the advent of the new government. It is said the laws are
rmtYiarnu that, thnv have cre
ated chaos for those wishing to reg
ister patents ana traae marics.
Early in the year holders of
trademarks were advised that their
Conserenewal was necessary.
quently many of those whose 10
not
had
expired
years' protection
noM 9nn marl. a for renewal. Now
they are informed that a mistake
was made, and In order to oDtain
a refund they must write the registry stating that they themselves
were in error.

The continued presence of colored troops In the Rhlneland oc-pied area is having its reflex in
growing racial hostility throughout
Reports from various
Germany.
sections indicate that not only negroes are coming more and more
into disfavor, but also Japanese.
The feeling In Berlin against the
Japanese resulted some time ago
in a Japanese who appeared in a
west-en- d
restaurant
fashionable
with a white girl, being requested
to leave. Similar action was taken
against a negro and a white girl
In a cafe in the Same locality.
ci

Silk is considered

unclean

has been observed
the rich have twin

sixes and the poor have,
six twins! Now, sociology is not our. biisi-- j
ness, but it 'does some-- j
times seem to us as ifj
a great deal of adver-j
tising .were written onl
the assumption that!
people are made of!
money. JfOf course

many

institutions!

,vould regard it as un- -'
dignified to ., discuss
such a humble prob- -'
lem as making ends
meet. But our point of
view is, that a store
which can't make ends
meet for its patrons,
eventually is unable to
make ends meet for itself, fl No store can
stay in business by put

ting its patrons out of
business.

So

tn

snpnk-

-

Its success is usually ?

in proportion to what
.

at

it saves lor those it

And that, in
our opinion, is resoon- sible for the success of
our store, The worn
en of Albuquerque rec
oernize us as hems', not J
alone authorities onl
imported fashions, butf
also students of do4
mestic finances, The
truth' is, madam, that
however moderate, I
your income may be,;
you will always find 1
us "A Store Within
Your Means!" The
National Garment 'Co'..1 X
,403 West Central.
kJ
serves.

by

the Mohamedans, because it is the
product of a worm.

May.

There is very little trade among
the cattle men. However, they nro
expecting to be able to go t" tho
market with fat cattle througn tho
nonths ot September and Oif.brr.
All the signs point to prosperity.

'

'

.

-

..

CLAYTON.

(By State Bank of Commerce,)
Union county, situated
in the
northeast corner of the state, has
received sufficient r.oislure to insure a large feed crop and a few
showers along through the growing
months will insure a bumper crop
of corn and beans. There has been
planted the largest acreage of farm
products ever nown In the history of the country. This acreage
consists principally of corn and
Pinto beans. However, thero Is a
large acreage of milo maize, kaf-fi- r
corn, oats and other feed crops.
Financial conditions continue to
Improve and with the present outlook for the fall crop at reasonable prices. Union county should

WAS

A

SUCCESS, SAYS

ty.

-

i

THREE PERSONS KIMjEI.
Mexico City, Juno 18. Three
persons were killed and two in(By Tha Anioclatdd TreM.)
last night when syndicalists
Chicago, June 18. The veil of jured
attacked the San Augustin textile
mystery drawn about an operation factory at AtllxcO, state of Puebla,
performed last Monday on Harold following a disagreement with the
F. McCormlck, chairman of the
the concern.
executive board of the Interna- owners of
tional Harvester company, remainCleveland Is the one team that
ed as impenetrable tonight as It
the
was forty-eighours ago when has it on Detroit this season,from
word of Mr, McCormlck's Illness Indians having won 10 games
DOCTOR'S

THAT SATISFIES"

INTERNATIONAL

BULLETIN

ht

the Tigers.
first became public.
That Mr. McCormlck is making
satisfactory progress and that the
operation was a success, was Indicated by a bulletin issued today by fwinc Shield Glass-LumbDr. Victor D. Lesplnassc, who op- I J. c. BAt.nRIDOB MJMBKH TO
I m Booth First Street.
I'bone 40!.
erated on Mr. McCormlck.
His condition from a surgical
standpoint is excellent; pulse 80,
temperature 08.
Mr. McCormlck remained In seclusion In the walled-of- f
wing of
the Wesley Memorial hospital
hospital where the operation was
SPECIALIST IN OCVLAB
performed. Members of the famREFRACTION
the
visited
ily
patient during the 107 8. Fourth. Phone 1087-to
refused
his
but
discuss
day
condition or comment on widely
published reports that Mr. McCormlck had been the subject of a
gland transplantation operation.

Side Delivery Rakes and Hay Loaders

er

WHY IS YOUR HAY DOWN
WHEN IT RAINS?

Value

prices.

priced, is thefpresent
day demand. The buying world Sow
insists upon the utmost value. Trie,
careful buyer, eager for a full return
from each dollar spent, buys Certain?
teed products. The millions saved by
our enormous production, highly standt
ardized and widely distributed by wasted
less methods, insure notable quality
stripped of needless costs. Quality, always obtainable at a high price, here
comes within reach of the modest purse.
But our achievement saves you nothing unless you desire economy intensely enough to ask for and demand Certain-teed
products, and take no other.
CERTAIN-TEE-

D

PRODUCTS

CORPORATION

I'

u

C. H. CARNES

I

wouldn't be if you were using an International
Side Delivery Rake and an International Hay
Loader.

T

W

Without these tools you can't compete with farmers using them. The side delivery rake leaves the
hay looser it dries quickly and can be taken from
the field sooner. It makes hay that brings more on
any market.
With these tooIstwo men can do the work of six
and do it better in less time. Can you afford to
be WITHOUT them.

GOOD HELP IN STJMM Kit.
Indigestion causes worry, nervousness,
bilious-

ness, coated tongue, bad breath,
bloating, gas, constipation and constant distress. Henry C. Thorne,
1002 Harrison Ave., Boston, Mass.,
writes: "Since taking Foley's Cathartic Tablets I feel fine." They
cleanse the bowels, sweeten the
stomach and invigorate the liver.
Cause no pain, no nausea.
Not
habit forming Just a good, wholesome physic. Bold everywhere.

flet genuluc International part
from us. We are
sole

distributors

for International
products in this
territory.

RAABE & M AUGER
FIRST AND COPPER.

"If It's Hardware

We Have It."

PHONE 30

Bring Your Roofing
Troubles to Raabe and
or Phone
Mauger'a

5.

$05.
i

.Vi.:,j..'A.-

Journal

.Want Ads Bring--

They Can't Beat U

For Service, Quality and Prices

Duke City Cleaners

Phone

446. 1209

North Fourth

LUMBER
GLASS
CEMENT

PAINT
PLASTER

Albuquerque

Lumber Co.
423 North First Street

Results,

Certainly of Quality- - Guarantee? Satisfaction
ASPHALT ROOFINGS

OILCLOTH

ASPHALT SHINGLES

TARRED FELT

PAINTS OF ALL KINDS
LINOLEUMS

'

VARNISHES

INSULATING PAPERS.

FLOORTEX HI AVIWMtth IWiVd

i

s.

m

CflBURN
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RUNAWAY PACE OF GIANTS ARD

WYES

SUGGESTS THAT TURLEY ADMITS
RAILROADS GET
5 YEAR HOLIDAY KILLING

SUDDEN RUSH OF BROWNS ARE
EL PASO ON. HIS

WESTWARD TRIP
Grand Goblin of the Pacific
Domain, Ku Klux Klan,'
Will Submit to Arrest and
Furnish Bond".
(By Tbe Aaaoclated Pras.)
El Paso, Tex., June 18. William

FEATURES

OF

(BY THE ASSOCIATED PRFSS.)
New York, June IS. The com for the first time in many weeks.
The Browns and Detroit Tigers,
bination of speed and batting
played the leading
punch looms as tho decisive factor! meanwhile,
sensational
roles
upsets that
at the present stage of the major markedin the
week in tho American
league pennant races. The runaSt. Louis, after breaking
way pace of tho New York Giants league.
even
four games with the Yan
during the past week, which left keea. inoutslugged
and
them five and a half games in the wont into the Washington
lead, while New
lead today, after a defeat at the
Babe
and his
hands of St. Louis, and the sudden York, withcrew in Ruth
a dismal slump
rush of the St. Louhi Browns to wrecking
four
was
humbled
games
straight
tho top, as tho Yankees faltered,
Cobb's dashing Tigers. To
can bo laid largely to supremacy by Ty setback
was
the
seventh
over their rivals in these depart- dny's
had suffered
straight tho Hugmen
ments.
away to an auspicious
The Browns increased their mar- utter petting
their western invasion the
start
gin to a game and a half today by week in
before.
defeating
Philadelphia while the Tho Tigers, who clouted New
Yankees lost to Cleveland.
hurling staff with
whose
The Giants,
winning York's
partiality, todav made it seven
streak reached eight games before out
of
out
their last eight
It was stopped and included four In victories
and with a firm hold on
a row over Pittsburgh, were aided games
plate, threaten to mako it a
bv a brace in their pitching staff, third
three-clu- b
race
but it was timely hitting that turn- cuit. after all. in the junior cir
ed the tide in favor of the McUraw
and tho Chicago White
men at critical moments. Proof ot SoxCleveland at the
exponse of the
gained
this is the fact that every Giantis weaker
eastern clubs.
regular, except the pitchers,
in each league
record
week's
Tho
batting over tho .300 mark. ram- ot Rames played won and lost, toAs a result ot New York's
with runs, hits and errors
page, the National league resolved gether
Including games of Saturday, is as
itself into a struggle for second follows:
diplace. Pittsburgh, meeting
American.
saster at Boston and a rout againet
P. W. L. H. H. E.
and
the Giants, lost its advantage a- Xew York
8
6
1
6 28
7
today,
St. Louis was runner-u- p
5
7
2 61 77
St.
I.ouls
lthough the Cardinals have as yet Wnshinc-to3
24 D4
....77 62 51 45
failed to hit their real stride in the
2
89
with improved Detroit
east. Brooklyn,
G
84
10
37
2
4
by Cleveland
handicapped
still
but
pitching,
1
5 35 62 11
erratic Infield work, retains fourth Philadelphia
1 45 75 10
7
6
rhicaco
7
place.
5 32 65
2
7
The Chicago Cubs spurted and, Boston .
National.
backed by efficient hitting, took
P. W. L. n. H. E
tho last two games of the Brook- Vow Vorlc
4
0 44 75
7
7
lyn series, stopped the winning
6 11 49 11
0
6
Pittohi.rr-drew
and
Braves
ot
the
streak
8
3 26 66
3
6
St. Louis
ahead of Cincinnati to the leader-shi4 28 64 1
3
7
Rrooklyn
of the second division. The r'lnoi
8
X
48
5
19
6
iiiintl
Beds continued to slump, begun
8
2 4 6 87
5
7
tho
Chlcaeo
to
row
in
a
lost
four,
when they
3 35 61 16
3
6
r.oaton
braced
Phillies
while
the
Ginnts,
4
2 40 56
3
8
and Bhoved a winning percentage Pliiln.lnlnhin

grand goblin of the
Pacific
domain,. Ku Klux Klan,
who Btopped oft here yesterday on
his way from Atlanta to Ixs Anindictgeles, where he is under
d
ment in connection with the,
California.
for
raid, left today
"Tho newspapers have played
'hob' with things in Los Angeles,"
he said, explaining that he tried to
dodge reporters wherever ho could.
"If my enemies In Los Angeles
know I am coming they will do
power to hueverything in their
"
miliate me.
"There is nothing those fellows
who led that raid would not do to
carry out their designs and keep
mo away from Los Angeles until
they can saddle tho responsibility
of the raid on me.
"When I was in Atlanta, shortly
after indictment were returned,
they went to my home In Los Angeles, virtually kidnaped onmy wife
a train
and children, put them
and sent them to Atlanta. My wifo
was told that she would be killed
it she remained thwre and was instructed to go straight to Atlanta
and stay there, and to tell me to
stay or I would be assassinated. ap-It
to make it
was all a frame-u- p
pear that I was hiding from the
grand jury and the sheriff."
Coburn said that the first thing
he would do would bo to submit to
arrest and then make bond. He
could make bond in any amount,
he went on, and "was not afraid of
the whole damned gang."
After Coburn had insisted that
he was not in the lnglewood raiding party, he was asked if, as the
highest klan official in the state,
he countenanced the raid and approved of what took place there.
yes, it was all
"Confidentially
"The fellows
right," ho replied.
were running a distillery contrary
young
to law, wera debauching
AUTO
school boys and girls, and they deserved all they got and more."
Asked if such raids were part of
the klan's program generally and
whether
they believed In taking
the law into thir own hands and
in order to
would kill if necesj-nrrarry out their plans, he, said they
would.
No Water Is Available and
"A part of the klan's work Is to
see that the regularly elected ofthe Racing Course Is In
ficials enforce tho law," he said.
Ruins; Damage Is Est"If they will not do it, tho klan
will."
imated at $200,000.
S. Coburn,

Ingle-woo-

PENHAHT RACES

all-sl-

h

p

.

FIRE DESTROYS

SPEEDWAY

SI

Clifi

courses, ns a unit in a California
opened for
raring circuit. When
automobifo
racing, it was declared
track
finest
liy exports to bo tho
ot Its Kind in mo country.
course was a mil and a quarter
and the grandstand and pit equipment was said to be the "last
.r.i" in tviieif nnnointments.
was
'The last race on the track 150hehl last Wednesday, when a
mile event was run on as a pan
or the program or ine goiuen jubilee ot the Mystic Shrine in Pan
Francisco. The track was credited with being the place where
international
Miirnhv.
timmv
his
given
toward
start
championsnip nonor.

apoed chninpion, was
A

500-mil-

o

championship had been

planned for the track for
day.

ArmiB-tic-

e

ALL FOREIGN TROOPS
(By The Aaaocinled Froaa.)
June 18. The
S;in Francisco,
MAY BE WITHDRAWN
greater San Francisco speedway at REPORT STEAMERS IN
of here,
FROM CHINESE SOIL Sun Curios, 20 miles south
SINKING CONDITION
'
an automobile racing course of
,

;

throughout,
wooden construction
was destroyed by fire today with an
estimated loss of $200,000.
The flro was discovered at 12:4f
p. m. oh the wooden track a short
distance south of the grandstand.
The fire departments of San Carlos,
San Mateo and other nearby points
were summoned, but there was no
water availablo and the flames,
fanned by a strong wind, soon
The
swept Into the grandstand.
firemen playpd chemicals on the
an
firo without making
impression
on it, and then were compelled to
draw their apparatus away and
leave the big plant to its fate.
Within an hour the grandstand,
35.000
capable of accommodating
spectators, was a mass of smoking
ruins and the wind was carrying
tho flames along the track. At the
turns, which were banked high,
the fire took a fresh start, the oil
soaked planking speeding the work
of destruction.
The cause of the fire is unknown.
The speedway was erected last
to
cobe
fall
the
believed
is
by Jack Prince, noted
Asparagus
oldest known plant used for food. nstructor
of' automobile racing
fBj The Aanoclofed Frew.)
Baltimore, Md., June 18 (by
the Associated Press.) Japan has
entered into negotiations with the
other powers maintaining troops
in China, looking to the withdrawal of all foreign troops from
that country, Sadao, Subuii. charge
d'affaires of the Japanese emtobassy, declared in an address
church.
day at the First Unitarian
Mr. Saburi referred to a recent
order removing Japanese troops
from Hankow and declared the
Japanese minister at Peking had
been instructed by his government
to take up the matter of withdrawal of other troops, with tho
of tho countries
representatives
interested.
"Japan hopes, that all the other
foreign troops stationed in Peking
and other places, according to tho
protocol signed after the Boxer
rebellion of 1900. will be withdrawn, ata soon as order is restored in China," he added.

(By Tim Asmiclated Preaa.)

Jacksonville,
Fla., June 18.
Telegrraphio advices received here
tonight from Key West reports
tho steamers Bella and De Soto
to bo "in sinking condition" and
added that a coast guard cutter
was removing "the survivors."
Tho dispatches gave no details as
to the cause of the disaster to the
two ships, nor their immediate

position.
The Bella is listed in the marine registry as a freighter of J81
tons and the De Soto as a tanker
ot
360 tons. Private advices
reaching here indicated tho Ves
sels had collided.

Spanish beggars do not think it
necessary to conceal their cigar
when asking for alms. Smoking is
considered as necessary as breath
inpr to every human being out of
tho cradle.
In Persia the umbrella
appendage of royalty.

is still an

BY FREDERIC J. HASRIN.
Washington, D. C, June 18.
The suggestion of Secretary of
the Treasury Mellon that tho American railroads need a holiday
of five
during which, for a period
years or more, they would reg-be
practically free of government
renewe1
ulation, has provoked
discussion of the whole question
of railroad operation.
The swing ot the pendulum
back toward a consideration ot relaxed railroad regulation is behoved to mark one of th,e cycles
of development peculiarly characteristic of American progress.
A curious coincidence is that Glen
Plumb, the author of the Plumb
the farthest
Plan, constituting
swing of tho pendulum in the direction of radicalism, la reported
to be on his death bed, following
a prolonged illness. Mr. Plumb's
health is reported to be so Impaired that, even though he might
recover from his present illness,
he could not take up tho leaderof
ship
transportation reform
again. His absence from this field
one of the strongest
remove
would
opponents to relaxed railroad regulation in the country.
Mr. Mellon based his- suggestions for a railroad holiday on
the theory that the carriers could
work out of their present financial difficulties more speedily if
they were free of the interference
ot such bodies as tho Interstate
Commerce commission. Mr. Mellon believes that if the railroads
were permitted to operate independently, they would, through
the force of competition, reduce
rates to a point where the
public would derive much benefit. The secretary
points out
that in the days before regulation, rates for transportation
of
and
freight
fares were much lower than
now and that the history of railroad rate regulation in the United
States has been a history of progressively increasing rates.
Mr. Mellon'a suggestion has been
received with much interest, and
it seems likely that a whole new
crop of proposals for railroad relief will spring up in its wake,
These may develop into a new
general investigation of the transsituation
portation
by a congressional committee.
Opposes Too Much Regulation.
Some members of the Interstate Commerce commission havo
shown leanings toward the belief
that too much regulation is not
good for the railroads and not
good for the public. Mark Potter,
a member of the commission, in recent opinions in cases before that
body, has expressed officially the
view that the commission arrogates
to Itself powers too sweeping and
invades the field of management
of tho railroads, whereas, under
the law, it should restrict its activities to a detached and impersonal Judging of right and wrong
in railroad cases, within the meaning of the act to regulate commerce,
The first dissent from the practice which in recent years has
grown up of regulating railroads
as though they were nwned by the
commission was expressed by the
late Commissioner Clements in the
Second Five Per Cent case. In that
case the railroads asked for a rate
increase, claiming that they could
not make money unless they received higher rates. The commission agreed with this view and
granted the increase, but Commissioner Clements dissented
from
the majority opinion and declared
that If all a railroad had to do to
get a rate increase was to prove
that it needed money, the burden
of proof of why an Increase should
be granted, which is
bv the
statute on the railroad,placed
had become
light and easy to carry.
It was the opinion of Commissioner Clements that the abstract
Justness of a specific charge for
carrying a given commodity
a
certain distance should
be
measure of regulation and that the
the
commission had no legal right to
give or withhold a rate increase
on
the basis of whether or not (he
-

passenger

i
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Mrs.

Means Savings Now
in
Not Next Month

as Part

of a
Her Apart-

ment House Business.
(By Tlie Aaaotiated Frrta.)

Denver, Colo., June 18. Orville
J. Turley admitted to Deputy District Attorney Kenneth W. Robinson early this morning that ho killed Mrs. Emma Wise and that ho
had no accomplice in the killing,
aceording to an announcement
made by police today. Mrs. Wise's
body was found in a furnace air
shrift in a North Denver residence
yesterday. Turley later admitted
thai lie was present when she was
killed Inst Tuesday but at first declared that an accomplice did the
actiinl killing. This morning he
admitted that tho accomplice was
a creature of his imagination, police said.
After police and Mr. Robinson
had been questioning Turley for several hours, Turley asked that he
and Robinson bo left alone, police
said. Then, they said. Turley declared that he killed Mrs. Wise as
part of a plan to get her apartment
house business and what other
valuables ho could. He planned to
sell the business and leave Denver,
he is alleged to have confessed.
Arthur Chief of Police August
Hambuth announced tonight that;
the investigation of tho death of
E.
Mrs. Eliza
Lewis, wealthy
widow, in her homo here on May
20, had been reopened in an effort
to discover whether Turley also
killed her.

Dresses, Suits, Wraps
We have delved right and left into the spring and early summer stocks of dresses, suits, coats, capes and skirts every garment
in the heighth of fashion and the best of taste. Each one of a favored
material of 1922 They have been assembled into four great lots, each
lot at a price that represents more than a mere price concession, and
in fact is a drastic reduction. Thus

LOT

1

LOT 4 AT
number of
suits
polret twill, braided and
embroidered, canton crepe,
etc. Capes and
trlcotine,
coats in staples and high
class
novelties.
Beautiful
street, afternoon and dinaer
dresses in tho very best and
most popular materials.
A
In

Suits of tweed, gabardine
and polret twill. Novelty
capes and coats. A wide variety of charming dresses in
canton crepe, chiffon taffeta, roshanara crepe and
many sport novelties.

Acl"''

We have no hesitancy in urging you to attend this clearance
now today if possible. It will fully justify your most sanguine expectations of unusual values and exceptional savings. It is attracting
wide attention and liberal patronage and early purchases are to your

Vrm.)
(By The
Salt Like City, Utah, June 18.
More than 100 firearms were
turned in today tp the national
guard by strikers in the Carbon
county coal district. Women took
most of tho guns to military
headquarters. Some of the women
called members of the guard to
their homes and gave them weapons while others called at headmilitiaquarters and asked thathomes
to
men be sent to their
300
guns
More
than
collect them.
of varying descriptions havo been
gathered up at Helper and Spring
Canyon. Minor raids have been
conducted at Scofleld, scene of
the first outbreak several weeks
ago, and a few arms were taken.

advantage.

2 RAILROAD BRIDGES
OUT

IN TEXAS WASHED
(By The Asnrlnli'd Treat.)

Kan Antonio. Tex., June 18.
Both tho Southern Pacific railroad bridgo and tlte International
bridges spanning the Rio Grande
at Kngle Pass were washed out
late tonight, according to a telephone message to the San An- DENVERITE DROWNS AT
tonio Kxpress. The river was at
CITY BATHING BEACH
a 52 foot stage, a mile wldo and
still rising. Fears were felt for
(By Tbe Auoclatcd Treat.)
the population of Piedras Niegras
June 18. John F.
on the Mexican side, which is
Denver,
believed to be inundated.
Decker of this city was drowned
bathing
today at- a municipal
WOMAN AT COLORADO
beach. When Decker failed to
up after a dive, screams from
SPRINGS, 94, DIES come
his wife, who was watching him
from the shore, attracted attention
(B.T Th AKMiclntrd Pr.'
at the beach.
Colorado Springs. Colo., June 18. of the life guards
made several dives
Mrs. Evalina Elizabeth Tillery, After they had
who died here today at the ago ot in an effort to locate Decker, they
that
94, was the last of six brothers and were informed, they on said, beach
the
One Decker was sitting
sisters noted for longevity.
search.
Later,
sister died at 96. one at 90, and one and so gave up the
at 80, while one brother lived to however, another bather dovo and
body.
be 90 and the other 88. Her moth- discovered the submerged
er lived to be over 90. Mrs. Tillery Efforts to resuscitate Decker were
unsuccessful.
was born in Grason, W. Va.

6
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ley, Kids!
We have on hand quite an assortment of Children's
Wheel Goods, such as velocipedes, Kiddie Cars,
Scooters, Wagons, etc. We are buying our Xmas
stock and want to clean up all these odds and ends
therefore, we will give a discount on all of these

MAYOR OF IOWA CITY
RESIGNS HIS OFFICE

PHONE 76.

be-e-

Includes Velour Capes and
coats. Chinchilla coats ot
summer weight. Bright colored tweed suits and staple
serges. Hummer dresses ot
silk Jersey, crepe do chine,
tafieta, etc.

LOT 3 AT

tion of a managerial duty.
The commissioner stood practically alone then but since his time
that is, in the last ftvn nr civ
years other have taken praeti-- 1
cally the same view. Mr. Mellon
has crystallzed it in his
aphoristic
statement that the remedy
is a
railroad holidav.
It is argued that Under n mlnvil
regulation the public would got
Detter service
ia each railroad would be on
its mettle not only to cut rates
lower than its comDetitom hut
give such service that its facilities
would be preferred.
It is claimed
that when railroad operation is
carried on in a network
of regula- Hons and rules which dictate to a
nicety practically every function of
management,
great, progressive
executives and alert, capable rail- road workers are not attracted to
the profession.
uiiT-urea-

LOT 2 AT

AT

Includes Jersey Sport Coats
in the popular bright colors.
Stylish suits of tweed and
Jersey. Dresses of silk knit
Jersey and taffeta. Prunella
skirts In the new high colors

FIREARMS TURNED IN
BY STRIKING MINERS

neeriari. v.,t,
1IUS
s aiien jiiuifr,
to tne com- missions function and an assump-

"Give me
La Azora."1

ar

Emma Wise, Denver,

Colo.,' Slain
Plan to Get

carriers
,

The old way:
"Give me a mild cigar."
The modern way:

This June Clearance
of Ready-to-We-

TELL DAD TO READ THIS AD.

goods of

TWENTY-FIV-

E

'

To the Friends

ofLa Azora

La Azora is milder and finer
than ever. While its filler has

'

.

the bouquet of true Havana,
that Havana is astonishingly
mild. As a strictly mild
cigar, yet one of the most
delightful cigars to smoke,
we consider La Azora today
c triumph in cigar waking.
La Axora Cigar it made by
Consolidated Cigar Corporation

Piitribuled by

& SCHL0SS
Denver, Colorado

ROTHENBERG

CIGAR

CO

SPOKANE
NO-RU-

Washington

GAME

l"ft- V Ion crust
In
uc i w cc ii
ViUiiivni. v.iinsii
the Culbertson andyn..4
the American
Legion teams. With the exception
or. one man, who was walked in
the sixth inning, no - member
Of the ClllhnftaAn
.Inn ..nanhArl
first base. Beyersdorf's team won,
8 to 0. He pitched
for the North
Central high school, of this city
,
last year, 4
.

Thcsicigm

alight delightful smoe light one!

T

no-h-

IJpr 25t
always mild

NO-HI-

Bt The .inmelata rrm.)
Spokane. Wash., June H
Don Beyeradorf
it
game here this afternoon

Invincible

Twostzcs

MAN PITCHES

art shorn
tcbudtut

--

V"

Pike? Peak Region

you

PllPblo invites you to the

Hurry While Stocks Are Complete.
On Sale This Week.

9an

WHITNEY HARDWARE GO.

Isabel National Fores

DphVPV fraf eway to--

307 West Central

Rocky MountainNafional Park
Wilt

TO THE STRANGERS

has a real
ALBUQUERQUE is recognized by
the National Association of Real
Estate Boards, and its members are
entitled to use the word "Realtor" in
connection with their names.

mtmmmMmKM

Colorado 9prinrfsofpr9

PER CENT.

WITHIN OUR GATES

m

mmprlkcuwnon
FdT9arp much lower

.

Iowa City, la., June 18. Insnlls
Swisher resigned from his offlre
as mayor of Iowa City at a special
meeting of the city council at noon
today. He gave as his reasons tho
press of personal business and illness in his family.
Mayor Swisher's, action today
followed his dismissal yesterday of
Police Chief Malone and his appointment of H. Jennings as
successor.
City aldermen
declared today they would not
confirm the appointment of Jennings.
t
Miss Emma Harvat, an alderman, is expected to be named
mayor at tomorrow's meeting of
the city council.
Swisher's ousting of Malone am!
his subsequent resignation are sui'l
to be the outcqme of the recent
Indictments returned by the Johnson county grand Jury
against Stl
alleged gamblers and bootleggers.

m
-

glad to semd you our

.

fipp lx)oHptyCbloracb$umTfler

and Off the Beaten Patk':
R. W. II0YT, Agent.

95
Phone 204.

Albuquerque,

N. M.

SAVOY HOTEL

ELMS HOTEL

Opp. Santa Fe Depot

304 North First St.
t

This Is
No. 18

of a

series.

When you see "Realtor" in an ad,
or on a window, you know that you
can expect the same service, same
rates, and same high degree of integrity from its user as you would
get from Realtors anywhere in the
country.

FINEST ROOMS IN TtlE STATE. STEAM HEAT. HOT AND
COLD WATER. ALL OCTS1DE ROOMS.
Transient Rates: Single. $1 and 11.50; double, $1.50 and $2.00.
With bath, single. $3.00 and JJ.60; double. $2.50 and $3.00.
Weekly Rates: With or without private bath. $4.51) to $10.00
per week.

!
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Albuquerque

Real

Estate Board

REALTORS

TRY
V
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DUERS

IS LEONARD BITING OFF MORE THAN HE
CAN EAT IN MEETING BRITTON-TENDLER- ?

3QSSKS&3PCSS'

BROWNSTIGHTEN

III

bit

IE

yiAiitriBacjjjj

ID

FIRS

BEAT

JTHLETICS

I;

Williams

and

Get

Contest Is Called on Account
of Rain; St. Louis Stops
Giants' Winning Streak
; By 4 to 2 Score.

Sisler

Brooklyn, June 1 8. Pittsburgh
blanked Brooklyn In an abbreviated same today, railed at tha end
of the sixth because of rain. Cooper had tho best of Ruether on the
mound and In the first Inning
fanned two men with the bases full.
Three slglos and a fielder's choice
gave tho Pirates their run. Score:

St. Louis, June IS. Home runs
by Sisler and Williams enabled the
Drowns to tighten their grip on

Pittsburgh.
ab. n. it,

Maranville, 2b,.
Carey cf
Blgbee, if
Barnhart. 3b...
Traynor, ss . . .
Mokan, rf
Grimm, lb
Gooch, C
Cooper, V
Totals

2
3

1
1

0

0
0
0
0

0

3
3
2
2

0

0
1

22

2

4

one-ha-

ro. a. k

fSW.

rn

1

v

AB. R. H. PO. A.

rl

2b .

Voung,

'

Brooklyn.

AB. K. IT. PO,

High, Sb
Johnston, 2b . .
B. Griffith, rf. .
Wheat, If
Myers, cf
Bchmandt, lb..
Olson, sa

lf

Philadelphia.

6

18

You cannot tell in advance from outward appearance, the mileage a tire will
deliver, but you may judge it from the
name on the sidewall.
Because the name Firestone is giving its most definite assurance of Most
Miles per Dollar this year, it is influencing
a greater following than ever.
It spell3 a two-wa- y
saving few can afford to neglect.
It means more miles
than could ever be bought before. And
it means the lowest price at which quality
tires can be legitmately sold- -

first place today by defeating
Philadelphia, while New York was
losing to Cleveland. The locals, as
a result of today's score, are one
and
games ahead of the
Yankees. Three pitchers were used
Score:
Sy each club.

0
0

0

One-Ha-

Games Ahead.

2

2

St. Louis
lf
and

Home Runs;
Now Is One

1
0

3
2
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3

3

S

0
0
0
1
0
0

4

1

4

i

ohnston, lb
Walker, If . .
Welch, rf . . .
Miller, cr ...
Perkins, c .
Galloway, ss
Dykes, 3b .,
Rommell, p
Yarlson, p .
Harris, p ..
xHauser ....
xxMcGowan

8
4

4

1
0
0

0
0
0

113

0 v0
0 1
0
0
0 0

It assures too, the most reliable construction the industry has produced the
cord carcass
staunch, double
where friction is reduced to the minimum
and strain under load is evenly distributed
by a superior method of curing on
The sales of Firestone Cords naturally
are mounting constantly, for new users
everywhere are beginning to enjoy the
mileage which has for years been the dominant Firestone characteristic.' You can
buy Firestones now at lower prices than
ever in the past.
gum-dippe- d

air-bag-

s.

,

Most Miles per Dollar

3
2

30 8 8 24 7 2
Total
x Batted
tn
for
Rommell
fourth.
3
xx Ran for Walker in ninth.
3
t
St. Louis.
ff W
$ ,
reberry,
AB. R. II. PO. A. E.
Ruether
2
1
4
2
0 0
Tobln. rf . . . .
o
3
0
8
0
0 6 18
Oerber, ss. . . .
Totals
1
4
2
Sisler, lb
AboTe, Benny Leonard, left, and Jack Britton. Below, Lew Tendlcr.
By innings:
2
4
1
2
. . . .002 000
Williams, If ..
Pittsburgh . . .
.Secondly, Britton's chances for
By N OILMAN 10. IlltOWiV,
4
000 000 0
0" 0
McManus, 2b
Brooklyn
ou:
re
K.
are
over
Leonard
Leonard
O.
will
knock
Benny
victory
0
0
cf . .
Stolen bases Tray- Lew
Summary:
Tendler If he tries, and score mote. Britton found it hard to Shorten,
Severeld, o . .
nor. Doume piays
f& decisive
Jack knockout the more frail Ted Lewis
over
and
victory
..
point
Johnston
3b
Kllerbe,
nor and Grimm:
and other opponents. Leonard can Davis, p
Britton.
Olson. Left on bases Pittsburgh.
That's the way the dope points talso punches.
Base on balls-- Off
p ...
Wright,
4; Brooklyn, 8.
out By on tho two matches n,ow arranged
Leonard Fust and Dangerous.
Pruett. p , , . .
Huether, 1. Struck
1 it
tim
1.
an
had
by
for
Leonard.
Britton
has
easy
Cooper. 4: Ruether,
The
E 10 27 14
32
1
Totals
champion will against hard hitter usually because
pitcher By Cooper (Wheat); by meet lightweight
Britton, welter king, June 23 the rank and file of sluggers an
By Innings:
Ruether (Maranville).
Leon
and take on Tendler,
000 300 0008
poor boxers and rarely fant.
Philadelphia
010 OOx 3
St. ixuiis, 4; New ork. 2.
aspirant for Leonard's light- ard combines his hitting power witr St. Louis
I....013
e
New York, June 18. The St. weight crown, on July 20. Tho dazzling speed. Britton will face
hits Mil
New bouts will be winged in New York tougher opposition than ho eve ler, ummary:
stopped
Louis Nationals
Perkins,
sisler, Johnston.
met in his own class. Leonard Is Three-bas- e
York's winnins streak here today, City or Jersey City.
hits Williams, Miller.
affairs young r than most worthy oppo Home runs Williams, Sisler. SacBoth are
winning an abbreviated five lnnin?
has met of late. rifices Davis,
game. It was the fourth game lost Which means thnt Leonard can nents Britton
Perkins, Gerber,
affair Which means Ixonard will carry Harris. Double plays Severeid to
at home by New York this year.
the
in
Tendler
liberties
take
for
game
wants
he
in
the
McManus and
to
dispose
stamina.
If
McManus;
Toney pitrhed his first
Gerber,
edge
especially.
New York since his injury a of Tendler in a hurry the champ I believe Leonard is clever enough Sisler. Left on bases PhiladelScore:
month ago.
can sail right In. Only a knockout lo meet Britton's crafty tactics and phia, 9: St. Louis, 7. Base on balls
St. Louis.
Off Davis. 4; Wright, 2; Harris.
lund morel telling punches. He
will deprive hlin of his crown.
AB. It. Il. PO. A. B.
lw
iiirucK out Bv Wrlsrht.
Whether or not he will make sho't ought to outpoint Britton and if
0
0
1
0
1
1
rf
work of Lew after he measures th? there is a knockout Leonard will Yarrison, 1; Harris, 1. Hits Off
z
2
Schultz. rf
Kommeii. 4 in 3; off Yarison. 1
Phlludelphian and finds ho can, re- land It.
J. Smith, rf ... 3
off Harris, 3 In 3
off
Leonard's match later with Tend in 1
mains to be seen. He might grow
2
...
2b
tor
Hornshy,
off Wright. 4
d
ler must be considered, however, uavis, 4 m
and save Lew
4
in
a1,
none
McHonry, If . . . 3
outin
Hit
pruett,
when one tries to dope out the
another bout a decision affair
3
Fournler.
come of the Leonard-Brlttoanother fat purse.
fight oy pucner By Wright (Dykes)
2
Stock, 3b
over
pitcher
winning
a
Wright.
Tendler
Losing
good
make
want
Does
Tendler
Leonard
Should
Alnsmlth, c .... 2
showing against Benny the kinsa confident as he goes after Benny i
2
Lavnn, ss
headDiece? Or does Leonard want
will have to meet him again with
2
Tertica, p
Cleveland, 9; Xew York, 2.
to throw the fear of his might Into
verdict at stake.
Cleveland, June 19. New York
Tendler's heart by a
May lie Grmlgo right.
22 4 6 15 3 0
Totals
suffered
seventh straight defeat
The one thing that may bear attack and decisive victory over wnen it its
New York.
i
lost to Cleveland todav.
,!
AB. R. H.PO. A. E. weight with Leonard is his personal Britton?
was
out of the box
knocked
Hoyt
feelings. There Is no love lost beIn the first inning and Murray was
Bancroft, ss ... 2 0 0 10 1
the
and
him
1
tween
8
1
challenger
..
2b
Rawllngs.
oui nine more effective. Covelea-kl- e
1
0
1
2
2
2
'Hasn't been since Tendler accepted
Frlsch. 3b
was In great form, striking out
8 0 1 2 0 0 la Juicy forfeit once when Benny
Meusel, If
eignt, lanKees. score:
O
S
1
0
0 0 Iwas unable to filflll a date wltn
Young, rf
New York.
It
B
1
0 Lew in the ring months ago.
1
0
2
Kelly, lb
AB. It. H. PO. A. E.
1
2
0 .'Leonard allows this to influence
2
0
0
Stengel, cf
2
cf
Witt,
2
0
0
2
0 0 nun no iimy cuw.v.
K. Smith, o
Skinner, cf
n
0 o
0
0
ler In a hurry and then cross him
Toney, p
McNally, 3b
0
0 0
0
off his list for good.
xCunnlngham
Ruth, if
If they both go to it heads up
Meusel, rf
1
'2 5 15 7 2 Tendler will be pie for Benny.
Totals
McMillan, rf
afd
x Batted for Toney In fifth.
As for the
2 10
PiPP, lb ...
By Innings:
fair:
4
1
0
Ward, 2b
200 114
Rt Louis
Leonard can wade Into Britton
4
1
3
Scott, ss
000
New York
with little fear of being knocked
4
o
1
0
...
Hoffman,
(Game called in sixth Inning on out. Virst place, a knockout at the
1
0
0
Hoyt, p
account of raln.1
the champion In the clasa
of
hands
2
0
0
Murray, p
e
hit .T. above him can't hult Leonard's
Summary:
0 0
Llewellyn, p.... 0
Smith. Three-bas- e
hits Prison, prestige materially. The only posrun Frlsch. sible result of a K. O. might be to
Home
Hornshy.
33
7 24 11
2
0
Totals
"
Double plays La van and Four-pi- lessen Leonard's confidence In him
By XORMAX E. BROWX.
Cleveland.
(2). Left on bases New self. The technical knockout Leon
Ilarwli Sleusures.
AB. It. H. PO. A. E,
York, B: St. Louis, 4. Bases on ard nnministered to Foatherweigm
Have been taken by Manager
1
1
2
halls Off Pertica, 3. off Toney, 1. Champion
three Owner McGraw of the Giants to Jamleson, If ... 5 1
in
Kilbane
3
Johnny
2
Struck out By Toney, 3: by Perbrlnsr Catcher Earl Smith to a re Wambsganss,, 2b S
is.ii
mrew
a
ago
rounds
few
years
2
3
2
cf
Speaker,
of
his
error
way
of
alization
tica. 2. Hit by pitcher By
moons
the
hane off form for many
... 6 1 2 1
This kid catcher, who was tho Gardner, 3b
J. Sewell, ss. . . . 5 2 3 1
sensation of the year back in
4
2
7 2
2
wan suspended indefinitely recent Mclnnls, lb
2
3
0
0
0
lv bv MoGraw for failure to keep Graney, rf
iimvsi
3
S
4
0
0
In condition.
This after lesser O'Neill, 0
4
0
0
1
0
punishment and fatherly advice Coveleskle, p...
had failed to turn the trick.
1
17 27 10
39
Totals
It is unfortunate that Smith
Score by innings:
to whom fate has been kin- d000 000 0202
should choose to abuse the chance New York
400 300 20x 9
ho has had to make a name for Cleveland
e
hits
himself.
Summary:
In the spring of 1918 Smith was Speaker, 2; Wambsganss, Mcln
Meusel.
out of a job. Noth nls, O'Neill. Sacrifice
a
ing else to do, he asked pormlS' Double play Hoyt and Pipp. Lett
sion of Manager Robinson of the on Jjase New York, 8; Cleveland.
Dodgers to work out with the 8. Base on balls urr Hoyt, l;
Brooklyn club, training at Hot Murray, 1; Coveleskle, 3. Hits
Springs, Ark.. Smith's home town Off Hoyt, 6 in
Murray, 10 In
that spring, lie made such a hit S
Llewellyn, 1 In 1. Struck
with Unrle Robby that the fat pi out By Murray, 1: Coveleskie, S.
lot urged Owner Ebbets to sign Wild pitch - Coveleskie. Losing
him. Ebbets couldn't hear.
pitcher Hoyt.
Along camo Arthur Irwin, bogs
of the Rochester International
Detroit, 8; Boston, 1.
lcaguo club, and to him Robbie
Detroit,' Juno 18. BoBton wns
on
his
views
Smith.
Ir
exprensed
helpless before OleBon today while
win signed Smith.
Detroit hit Pennock and Karr opWhen fall rolled around Smith portunely and won. It was tho Tihad done such phenomenal wori:
sixth straight victory.
behind tho plate and at bat for gers'
R. H. E.
Score:
Irwin that John McGraw asked Boston
000 000 0101 7 3
Irwin to set a price on the young Detroit
102 202 Olx 3 11 1
ster. Irwin dldn t want to let th
Batteries:
Pennock, Karr and
lad go so asked for seven good ball
Oleson and Bassler.
Ruel;
Fifth end Central.
Phone 823
to
and
sweet
players
enough dough
en tho Rochester club's drawing
Washington, 1; Chicago, o.
account. McGraw sent the player
Chicago, June 18. Spectacular
and check before Arthur could
inriMT ia.
fielding by Sam Rice, a high wind
change his mind.
a pop fly,
Under McGraw's tutelage Smith and Bheely's muff of
enabled Washington to defeat Chiadded big leaguo finesse to his
and soon forced Mc- cago today in a great pitching duel
Graw to consider him as a regular between Urban Faber and Walter
even with the veteran Snyder, Lew Johnson.
one-eleve- n
R. H. E.
Score:
McCarty and Mike Gonzales on the
000 001 1 7 0
team. In 1920 Smith played in 1 Washington ,.000
000 000 0000 4 I
1
I
contests and last season into 89. Chicago
Batteries: W. Johnson and
Three Friendly .
But apparently success turned his
Fabcr and Schalk,
head.
Gentlemen
3

I

....

....

D

gum-dipp- e:

CORDS

FABRIC
80x3
30x3j

Two-bas-

$7.99-

8.98
10.65

-$

8.99

CORD
30x3tf
32x4.- -1
32x4tf

$13.75-11- 7.50

32.40
41.90
52.1 J

33x3

(Plus Tax)

CT--

3;

tender-hearte-

3;

lb...

3.

n

....
..1

Britton-Leonar-

022

ition view thowt how the
under 200 pounds prcMure, bold,
Tha
tho cucih taut during vulcanization.
many cord, are .tretched parallel and in
a
or
"creaaei"
big
and
"buckling"
pl.co
eliminated.
cauH of
Thl

eroM

g

BBsaszasaaacs

Two-bas-

er

&

I3,

3

"Yes, But Kelly's
Cost More"

MIU.IK MUOfflNJ

Club

...

Two-bas-

free-age-

They Used to But Not Now.

3;

The

YANK

AMERICAN LEAGUE.
W. L.
36
24
St. Lou!
115
26
New York

Detroit

31
29

Cleveland
Washington
Chicago

28

30

29

31
81
30

28

22
23

Philadelphia
Boston

ti

.600
.674
.525
.493
.483
.475
.423
.411

BLISS

.

Tires.

u

KM
YS
II II
t

i

NATIONAL

New Tork
St. Lout

Pittsburgh
Brooklyn
Chicago
Boston

Philadelphia

-

W

.H

TlrtV
I

I

Ik

orFIFEEEN

In a new package that fits the pocket
At a price that fits the pocket-boo- k

The same unmatched blend of
Turkish. Virginia and BuRLEYTobaccos

HQME RUNS IN
MAJOR LEAGUES

L.

Pot.

37

20

.649

33
28

26
25

.56:1

,.30

29
28

.501)

32

.......18

34

81

.523
.491
.467
.420
.340

YESTER

Tic!-nlc- h;

TURKISH
VIRGINIA
BURLEY

W.

DAYS

City Ball Dope

The Duke City Whites took the
Tlldios into camp yesterday yester-noo- n
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
to the tune of 9 to 6, and
St. Louis, 4; New York, 2.
18.
June
not
The
home then,
Chicago,
being satisfied, they took
Pittsburgh, 2; Brooklyn, 0.
run record:
on the Highland Browns, defeating
No others scheduled.
American.
them, 10 to 0. The batteries for
Williams, St. Louis, 17; Ed Mil- the first game were: Jones and
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
ler, Philadelphia. 13: C. Walker, Romero; Valencia and Leyba. SecWashington, 1; Chicago, 0.
ond
DeSalazar
and
.12;
Philadelphia,
game:
Hcllmann,
Romero;
Cleveland, 9; New York, 2.
troit, 11: Baker, New York. 7; Chacon and Montoya. The games
Detroit, 8; Boston, 1.
Judge, Washington, 7: Falk, Chi- were played on the Third Ward
St. Louis, 6; Philadelphia, 3.
7. grounds.
cago, 7: McManus. St. Louis,
Sisler. St. Louis. 7: Dykes, PhilaAMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
: Tobln,
COAST LKAfSnpV
St. Louis,
delphia.
St. Paul,
Indianapolis,
Portland.
San Francisco,
Buth, New York, 6.
;;
Kansas
City,
Toledo, 11-11
Xntlnnnl.
Milwaukee,
Columbus,
Salt lake, 14-Oakland,
Hornshy, St. Louis, 1!; Alitsmlth,
Louisville,
Minneapolis,
St. Louis, 8: Wheat, Brooklyn, S;
vernon, 10-Sacramento,
Los Angeles,
WESTERN
Meusel, New York, 6; Hcnlino
LEAGUE.
Seattle,
.
Philadelphia,
Denver,
Wichita,
Oklahoma
Des
SOCTHERX ASSOCIATION.
City,
The estimated
Moines,
weight nf th
Chattanooga, 1; Mobile, 11.
Nashville B; New Orleans, 8.
earth Is 6,000,000,000,000,000,000
Tulsa, 9; Sioux City 6.
No others played.
tons.
Omaha.
Joseph.
, .St,
0.

4- -

2.

1.

1;

7;

5;

Ru-;b-

I

'

--

SUITS

1;

3JODAYS
GAMES

i

cigarettes

as

LEAGUE.

27
28
23

Cincinnati

'OUT'

e,

Pet.

Ask Us the Price.

.0

EE! BEST

BELEN;

5landii$l

MOH

trator of the estate of James

M. said garnishee, applied, as provided
Mattlngly, deceased, has filed in by law, to pay said judgment. That
the Probate court of Bfffnallllo the plaintiff's attorney Is W. Moore
county, New Mexico, their final re Clayton, whose address Is Albuport as such Admt.iirtrator and the querque, N. M,
court has appointed
the (Seal)
FRED CROLLOTT,
as the duy
KNOCK third day of July, 1922,Monday,
OF
Clerk.
for hearing objections, it any there Bv HARRY V. LEE. Deputy Clerk.
be. Ao the approval of said final
NOTICE.
report and the discharge of said
No.
Administrator.
In the Probate Court, State of New
HDLLMAN
Witness my hand and the seal of
Mexico County of Bernalillo.
said Probate court this second day In the Matter
of the Last Will and
of June, 1922.
Testament of Abraham Q. Shor-tlFRED
to
went
(Seal)
down
CROLLOTT,
Albuqerque Grays
Deceased.
Clerk of Said Probate Court, To Alice M. Shortle, Executrix;
Belen yesterday and brought homo
Alice
M, Shortle, Margaret Bell
9
ADM1NISTRATHIX NOTICE.
the bacon. The score was 12 to
Shortle, Alice Mitchell Shortle.
in favor of the locals. Dan's boys In the probate Court of Bernalillo
Sarah Wright Shortle, James
took their batting eyes along yesCounty, New. Mexico.
Samuel Shortle, and to Whom It
terday and proceeded to knock the In the Matter of tl.o Estate of
May Concern:
Charlos 15. Austin, Deceased.
cover off every ball pitched by
You are horeby notified that on
Notlco Is hereby feiven that the
star mound ar
Hollman, Belen's
tho
day of June, 1922, there
tist, who ' has two Gray scalpu undersigned was, on the first day was eighth
filed in tho
Court of
already tn's season. After tho of Juno. 1922. July appointed Ad Hernalillo county.Probate
New Mexico, a
of
the estate of
Grays had copped ten hits by the mlnlstratrix
be the last
middle of the third Inning, Holl- Charles E. Austin, deceased, by the document purporting toAbraham
G.
man was retired and Radcliff took Probate court of Bernalillo county, will and testament of that
the said
deceased, and
his place. Roberto allowed the Be- and having qualified as such Ad Shortle,
beset
has
matter
been
for
hearing
persons having
len sluggers but eight hits in the ministratrix, all
claims against the estate of said fore t,he said court at tha hour of
entire nine Innings.
10 o'clock a. m. on Thursday, July
reare
decedent
notified
and
hereby
The Belen score might have
13, 1922, at which time any person
been less but for a lost ball which quired to present the sam to the Interested
may appear and show
allowed a couple of runs to come undersigned in the manner and cause why the
said alleged last will
in the seventh inning.
The ball within tho time prescribed by law. and testament should
not be de
E. AUSTir,
EJlIi-just escaped Chief Irvln and rolled
to
clared
valid
be
and admitted to
Administratrix.
under several automobiles. When
probate.
Dated June 2, 1922.
It was recoverad, Belen had scored
witness my hand and the teal er.
two runners. f
EXECUTRIX'S NOTICE.
said court on this the tenth day of
In the Probate Court of Bernalillo June. 1922.
FRED CROLLOTT,
County, New Mexico.
(Seal)
In the Matter of the Estate of
Clerk of the Probate Court
F.
of Bernalillo County, New
Brown, Deceased.
Jasper
Notice is hereby given that the
Mexico.
"
undersigned was, on the twimty-fift- h
notice!
day of May, 1922, duly ap- Lpl.
of
Testament
and
of
pointed Executrix of the esta;
Deceased.
F.
the
Brown,
deceased, by
Jasper
Antonio P. de Padilla,
Probate court of Bernalillo county, ToP.
'". New Mexico; Perita P.
and having qualified as such Exe"
M'.ez, Pajarlto, N. M., and
cutrix, all persons having claims ' de
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
to All Others to Whom It May
against the estate of said decedent
Pittsburgh at Brooklyn.
Concern,
Greetings:
are hereby notified and required to
St. Louis at New York.
You are hereby notified that the
present the same to the undersignCincinnati at Boston.
LURt
Will and Testament of
ed In the manner and within the alleged
Chicago at Philadelphia,
Huperla Rubl deceased, late of
time prescribed by Saw.
tho County of Bernalillo and State
MARTHA M. BROWN,
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
of New Mexico", was produced and
Executrix.
at
Chicago.
read In the Probate court of the
Washington
Dated May 26. 1922.
County of New Mexico, State of
Philadelphia .t St. Louis.
SUIT.
NOTICE OF
New York at Cleveland.
New Mexico, on the seventh day of
13230.
No.
of tne
Boston at Detroit.
June. 1922, and the
In the District COurt, County of proving of said alleged day
Last Will
Bernalillo, State of New Mexico. and Testament was thereupon fixed
TO STOP COUGHING AT NIGHT
A summer bronchial cough keeps W. Moore Clayton, Plaintiff, vs. for Monday, the third day of July,
A. I Streoter, Defendant, the A. D. 1922. at 10 o'clock In tho
but other
not only the sufferer
Southern Pacitio Company,
'
forenoon of said day.
members of the family awake. AlGiven under my hand and the
fred Barker, 1081 Avondale St., E.
Named
Defendant:
To
the
Above
seal of this court, this ninth day of
Liverpool, O., writes: "I considerre-tt
You are hereby notified that a June, A. D. 1922.
my duty to write and tell the
In
filed
been
has
suit
you
against
and
FRED CROLLOTT,
Tar,
of
sults
(Seal)
Foley's Honey
which I used for my boy who had said court and county by the above
County Clerk.
That
named
the
general
plaintiff.
been suffering from a bronchial
SALE.
POUND
of
the
and
complaint
prayer
object
7
8
weeks.
or
Foley's Is
cough for
On Monday the 19th day of June,
for judgment for the sum of
Honey and Tar has done him wone
and
(131.08) Dol 1922, at 10:001 a. m. in front wf
derful good, and I shall always rec- Thirty-onyour the City hall, will sell on sorrel
ommend It." It soothes and heals. lars, with interest I..and that
the hands of mare about six years old, fourteen
money and effects
Sold everywhere.
Paclfio Company, hands high,, weigh 600 pounds,
The Southern
have been garnishee and said de- both hind and riirht front feat
fendant is further notified that un white, blaze face, branded on both
LEGAL NOT!CE
less he enters his r.ppearance In hips, and both thigh.
'
Si
Also one range cow, brownish
OTICE '""OF ADMIN ISTRATOH said cause on or before the twen
tieth day of July, judgment will be color, dehorned, branded on right
of
In the Matter of tho Estato
rendered against nun oy aerauit hip, calf by her side.
James M. Mattlngly, Deceased.
J. R. GALU8HA, '.
Notlco is hereby fiven that fltnte and against said garnishee and the
City. Marthal,
Trust and Savings Dank,' Admlnls- fundi and effect .n the hands of

GRAYS

0.

1.

7;

4;

7.

4-- 7;

arnishee.

.

4

'

h
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Woman's Daily Magazine
APPLIANCES FOR

EFFICIENT HOUSEKEEPING
Bj

ELECTRICITYARE

The fruits that do not contain
enough pectin to make jelly by
themselves are cherries, rhubarb,
peaches, pineapples, strawberries,
and sometimes raspberries. These
fruits must have pectin added to
them in some way. One good way
is to combine them with the juice
of one of those fruits which are
rich in pectin; and another way is
to make your own prepared pectin from the thick, white under-skl- n
of oranges and add this to the
fruits.
To Make Prepared Pectin From
Orange Skin: Only the thick, white
part of the skirl which lies under
th yellow rind, Is used. Shave this
off and when you haye a pound
of it, add three cups of cold water
of
to It and three tablespoons
lemon juice, and let these boil to

gether for 10 minutes. Then cool,
add three more cups of cold water,
reheat to boiling point, and let
stand overnight in a cool place. In
the morning reheat once more to
boiling point, strain and use (or
bottle and keep on ice till needed.
d
Tectin:
To Use
As fruits of various degrees of
ripeness contain different amount
of pectin, no definite rules can be
laid down regarding how much of
this
pectin to add
to the
fruit
juices. But you &, find out how
to
much
add, by experimenting
with a very little juice before atto
make the Jelly. For
tempting
instance, add two Uaspoons of
and one teaspoon of prepared
e
pectin to two teaspoons of
and boil this mixture (not
more than 20 minutes) to see if It
will "Jell." If it will not. experiment again this time adding equal
amounts of pectin, fruit Juice and
sugar.
If you do not eare to go to the
trouble of making this
d
pectin from orange skins,
you can buy It bottled from grocery stores. There are various
firms thnt are now getting out a
pure brand of prepared pectin to
use with the
s
for Jplly making.
(If your local
grocer does not carry the bottled
pectin, send me a stamped and
envelope and I will
gladly send you the address of a
firm that will sell you it by mall.
Such firms also send their recipes
telling you how to use their particular brand of pectin with the
various fruit Juices.)

SHE HEADS ONLY
WOMAN'S COLLEGE
IN NEAR EAST

HOTEL MATRON
DIRECTS MAWS

CHAT OX

BUILT IN HOMES

M

g

Jelly-maki-

There is a Cleveland street of
newly built, moderately priced
homes In each of which the washer, the lroner. the electric clothes
c
equipdryer and other
ment are built in just like the
bathtub and the furnace!
The
builder put 'em all in, and he adexelectrical
features
vertises the
actly as he does the other built-i- n
talking points.
The electrical equipment recommended and Installed Includes
ironer, clothes
range, washer,
dryer and refrigerator but in addition a vacuum cleaner, cabinet-typ- e
sewlnpr machine, fan, radiant
heater, flatiron and percolator are
offered for sale with the house, the
cost belns lumped into an "electrical mortgage" which the builder
plasters on top of the other mortgages, and which is paid off in two
years.
A 60 per cent Increase in
over what is generally
considered necessary in homes of
this type is obtained by the folV
lowing arrangement:
Living room: Three convenience
outlets located a few inches above
the baseboard; two over mantel
for candlesticks; switch controlling
porch light with house number;
switch controlling light in upper
hallway.
Dining room: One center lighting dome; one convenience outlet;
one sidcwall switch controlling
dome.
Kitchen: Electric range; outlet
for flatiron
located bcsldo and
built-i- n
above
folding ironing
board; light outlet above
sink;
electric refrigerator in entry.
Laundry: Electric clothes dryer:
electrically heated ironer with light
above; electric washer with connection; light In front of furnace.
Bedrooms: center light and side-wa- ll
control; one convenience outlet.
Bath room: Light over medicine
chest and one wall outlet.
The terms of buying the electrical equipment of these homes are
so flexible that the purchaser may
omit any appliance which she already owns and receive a proporfrom the price.
tionate throw-of- f
It is to be noted, however, that the
price as first quoted includes all
the electric items; one buys the
housn'i'rs is" and then can secure
a. rebiftc for
any equipment not
''needed. A separate purchase con
tract covers the appliances an
"electric mortgage" it is called
under which a part of the down
payment applies to the electric
wares and the balance Is spread
The
Installments.
nver two-yetotal amount of this "electric mort
fags" Is approximately l,uuu.
labor-savln-

JELIA'-MAKIX-

time has come
again! The housekeeper who loves
her work, will welcome it.
"Pectin" Is the essential
substance found in fruits.
of pectin, fruit
A combination
juices, acid and sugar, in the correct proportions, is necss&ry in order to make a good jolly. It has
been found that pectin is more
fruit than
abundant in under-rip- e
in that which is fully ripe. The
g
are
best fruits for
currants,
grooseberries,
apples,
grapes and oranges. Some fruits
rich in pectin do not contain acid
and will not, therefore, make Jelly
unless acid is added (the quince
and guava are examples of this
Jelly-makin-

Electric Labor Saving Devices Built in Houses and
Paid
for By Special Terms
'
In Residence
District.

truth).

non-pect-

1

MRS. LULA VANN
FULTON, ARK,
Suggests to Suffering Women the Road to Health
Pulton.' Arkansas.
"I used Lvdia
E. Pinkham'a Vegetable Compound
soreness in
"rM.iiiiiiiiiiimiiiiilfor
my side. I would
suffer sobadly every month from
mv wai'st down

that 1 could not be
on my
feetT half
.T
1
me iime. t was
notable to do my

work without
help. I saw your

Vegetable Compound advertised
in a newsnarjer

ow i am
ana gave is m lair inai.
able to do my work and don't even
a
bacKacne
have
every month, l can-rpraise your Vegetable Compound
enough and highly recommend it to
those who have troubles like mine I
m willing tor these facts to be used
as a testimonial to lead all who suffer
with female troubles, as I did, to the
road to health." Mrs. Lula
- right
VanM.Boi 43, Fulton. Arkansas.
It's this sort of praise of Lydia E.
pinkham'a Vegetable Compound,
given byword of mouth andby letter,
one woman to another, that should
this well- -'
riuseyou to consider taking
known medicine, if you are troubled
aiifh anch avmntoma as nainfnl nnri.
X ods, weak, "nervous feelings, misera- .ble pains in your dbck, ana cannot
- - V at certain times
ot

-

j

ar

I had a good ideer ycstldday,

wall on the way to skpol and rote
on it, Bonny P. Loves Mary V,
And this morning 1 was wawking
to skool with some of the fellows
and wen they saw wat was rote on
the wall they all started to yell, mo
saying, Good nite, who did that,
thats a heck of a note, Id like to
get a hold of the guy that did that,
thats all I got to say. That was a
derty trick and whoever did it
dident have mutch sents, thats all
got to say, and Id like to get a
hold of them whoever they are,
thats all I got to say.
And after skool I waited for
Mary Watklns and started to wawK
home with her like a axsldent in- sted of on perpose, thinking, O,
wait till she sees wats rote on the
wall. Mo having It all planned out
to say, Well I dont know who rote
it, but Its true.
And we started to eo past the
wall without her looking at it, mc
trying to attrack her attention by
saying, G, its a wonder somebody
woument paint that wall, it certeny
needs it. Wich she kepp on not
looking at It, so I sed. G. wis. look
what somebody went and rote.
Wlrh Mary Watkins looked, say-nWell who ever herd of sutch
i thing, I think thats rlrertflll. N'nt
looking as if she thawt it was so
fearse, and I sed, AVell I don't
Know who rote it, but its true.
now tlo you know its true, thn
very Ideer, Bed Mary Watkins, and
Bed, Wy. Wat.
And I lnnlrrri at
the wall and hecr somebody hud
rubbed out Benny P. and rote Puds
S. lnsted. me thi nkiner HepV ,Vtitn
that guy. And I sed. Well I dident
Jxactjy meen It was true, I ment 1
uont bleeve It.
And today after iinnlr t
""rubbed the hole thing out,
thinking, I bet he went and changed it himself, the conceeted boob.
g.

Goldbeaters, hv himm..!..
thln "that
99UnCneR0,(,Aa,'t's
must be laid upon each
other to produce tha thir.ur,..
an Inch, yet each leaf Is so perfect
and free from holes that one of
them laid upon any surface, as in
eolding. gives tho nppearance of
'
solid gold,

'A
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fruit-juice-

OISPATCH

TO MORNIN

JOURNAL

New York, June 18. "Doing it
electrically" Is a plan that has
worked well for Miss B. laser,
head housekeeper at the Hotel As-tfor eleven years, and still going strong. Quite appropriately,
Miss Maser's first name is Boe, although she insists that sho is a
spider sitting in an electrical web,
woven by the manager, Mr. William Muscheheim, general manager of the famous hostelry and an
inventive engineer of note.
Up in her private office ton the
twelfth floor she sits, bounded on
the north by the three big linen
departments where in the repairing and marking department
machines whirr away at
linen; bed linen and toilet linen
and table linen and kitchen huck.
Miles of material was being made
electrically into service for count-le- s
guests.
Upon the south. Miss Maser is
bounded by an array of telephones
upon her desks and the most non- ular one is that of the room clerk.
On the west one has a Pleasant
view through electric lighted
colonade of a bit of the skyline of
New York; and on the east side the
wall that bars this busy housekeeper away from the outside
world is a great metal panel con
taining a thousand tiny electric
globes, numbered in sections, most
of them unlit at the moment, but
as many as twenty at a time blinking yellow like glow worms, or
beaming away steadily. This pan-is the apple of Miss Maser's eye.
She caresses it fondly whon sho
speaks.
"I am a spider In a web, woven
of electric wires. These little electric globes are my eyes, watehln,?,
continually watching through tho
corridors and guests' rooms. You
iu see me plug in these room
numbers. You will observe me fn.
cusing my electric eyes all alone
mean room corridors and winking
at the, maids until they
go into
these rooms with clean llnffh and
change them. The winking lights
will appear above the room doors
when I plug In their numbers.
The room clerk has telephoned me
room numbers where
have
Just checked out). Seeguests
the lights
nlink.
"When the maid finishes the
room and comes out she will take
Ier r.l".81willey out of tne box and
light
R0 out on
board.
Then I will telephone themynumber
n t0 the room clerk."
el

.

and last nite I got a peece of chawk.
and went erround to the empty

Q. Is there a bill before congress
for tho vHtabltalmiciit of the Jews
iu Palestine? W. S. B.
A. The following resolution has
been passed by the senate and referred to the committee on foreign
affairs in the house: "Resolved by
the senate and house of representatives of the United States of
America in congress assembled.
That the United States of Amerlci
favors the establishment In Pales-lin- e
of the national home for the
Jewish people, it being clearly understood that nothing shall be done
which may prejudice the civil and
comreligious rights of
munities in Palestine, and that the
holy places and religious buildings
and sites in Palestine shall be adequately protected."
Q. Who made the fadeaway hall
famous? A. S.
A.
This ball was Christy
There Is no
specialty.
record of another baseball pitcher
having used it with particular suc-

fruit-juic-

sewing

If J; Book

answer
the AlJournal Information
buquerque
liureau, .Frederic J. llaskin. Director. Washington, D. C. This offer applies strictly to information.
The bureau cannot give advica on
tors. It does not attempt to settle
lg:il, Medical and flnaniui
troubles, nor to unuur-tak- e
exhaustive research on any
subject. Write your question pluin-land briefly. Give full name and
address and enclose two cents in
stamns for return postage. All replies are sent" direct to the
(Any reader can get the
to any Question by writituc

face three times is apparently incorrect. Some persons never come
to the surface at all, while some
struggle to the surface many tlmss
.
Where did the expression
"brown ns a berry" originate? F. f.
A. "Brown as a berry" is attributed to Chaucer.
Q. What U the longest verse In
tho Iliblo? N. E.
A. The ninth verse of the eighth
chapter tu Esthor has this distinction.
i). How many kinds of grasses
nre there? J. M. A.
A. There ar ibout 6. OOP dir.
in the vorld.
tinct spe::es fcf
Of thesa fcbout. 60 are lmpor'.u:it
cultivated plan's.

memorial services held at Keith'
theater. Similar lervlcea occurred
simultaneously at all Keith theaters throughout the country.

SERVICES HELD

General

Attorney

III
LI

LL1

I

Daugherty,

of Labor Davis, Acting
OF Secretary
Secretary of the Navy Roosevelt,
Chairman Lasker ot the shipping
board. Senator Hiram Johnson and
Senator Samuel M, Bhortrldg of
E California were among those who
either in person or through state
ments, gave voice to their sent-

iments.
Washington, Jnn. 18. Men and
Secretary Davis said In a state- women prominent in official life, ment
read by Benator Shortrid?e,
members of the business world and that no
tribute, could be
stars of the theatrical world, unit- paid the greater
great actress than that
ed todav In nnvlnir trihutn tn th "she made the world a, better, hap- memory of Lillian Russell Moore at I pier place to live in,"

"non-pecti-

motor--

students.

Answers to Questions.

y
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ISPICIAL

WIRED FURNITURE IS
Dr. Mary Mills Patrick.
NEW HOME IDEA THAT
Dr.
HAS BECOME REALITY of the Mary Mills Patrick, president
Constantinople Woman's college, the only college for women in
With furniture manufacturers the
near east, is visiting this counloday actually making and cata try in behalf of her school. Five
logulng electrically equipped fur hundred women of
twenty nationniture, "wired furniture" Is decld alities attend tho
college, which was
edly more than a theory today it established in 1871
with tighteen
is an accomplished fact. Already

4

Home-Prepare-

BY ELECTRICITY

ar

electrically equipped vanity tables,
desks and tea wagons are being
produced on a largo scale for dls
tributlon through the regular fur
niture channels and through clcc
trlcal dealers.
Such are the most strlktnp re
suits of the first year's work o
the electrically equipped furniture
national
committee, commercial
section, National Electric Light as
annual
In the
sociation.
report.
presented at the Atlantic City convention, the committee lists the
major developments and important
steps of the past twelve months in
spreading the Idea,
"The electrically equipped furnl
ture committee," reads the report
In part, "believe that the spontaneous Interest shown by the public
and the furniture trade in response
to its initial effort is indicative of
the possibilities in this field that
await developing by the electrical
Industry.
"Th-r- e
is no branch of the in
dustry that will not be benefited
when the popularity of wired fur
niture assumes Increased propor
tions."

SUMMER SPORTS

LAURA A. KIRK MAN.

In The Home

Page-Electrici- ty

FIBER SILK MAKES
THIS DRESS FOR

Five

Pa2

cess.
Q.

I5Y KliOISE.

What is lovelier than white for
summer wear? White silk sports
frocks in many Interesting styles
are being shown this season. Many
materials are used but white sports
silks and satins, white silk crepe
knit, white silk Jersey and white
tricolctte are among the favored

fabrics.
The one piece frock
seems to bo taking precedence over
tho separate skirt and waist also.
Here is a white
sports
frock which has the appearance of
a skirt and waist because of its
tailored style. It is made of white
fiber silk with a pen stripe of
green on the skirt and sleeves of
tho blouse. Piping of green edges
tho collar, tho skirt pockets and
side senmH. The dress is made on
straight one piece lines with a rubber in tho waistline to form thp
low blouse.
A lovely leghorn hat trimmed In
canton crepe banding and a parasol
of green and white silk completes
this effective summer costume.
one-pie-

ELECTRIC LAUNDRY
'
IS WOT EXPENSIVE
AVith

the electrical equipment

In

the Cleveland electric homes t.ie
laundry work for an average family of four persons costs 58 cen'.s
per week for current, and there 1h

g
labor connected
no
with tho affair, nor any need to
.00 "."""f" "y a"

Fine
For. Washing

Cocoanut
r

.

i

...

Cuiicura Soap
IS
For the Hands

Special

To

Women

hn

HIS

FRIEND

nrOOMMENDEn
THEM
'Six years airo." write TV tr
Shadwell. Stanley Va.. "I had kidney trouble, and at times was unable to raise myself In bed. Foley
Kidney Pills were .commended to
me by the Chief of the Fire Department. After using 3 bottles I wa
completely
relieved, and have
never had a return of the svmn.
toms." Why suffer when vou can
get relief fror rheumatic pains,
backache, swollen, sore and stL'f
ioints, sleep disturbing
bladder
weakness and other symptoms ot
disordered
Sidneys? Sold every
where. .

telephone peojfle In this town arc
jeatous of the repuU$km . of tfalr
service.

You cannot do them a better turn thtwi
reprt m krepriarity i the tefeptame
service. Giwthdtrpittffra
infoffnatfon abtut tbt
$ttt9t
tesy, tihe smafieat faut ia epmej rttrr tjve
least aggravating dnkyv atM they
H
thank you.

to

SPECIAL DISPATCH

TO HORNINA

JOURNAL

Santa Fe, June 18. A reel of
films caught fire at the Paris
theater at 9 o'clock tnnisht. In
spito of the cry of "fire," the
atnllnnce moved out in an orderly
manner, with no serious results.
There was no damage except to
tho reel of films. The fire department responded to the alarm
but was not needed.

MglisiKS

They have no
than to move ubvrard In iM.rfiftitk'of
phone employes, an

A soluble Antiseptic Powder
to be dissolved in
Water as Needed.
ntiieptic for
douche ,mdIclnl
in

treating catarrh, Jnflam.
mation or ulceration,
of nose,
throat i.nd that caused by feminine
!v
' a.
ten
For
S0""11'
Lydia
Pinkham Medlclnl Co.
ha recommsnded PajtUn in their
private correspondence with women, which prove it iuperlorlty.
Women who have been cured
It
Is "worth It! waleht
druggists, 60c. large box, or by mall.
The PMto Toilet Co., Boton, Mom,

'n

l

tHpy tatxfpr fSstti

uity girt k.itj ki vnc nic ivavwi
tion grows easier.
,

It

pays any business man to get better
acquainted with the people who help him
do business. The telephone man in thi
town is worth knowing better. Tell him
ygur telephone troubles, if you ever hov
any, and watch him get busy to correct
them. And he'll thank you. -

bNSwtCTENt0

EVAP0RATE1)

MILK

Milk
you can

With

the
cream
left

7&

Mountain States Tekirfioe
and Telegraph Go.

depend
upon

in!

THE NEW

MothoM

It TOASTER

Mul-sifi-

at Fort Wingate passe,!
".o rainin
mironuced by Sena
tor Bursum.
The BUrSUm rnlllflnn
nnue the land offices t rtvtn
and Fort Sumner will come up for
The most uconomtcal, cleansing and
""iiienuon m tne house next
germicidal yf all antiseptics is
WPPK.
The small holdings hill hn,
signed by the president.
congressman
Nestor
Montova
will leave for New Mexico Monday.

u

rPHE

REEL OF FILMS BURNS
AT SANTA FE THEATER

Hair

If you want to keep your hair
in good condition, be careful what
you wash it with.
Most soaps and prepared shampoos contain too much alkali. This
dries the scalp, makes the hair
brittte, and is very harmful.
cocoanut
oil
shampoo
(which is pure and entirely
greaselcss), is much better than
anything else you can use for
shampooing, as this can't possibly

KnowYourTelephoneMan

A new small, compact, movini?
picture machine adapted primarily
called tho
for homo projection,
"Professional," Is being sold. Tho
with
new model is fitted
quiet, detachable safety reels, special film
guide and retainers. Its dimensions are 18 inches in length, 7
inches, width, and 13 inches in
height. Some of its features are:
steel frame: steel driving rod and
crank shaft run In bronze bushings; silent chain drive; finish
black enamel and nickel.

URN0V

IDEAL- -

.

1

more than
The equivalent
rugs was clean15,000 room-siie- d
ed by an electric vacuum cleaner in
a recent factory test. The machine was attached to an apparatus in such a way that It moved
back and forth over a rug and was
days,
kept there for twenty-thre- e
ten hours & day.

M. C.

Oil

the hair.
the tc,ePlineroom on injure
Simply put two or three
tne first floor on
wav out "
ot Mulsified in a cup
youf
continued the smiling housekeeper. or
glass with a little, warm water,
signal board then moisten the hair with water
m? i ?"P"ca,6
Wlth t,le telephone and rub It In. It will make sn
uoL'le'
2?JJs and rlht before the abundance of rich, creamy lather,
?'r'7 The maids' signal, are and cleanse the hair and scalp
thoroughly. The lather rinses out
enfi a lhe, e ePhone girls can lo easily, and removes every parmaid Jn th9 ncarest room ticle of dust, dirt, dandruff and
to the room of a guest who
has excess oil. The hair dries quickly
telephoned for one in a hurry."
and evenly, and it leaves it fine
and silky, bright, fluffy and easy
to manage.
COMMITTEE REPORTS
You can get Mulsified cocoanut
FAVORABLY
ON
BILL oil shampoo at any drug store. It
OF SENATOR BURSUM is very cheap, and a few ounces
is enough to last everyone in the
family for months. Be sure your
Th.
AmooIxm PrMH
(Br
.
Tvash
June 18. Senator druggist gives you Mulsified.
Bursum's bill nrnvlriln,
creased pensions for veterans of
I.L
wa'.Rnd their widows has
1

NOTES

of

Tho washer does all the washing
A, The public health service
and wringing for the price of a says that the popular idea that a
stamp two cents.
drowning person rises to the sur
The dryer dries tho clothes, pure
an
ice
of
and white, for the price
cream soda 20 cents.
The ironer does most of the Ironing for the price of two cigars 30
cents.
With the hand Iron one may
touch up the ruffles and gathers
for the cost of a car ride 6 cents.
All the laundry work is done for
about th,e price of a good movie
show 58 cents.
In a month the cost is $3.32, and
the saving in laundry' bills will ba
from seven to ten dollars.

?

favorably renown fynm i,
senate pension committee and will
likely become law during the present session.
The bill authorizing nfrtniat.
XT
"i
-"vimey county to use gravel and

Is a larger percentage of laborers near tho bread lino now
tnnu thero was In 188(1? 1. I. T.
A. The department
ot labor
says that while the number of unemployed is estimated to be greater
today than In 1896, and amount of
destitution and want is considerably less than during that period.
Q. How much money lias the
government Invested In Kf-- t offices? A. V, S.
A. The treasury department says
that tho aggregate investment in
such buildings is $325,000,000.
Q. Where Is Gandhi ot Indl.i
I. M. K.
imprisoned?
A. The prison to which Malmmn
Gandhi was sentenced is locajed at
Alemabsd, India.
Q. Would tho Imaginary line
conncetinK the ningnctlc poles ins
through tho center of tho cwth:
li. J. F.
A. The north magnetic pole if
located at latitude 70 degrees north,
longitude 97 degrees west, and the
south magnetic polo at latitude 72
degrees south, longitudo 103 de
grees east. The exact position varies from time to time. A line connecting the poles would pass
hrough the earth 750 miles dis
tant from the center.
Q. How lonsr has Georges Car- pcntlcr been fighting in the prize
ring. V.. W.
A. The first recorded fight or
Georges Carpentier was in 1907,
Q. Is It true tnat a drowning
persou will como up three times?

ELECTRICAL
I

It Toasts

It Turns

Two Slices at

the

Toast Without
Touching It.

a mi
lime.

'

"

The result is a Turn-Ove- r
Toaster that is a vast improvement over any,
electric toaster 'that has ever been offered to the public. It will toast two
slices of bread, in approximately three minutes;
Perfect Toast
Delicious, Crisp, Appetizing

Uniformly Browned
r. and it will not be necessary to touch' the slice until both sides are fully,
-tOaStcd.
v
.

,:Th"e cool knob's

'

the easy way with' which' the
"trips" or,
the simplicity and the certainty .with' which the
"turn-over- "
'device functions, makes the
Toaster one
Hotpoint Turn-Ove- r
the
most important additions
;of
has
been
ever
that
made
to
the
Hotpoint
'
Line.
slice-hold-

er

turns over the bread

vr".

'

'

"

Albuquerque Gas & Electric Company
"At Your Service"

Phone 98
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"Better be merry with the fruitful grape
Than sadder after none, or bitter, fruit."
The stout one

Is

Dave
O

KANGAROO

TAIL-LES- S

J IF V.E ARE GOW& '
",

r";

V-

TO RAKE AmMALS

-

HIND

'

Sidney wears glasses.
O

o

It the St. Louis Browns hold fifst place for an
other week Eddie Edgar may instruct the launchy

bin markers to charge the minimum prices on the
laundry slips and forget that they contain the word

"Ur."

O o
Yes, Harvey, we realize

o
that the Journal's book

colyum can increase sales of even an unliterary prod
uct. Ask Strong or Matson to tell it to all the east
ern publishers.
O

o o

UNCROWNED.
THE BILLET JUOUX OF ONE BOOTLEGGER
TO ANOTHER;
Dear eke: Try this early morning potion on
MONDAY
June 19, 1922 your distinguished palate: Chase a bull lrog three
miles and gather up the hops; add ten cations ot
lt
pint ot shellac, a bar ct home
jtan bark,
made soap. Boil SB hours and strain through the
OCR HIGHEn INSTITUTIONS OF LKAKXLVG.
hat of an I. W. W. to keep it from working. Then
bottle it and add a
to each pint to give
Excerpts from the report of the special commis- it the kick. Shake grasshopper
well and prepare to have a fit
sion appointed by Governor Mechem to make a sur- before taking.
Yours dryly,
RECTIFIER.
o o o
vey of New Mexico's higher Institutions of learning,
printed elsewhere in this issue of the Journal gives NOT BAD BUT NOT SO GOOD FOR LAWYERS
trederick E. Castle's will, admitted tu urouate in
high praise to the men who are at the head of thece
'
institutions. They are classed as "men who com- Newark, N. J., last week, reads thus:
bine real business ability with the highest qualifiAll my earthly goods I have in store,
To my dear wife 1 leave for evermore.
cations as educators." The state is indeed fortunate
I freely give no limit do 1 fix.
to have men ot much higher caliber in such responThis is my will, and she the executrix,"
under their
sible positions, and the Institutions
v
are
making rapid progress.
You might try sneezing these: SchwicntoehlowiU.
guidance
and Uodullshuette.
Building needs of the Pine Institutions covered Biemarckscnuette
They art)
This tow ns in upper Silesia.
in the report reach a total of $1,947,509.
seems like an appalling sum, but it must be rememAlthough Dr. Sun, president of South China, re- bered that the demands upon the Institutions are fuses
to resign, thcr was an eclipse in China..
growing; the number of students enrolled each year
is increasing and It naturally follows that preparaStatistics printed in our alert contemn, the Her.
tions must be made to take care ot the increase, and aid, point out that a large number ot people lose
while this is being done it w;ould be well to build ineir lives uy tailing down elevator shafts.
Perhaps that's why the death rate by accident is
for the future, not for the present alone. In other so low
in Albuquerque.
words, while there is no occasion for being extravJ O O
a
on
additions
huge
and
money
for,
spending
agant
The trouble with the average family is not that
'.he
to
be
should
consideration
given
scale careful
mother and the girls spend too much money; dad
possible needs for some years to come and build just simply doesn't make enough.
u u u
accordingly.
CAUGHT BY RADIO SIGNED LANKY.
Of course, consolidation of the several InstituHow we miss you. Colonel,
tions will not be recommended. It would be useless
While you are away;
to attempt to put through such a program now.
When there's only four of us
However, It Is too bad that some thought was not
There's not enough to play.
Instituthe
before
matter
to
this
Hurry,
Colonel, Hurry!
important
given
,
Hurry back to me,
tions were established. It Is quitcly likely that a
You know the colonel that I mean
combination could have been effected which would
It's our own D. K. B.
have enabled them to have been operated at lest
O o o
In
the
their
efficiency.
without
Impairing
THEY MATURE QUICKLY IS IOWA.
expense
(Cedar Itaptds Republican and Times)
least.
An eight pound son, Jerome Edward, was born
At sny rate, when the legislature meets next
6 to Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Franke of this city and
June
January the members will have something tangible is now In charge ot a garage at Prairieburg.
to work on. The Information has been collected by
o o o
reputable men and women, on whom the legislators MY! HOW HOT THE WEATHER IS IV LOXDOW
can rely.
(London Cable to Chicago Tribune)
Mrs. Burney wore a diamond and pearl bandeau,
a tulle veil, and three white ostrich leathern, which
"CROSS CROSSINGS CAUTIOUSLY."
usage decrees. Instead of flowers, she carried an
ostrict fan.
e
nation-widA
O 0 O
campaign to impress upon the
The colyum will give advice to radio-bug- s
ns long
people the importance ot using great care when
crossing railroad Iracks at grades was Inaugurated as interest is sustained and we keep in tune.
O
O O
June 1 and will continue until September 30. The
How to pattern a Secondary Tunine Coil Statur
campaign is being conducted by the safety section winding after the undoing of the Intensifier and the
of the American Railway association. The plan Iibs Rotor.
When you get your vario in place, nut Stator In
been given the endorsement of President Hardins
front of the Rotor and begin.
the vario
in the following letter:
coupler gives annoyance place your left ear to the
"My attention has been called to the fact
countersink and let the intensifier rest upon the sec
ondary counterboring.
that under the auspices of the American RailHaving thus firmly secured
the vacuum tube socket you are prepared to attach
way association an Intensive campaign is to be
it to the stationary vario. Start the uttense alnwlv
waged for eliminating accidents at railroad
or they may interrupt the work of the anterior units.
in fact, the further they can be isolated from all
crossings.
other objects the surer you are to get all tuned up.
"The complete success of such an effort
CONTINUED
IN OUR NEXT.
would mean the saving of thousands of lives,
O O o
the prevention of many more thousands of inWHATEVER'S WORTH WHILE IS WORTH
juries and incidentally the prevention of a great
REPEATING.
property loss. Of course, the ideal solution
(Ancient Greek Proverb)
We apologize, Med bury.
is elimination of grade crossings, to which all
Now that it is possible to send kisses hv rmllo
possible energy and means should be unceasthousands ot men are trying to get Jobs In broadingly directed. But the extent of our country
casting stations. And all tho old maids are install
and its railroad mileage make apparent that
ing receiving outfits. They figure they can at least
pick up a few kisses out of the air. Many a radio
not for many years ot utmost effort could this
kiss has gone out C. O. D. and come back P. D. Q.
be effected. There should be constant presThe wireless in a wonderful thing; we can now resure for elimination ot these danger spots, parceive kisses without any strings attached to them.
ticularly in the more populous areas, pending It's great to be in New York and be able tn kiss vnnr
girl good night in San Francisco.
Still, you don t
which there Is need for just the kind of preknow how many dames have picked it ud on the
ventive effort that your association is planning.
way out there. You could send it over a- regular
route and make one kiss do for several wnrnun
Among these measures, the most effective
You've got to be careful in sending smacks to a
would seem to be to arouse in the minds of
married woman. Her husband may be listening In.
drivers a sense of their personal responsibiliIt's
nice, though, when vour wife is
ties. When thoughtlessness is allowed to usurp
can kiss her when she leaves and kiss her
again
the places of vigilance, as too often happens,
wnen ane arrives there. If a fellow didn't want
to
kiss his wife he could get out of it by telling her he
the scene is set for tragedy. Reminders, and
was
tuning up. You could send her a kiss tn Chi.
still more reminders of the need ot caution at
cago and It wouldn't be your fault If the kiss wanted
railway crossings are needed.
to stop over at Buffalo. You did your part and sent
it F. O. B., and you can't help It if it gots there B. O.
"Surely the effort you are undertaking is
If your girl doesn't like the way you kiss over the
appealing, and it ought to have the most genthe radio she'll soon give you tho aerial. You used
erous and general support."
to kiss her on the front porch. Now you kiss her
should
Everybody
adopt the campaign slogan, on the house top. Many a radio kiss tastes
(.s though
"Cross Crossings Cautiously."
Many lives are lost it had been grounded. There are several codes to
each year due to autolsts attempting to get across use, but the married men should use the code of
honor. You can tell a girl how much you love her
the railroad tracks before the train comes along. and
kiss her all
want by radio and she's got
Is
but
the nothing in writing.you
it often
Occasionally they are successful,
. So there's only one
to do,
case that the train comes out first best and the sur kiss her by radio, and if she likes It tellthing
her you'll
in
person the next evening, because such
minding landscape is covered wltn dead bodies appear
In the kisses are like a strawO bat not felt.
and the debris ot demolished automobiles.
O O
majority of cases these accidents are the result cf
THE CUB REPORTER'S NOTES ON THE
carelessness.
HARMONY DINNER.
We should be cautious not only while the cam
Sing to me Harmony like we used to hear in
ninety three.
paign is on, but at all times. Also, we should not
Trouble, trouble, boll nnd. R(h)ubble.
confine our efforts to avoiding accidents at rail
Speeches' length were hours three.
road crossings alone. Both pedestrians and auto
We all are members of the O. O. P.
The orchestra played: We'll rally round the flag
mobiles are inclined to take too many chances on
uu.yu, iui an overture ana jne
acant Chair for a
eur public roads and cily streets. Proper precau iinaie.,
tions at all times will go a long way toward clim!
Glad I ate before I went. The menu was too
snon ana me speeches too long.
noting accidents.
Jack Crawford, Yale professor and author of "I
DELAYING THE TARIFF.
Walked in Arden," says: "I prefer a frank knee to
a veiled illusion." So they've been rolling them
The delay to which the tariff bill is being sub uuwn in ruen, nave mey, proressoi'7
Jocted in the senate is Inexcusable. At the rate the
Mrs. Boston Witt Is visit inar In r.irl.hnrt
tv,
bill is progressing to the voting stage it will be columns of the Grape are open to her.
many more months before it is enacted. After havThe Heathen
believes that women who
ing held democratic filibustering largely responsi- wear bobbed hairChinese
will be transferred into men in
ble for the unreasonable delay, republicans, includ- the next world. More marriaces
than ever will he
ing the chairman having it in charge, now want to made In heaven then, with the ratio more nearly
0
than here below.
sidetrack the tariff bill. The country has been
waiting more than a year for congress to speed up
FROM OLD CATHTILF,.
ana let it know where It is to stand with respect to
The thun thinks low on Calhtile's wallth,
Thweet eventide ith here;
import taxes.
And when life'th mantle from me fallth,
If a referendum could be had on the question
Thome friend I hope to hear
and a free vote obtained, it is practically certain
Thay "Como lo va."
,
that an overwhelming majority of the voters of the
Jotheph Eth. Wilthon.
"Como lo va" docth not mean "where are you
United States would sustain the position of President Harding regarding the greater importance of going," ath thome have thought.
GRAPE NUTS.
the tariff bill and his contention that It is worthy
of the undivided attention of the senate. No other
Several hundred thousand railway workers may
measure la so urgent. The tariff affects everybody
while other legislation affects only a part of the Join the striking miners, only (o discover to their
sorrow that there Is not enough fishing to go
people. The senate should stick to Us tariff
around.

wth
' '
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Copyright. 1921. by McClure
Newspaper ynaci.
UNCLE WIGGILY AND KITTIE'S
CAKE.

LIKE THAT

i

"Oh, Uncle Wlggily! You can t
guess what I'm going to do!" mewed Kittle Kat, the pussy girl, one
p
past
day, as she went hippity-ho-was
standthe bunny rabbit, who
ing in front of his hollow stump
bungalow.
"Well, I hope you aren't going
with thosu
to scratch anybody
claws of yours, Kittle Kat!" spoke
Uncle Wlggily. For well he knew
that the pussy girl-hasharp claws
under her velvet paws.
"Oh, no indeed, I'm not going
to scratch any one," mewed Kit-ti"Specially not you. Uncle Wlggily, though maybe I would scratch
the Woozle Wolf or the Fuzzy Fox
if they tried to nibble your ears."
"I hope that doesn't happen,"
exclaimed Undo Wlggily, and ho
stopped twinkling his pink nose to
look over his shoulder, making sure
neither of the bad animals was
"But this
anywhere near him.
isn't trying to guess what you are
on
going to do, Kittie Kat," went me
"Let
the bunny gentleman.
school?"
see. are you going to
"Yes, of course, for It isn't vacaKittie.
tion time yet," laughed
"But after that I'm coming home
and going to bake a cream cake!
There! I've told you!" and she
clapped her paws for joy.
So you're going to
"Oh, ho!
make a cream cake, are you .'"
laughed tho rabbit uncle. "Well,
I hope it will be a sweet one."
"It will, and I'll give you a slice,"
mewed Kittie. "On my way homo
from school I'm going to stop at
Mrs. Moo Cow's house and she is
going to give me the cream. Then
I'll take it home and make a. cake.
And after you hop around and
have an adventure, if you'll come
to my house I'll give you a slice
of enke."
"Thank you, Kittle Kat!" said
Uncle Wigglly. "And now you had
better run on to school or you may
be late.
Away hopped the bunny and o!t
ran Kittie. Uncle Wigglly had n t
gone very far before, all of a sudden, he heard a gentle voice say
ing:
"Oh, I wish you wouldn't do
that. Please stop biting me!"
"Oh, ho!" though Uncle Wlggily.
So there's biting going on, is
there? I must see about this! It
may be tho Fuzzy Fox or Woozi?
Wolf getting ready to nibble my
cars."
Uncle Wiggily looked through
the bushes, but all he saw was n
tall green plant, with a cluster of
purple blossoms. And It was this
plant, or weed, that had spoken.
"Please stop biting me!" cried
the cluster of purple flowers, for
they have a language of their own,
know.
An An Excuse for Bennett Malln, you
' Who Is biting you?" asked Un
D. D.
cle Wiggily, for, though he looked
with both eyes, he saw neither
"Bennett Matin" by Elate stngmaeter,
Wolf nor Fox.
J.
Houghton Mifflin.
"It's a big worm, biting away at
There is something about living
in the shadow of great mountains, my roots, under ground," said the
such as the Sandias to tho east ot
town, that prevents most men from
taking themselves too seriously.
Bennett Malin, principal character
of Elsio Singmaster's latest novel,
took himself seriously and made a
horrible mess of his life.
In the first place he felt "called,"
as he said, to writing. In his innermost soul he thought he had a
great message for mankind. He
thought that the world needed men
who took themselves seriously. So
he conscientiously set out to be as
serious an ass as only a theological
student can be.
He also felt "called" to the ministry. He thought that herein lay
a chance to command the respect
of his neighbors, most of whom
too much to smirk
feared hell-fir- e
at the great man who took himHe thought, too, 'Wfio is Biting youTosked
self seriously.
that the ministry offered him a
Uncle Wiggily
too much efwithout
fair living
fort, and also, what he called leisure for study and contemplation. plant. "If the worm cuts off my
Goodness, how he doted on the roots I'll wither and dio."
That must never be!" exclaim
value of serious contemplation.
But this "call" to the ministry ed the bunny, and with a stick he
lasted only until his uncle died dug a little earth away from the
and let! the great serious man roots of the plant and drove awav
enough money to contemplate on the bad, biting worm.
"Oh, thank you, Uncle Wigglly,"
for the rest of his life, if he were
careful, without devoting any of whispered the purple flowers, anil
his precious thoughts to the sordid they nodded In the wind as Uncio
Wiggily hopped away.
"If ever
business of making a living.
Here Is the way he proposed lo we can do you a favor we shall
be most happy."
the girl he wanted to marry:
Uncle WigKilv lauehed. twinkled
his pink nose and went on to find
"I think a clergyman should
an
adventure. He had one with a
be married. I wish to marry,
puddle of water, into which he fell.
and I have come this evening,
and when the bunny had hopped
Miss Naomi, to ask you to beout, and was drying himself in the
come my wife. I can assure
'
sun, all ot a sudden he heard some
you that I like you very
one crying and saying:
much."
"Oh, dear! Oh, dear! It's all
Then he says that It is nine thir. spilled. Oh, how terrible! Now I
ty and he must get back to his can't make any cake!"
Uncle Wlggily looked through
contemplating.
He studied everything but men.
so of course his writing didn't
amount to anything. He said that writer, came to Santa Fe last week
haB
Graham
uicKens ana Bcott had their faults: tor a short visit.
called "Tramping
inai iney leit plenty of room for written a book
With a Poet in the Rockies"
improvement.
around the adventures he
But somehow the publisher
tn
whom he offered his great serious and Vachel Lindsay had on their
worxs didn't seem to think much little Jaunt over the mountains.
Graham told how Lindsay Had
ot them.. In' fact, they didn't even
write letters. They Just sent re met With huge success In England,
jection sups, so Bennett drifts on, when he Was there on his recitals
taKing nimseir more seriously v. tour. This corroborates Lindsay
ery day. and writing from sunun remarks made at the time ot his
to sunset about things of which ii visit here in December. The novelhad little or no knowledge. The ist also spoke about business men
words flow, he said, from his inner- - to the interviewer, but that is out
of place in a Book Corner.
most soul.
The story of Bennett Malln Is In
Harvey Ferguson returned to Ateresting. . It deals with a phase of
last Monday night. His
psychology that reformers and peo- - lbuquerque
familv Planned to motor to Ber- pie with messages for mankind nalllllo
him and bring him
meet
to
don t understand or they d reform
the rest of the way in the car. They
themselves a bit.'
efSerious people, much given to accordingly Wired him to that the
solemn contemplation and reverie, fect. However, at a Bernalillo only
second,
won't enjoy the book: It will ob train stopped fqr
for the Ferguson famtrude Itself too far into their medl longtoenough
engrossed In
tations for comfort. But fortunate aily book.see the novelist
Ferguson explained later
ly the likes and dislikes of the that he was
reading "The Autoworld's meditators never hurt th3
biography of Benevenuto Cellini"
sale of any book.
H. G
and had Just reached the exciting
prison episode, and so ho "did not
eyen see Bernalillo.".

Book Corner About Writers and New Volumes'
Across the Continent
l'ul nam.

With

H. FERGUSON

PUBLISH NEW
NOVEL

Mrs.

Broadway" by Nina Wiioox
Putnam. Gtiorgo 11. Doran.

"Went

In spite of his past as a

East is east and west is West

TO

new-pup-

man, with an inevitable horBroadway, according to tho formuFerguson
la employed by Nina Wilcox Put ror of Interviews, Harvey
the following set of remarks
nam In her, rollicicing novel oi gave
the Book Corner representative
transcontinental travel. U Is n to
his steps to gain that
who
long street reaching from tho Bow- end: dogged
ery to the Golden Gate, with ono
"X want to thank the people of
night stands at Baltimore, Colum Albuquerque for tho kindly
and
bus, St. Louis, Kansas City, Gar generous reception
my
thry gavecounden City, Raton, Albuquerque, the
book.
whole
Had
the
Grand Canyon, Needles and a host first received it as
as
generously
try
of other spots to which the western
Albuquerque did, it would have
ear is well tuned.
fortune. The number of
When tho first Installment of mado my
who expressed their appreher novel appeared In the Satur persons
of
ciation
by letter and In the
day Evening Post, one of the wise press, was It,
to me a most gratifying
ones said to me:
the book ran
"It'll be a novel of New York surprise. to Inevitably
tho tastes atid prejulife. She's pretty smart to know counterof some
dices
worthy citizens,
that street. It Is the old one that but this was tovery
be
I esjogs off Broadway down about teem them for expected.
their
speaking
Union Square. Wonder how she minds.
They have given me some
ever heard of it," he concluded,
blushing with modesty over his
own intelligence.
But somehow lie had her wrong.
West Broadway is the way the
California to the west coast. The
the east to the west coast. The
Peterktns traveled It In their Ford
car with eight passengers and two
m
stacks of bazcace adorning" the turn '
i
running boards the sincerest bit- if
of realism ever written about trans- (jt
continental travels is Mrs. Put-i- s
nam's portrayal of their journey-ingThere is no doubt that the
material for the story was gathered first hand. The experiences
are described too exactly. The pre
liminary shopping, packing and unpacking only to pack again; the
driver with four sets of chains who
would rather skid than put them
on; the garage men who always
know another road better than tho
other road for their business: the
joys of a broken spring, than which
there is no whlcher; the rare beauty of a town when glimpsed at
night after hours of weary traveling these bits are dear to the
heart of the fraternity who have
done it.
She had read Pollyanna Just
writing the book, though.
Folks who pull one out of the mud
don't always forget to set a price
and ranchers rarely serve Iced watermelon and free gasoline to toui'-istHowever, her description of Hnrvey I crnisson, aullior of "Tne
tho Illinois mud is sufficiently Imof
the
Blood
Conquerors"
pressive to show anyone why the
(Knopf), who has returnedsum-to
Albuquerque tn spend the
pioneers called their wagons "praimer. He is working on two new
rie schooners."
novels.
It's a fine book, taken as a whole
and the best part of it Is that its
valuable
information, much amuse
author appreciated New Mexico.
ment and no displeasure at all,
C. P. A.
"The New Mexico press also
treated my work In a most gener
ous and Intelligent fashion, and 1
am especially Indebted to the JourBOOK ENDS
nal for the interesting
way In
1
I
which it noticed the book. The
of
the Conquerors is to be
Blood
Among recent Putnam publicapublished In London this fall by
E. Fosbroke's the firm of Chapman and Hall.
tions is General
"Character Revelations of Mind
"Since finishing that book I have
is a state- written pai'ts ot two others, one of
book
The
and Body."
ment of tho methods for the study them a New Mexico story and the
of character other laid In Washington. D. C.
of the Indications
which are built Into the face as a I expect to finish the Washington
and
result of mental
bodily reac- story fiiBt, and hope to publish it
tions. It Is designed not only for next spring, through Alfred A.
executives, but for all who would Knopf. I intend to stay In New
study character, and contains many Mexico until I have completed thfe
illustrationsv for references and new book, which is now about half
done. I find that I can do more
study.
and better work, especially during
Magistrate sentences man to two the summer, In the cool and stimudays' Imprisonment for failure to lating New Mexico air than anyreturn book he borrows. News where In the east, nnd I regret that
item.
I am not able to spend more time
Our theory is that the book was here."
Three hundred and thirty-seve- n
"Jurgen" and the judge had been
promised it next.
copies of "The Blood of the Con
querors" have been sold here by
Dodd, Mead & Co. announce for two local stores.
publication next autumn "An Indiscreet Chronicle From the Pacific." by Putnam Weale, author portance In the Chinese rovers
of the still widely read "Indiscreet inent,' Not a little of the success
Letters From Pekln."
Putnam achieved by tho Chinese diplomats
The allies, in forcing the Germans to disarm, Weale. of English parentage, has at the Washington conference In
It will be taken as a first sign that civilization
Is returning to Russia when there is a demand from overlooked the fact that world trade couldMie shot lived In China since childhood and combating Japanese alms may be
for the past 20 years or more has credited tf Putnam Weale's pres
to pieces with a printing press,
there for safety razors.
held official positions of high im- - ence behind the scenes there.
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THE CLOTH

SHOP TALK

Edna Ferber, whose "The Girls'

Amy Passamore Hurt, a local
woman, is meeting with some success in writing housewife articles
for the Woman'! Home Companion.
Her first article,- "Business On the
Side," appeared- in the April companion. ''The aecond," writes Mrs.
Hurt, "is the atory of a lady barber and my latest, the business venture of a woman I know, is entig
tled "Buttons, Pleating and
as Money Makers." All
Comthree have been sold to the
- ,
panion.
,
Stephen Graham,

in

English

OlasieJ-l- n
tiE.NT
porch, Willi
114 North Ma;'ie.
ROOM with Bleeping porch and board;
getit temen only. Plione 1679-ROOM AND BOARD, t3i per month;
;
noelck. 611 South Broadway.
FOR RENT Room and sleeping porch;
b'ard If desired. Phone 1340-J- .
CANVAS aleeplng porch,
with hoard,
tlO per eek. 1207 Eait Central.
ROOM AND BOARD Rates reutonable.'
613 South Broadway,
phone 1971-WANTED
Two or three women to room
and board, too North Fourth, phone

b.rd.

,

FORDING IT

107

Irk.

Foil

Good-bye-

--

with Board -

Rent-Roo-

nOOM AND BOARD. 603 West Copper.
EXCELLENT table buurd. 715 Katt Coal.
BOA HD AND KOOM Very leaionaols.
lOliO North Second.
KOOM AND BOARD, (45 per monib; so
.

By Howard B. Garla.

e.

one-ha-

50-0-

IZCS

)

M

CSasalM

Bedtime Stories
For Little Ones

1595--

FOR RENT l"lrst-clu- a
room and board!
MS a month . Mrs. Laura Maes, 81
South Arno.
FOR RENT Delightful room and porch
for cunvalescentf excellent meals. 715
East Coal, phone 1579-OOOD BOARD, room and sleeping porchj
with two single beds. Highlands; prl- -

vatejiome.

U;o East Silver.

FOR RENT Large front bed room and
with board; private
leeplnir
porch,
623 South High.
family. gentle-men- ,
;
JAMESON
RANCH
Rettuced rates fur
I ho
summer, cool and shady, situated
two
miles north of
Phone
town.
Si38-J- .

FOR RENT

Kor two, glassed-i-

sleeping

n

en
porch, dressing room, with
trance to lath, and garage private
if deilredi
U'07 Kaat Central.
SPECIAL summer rates. 1G5 per month;
excellent board,
private room with
St,
sleeping porch and tray service.
John's Episcopal Sanatorium, phone 49t.
MRS. CARL BEKQLUScrS Private Ban- -.
atorlum, 1416 South
Edith, phone
13C6-Private rooms and porches for
tubercular patients; fresh vegetables and
fruits and plenty of milk; tray service;
graduated nurse attendance If desired;
I'M! end $65 for summer
months.

FOR SALE

Livestock

SALE Work horse.
Phone 851 .
KOR SALE Jersey cow.
Phone 2411 Ha.
FOR MALIC Milk cow, Juat fresh, m
North Walter.
FOR SALE
Fine Collie puppies, cheap.
10D1 South TV'nlter,
FOR SALE A- -l milk ouw, cheap, Set
owner, nt J!)05 South Walter.
FOR SALE Fresh Hulsteln and Jersey
cows. Apply 1.111 North Fifth.
FOR SALE Fifty milk
bottles, mlli
cooler and palls. IfiOO Pouth Kim.
FOR SALE
horse and spThig
Young
bit Bouth Walter.
WftKon. cheap,
FOR SALE
cow: wilt be fresh soon.
Phone H8FOR SALE Jersey cow. giving about
four gallons, with week-ol- d
calf, ill
'
North Third.
FOR

SALE!

FOR

One

bog,

Duroc-Jerse- y

weight about 125 pounds; in splendid
condition. 1923 South HigrL
FOR SAI E Flemish Giants, Kufus Rods,
Black, Whites. Belgians, bucks, dies
and fryers. 710 West Lead, phone 1925-Holatelll milk
FOR SALE First-clas- s
gallons
cow, giving three and one-Ua- lf
of milk a day. 31 0 North Broadway,
FOR SALE Fifty breeding does, seven
. with
litters; 10S young rabbits: forced
1923 South
to sell account 'til health.
High.
CARLOAD young Colorado horses, cheap;
some matched team; come and try
them. Albuquerque Horse Market, corcorrals
ner Mountain road and

Fint;

back of store.

MONEY TO LOAN
TO LOAN Od watcbes, diamonds, guns and everything valuable.
Eolith FIW.
B.
Mr.
Marcus,
UONEt TO LOAN on diamond, watches
MUN--

V

tli

mod iwelrv: liberal, reliable, con
fidential. Gottlieb Jewelry Co.. 105 N. 1st,
rnNh'iriKNTiAL loans on Jewelry, dls- monds, watches. Liberty bunds, pianos,
Rnthmsns,
automobiles; lowest rstis.
Bonded to the stats.
117 South First.
nri

Ranches

FOR RENT

acres of good mountain
grazing and agrlcutural land: good
grass and winter protection; good Call
house; 25c an acre per year.
.
at 1207 Virginia boulevard.

FOR LEASE

3-

"TORHSALE

Real Entate

lot oo
SALE One good fifty-foEast Silver, near Highland park, on
24 Bait
1.
Hammond,
A.
terms.
easy
FOR

Silver.

,

,

MATTRESS RENOVATING
3.60 and up.
MTVTKESB RENOVATING.
Rug cleaning, furniture repairing, Ervla
Phone 613-packing.

Bedding Cnmpanf.

.

Excellent pasture for dairy
Phone A. W. Pegan. g4ln-n-

FOR RENT

stock.

FOR--1 RENTMisce Ha neons
I.OH KENT

Carage.

--

17

Coal.

VV'eet

e
the bushes, and there he saw
Kat, the pussy girl.
What's the matter?" askca uie
bunny.
"Oh. mewed Kittie, "I was com
ing home with the lovely cream
that Mrs. Moo Uow, gave me tu
put into my cake, when I stumbled
and fell, and I spilled all the cream
See, it
from the birch bark pall!
is quite empty," and Kittie turned
the pail upside down.
That Is too bad!" SPOKe tne
bunny. "But won't Mrs. Moo Cow
give you more cream?"
"I took the last she had," sorjuta
Kittie. "There won't be any mote
until tomorrow, and I wanted to
nijas the cake now, for I'm goir.g
t4 have a little party this evening1.
Oh, dear! Oh, dearl Oh. dear!"
Hum!" said Uncle Wlggily. "I
don't know what to do, I'm sure!"
'Perhaps I can help," whispered
a gentle voice and there, nodding
in the breeze, was the green plant
and purple flower, from which Un
cle Wlggily had driven away th
worm.
'How can you help about spilled
cream?" asked tho bunny.
"Well, I haven't exactly sny
cream," answered the plant. ' But
I am the Milk Weed, and in my
stalks is a rich, thick sap, white
as milk. I'll give Kittle all she
wants and I'm sure It will mako
lovely cake.
"Oh. so am II Thank you!"
mewed the pussy girl. Then Un
cle Wigglly broke off a atem of
the Milk Weed; out poured the
thick, white Juico, which Kittie
caught in the birch bark Pail, apd
a little later she made it Into a
lovely cake and gave the bunny a
slice.
So you see everything han- pened for the best.
And if the' electric fan rlnun t
take nil the air out of the automobile tiro to blow It In the face cf
clock, I'll tell you next about Uncle Wiggily and Sarnmlc's bouncer
Kit-ti-

'

tmll.

WIIL

SURKT--

....

HKLP

OTHEHS
Is one ot the best novels of the past
The condition of the human body
season. Is dividing her time at is reflected by the condition
of the
present between Austria and Italy.
Edna St. Vincent Millay, the
rhythm of whose name almoit
made an Insomnlao of F. P, A., is
now in Paris after a residence In
Vienna. Paris is a veritable mocca
for fluent wlelders of the pen. E.
E. Cummlngs,
author of "The
Enormous Room," is there now,
Sinclair Lewis has Just returned;
Edith Wharton, author of "The
Age of Innocence" and of the new
book to be published in July,
"Glimpses of the Moon, lives In a
quirt little town not far from

Pant.

kidneys and blood, if the kidneys
are not functioning properly, waste
products and poisons cannot be
eliminated.
Rheumatic
palm,
swollen, aching and stiff Joints and
iiiueuies,
uizziness and blurred
vision are symptoms of
kidney
trouble.
Mrs. A. Lechner, ,1129
Main Ave., Clifton, N. J., writes:
"Foley Kidney pills have helped
me and I gladly give you permis
sion to use this testimonial, for
they will surely help." sold every- wnere.
j

Journal Want

Ad ferine

Result,

June 19, 1022.

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAE
BRINGING UP FATHER.
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ME

( DID VOO CALU ON
COUNT D'AUBEf?.
TurPAiNTEP.As
'
I

von SALE
SOME CHEAP ONES.
For the man of moderate
meaiiB, who wishes to get away
from those high rents. Easy
terms.
2 Rooms
and sleeping
'
porch, furnished ..,.$1,250
3 Rooms, furnished ....$1,000
5 Rooms (in IT. Heights) $1,000
5 Rooms (in U. Heights) $1,750
2 Large
rooms, adobe,
new
...$1,B00
2 Room frame, lowlands. $
900
Investigate These

r

Copyrieht,

KOLUMN

KINGSBURY

I

V

Al

S

TOO

f C.JL WIM OP THIS
MINUTE AND MAKE
AN APPOINTMENT- -

.

HIGHBROW

6

V3i.
artrrk

FOP? ME

1921 by the Internationa! New
Registered U. 6, Patent Office.

I

vrtini.

By George McManu

Service.

("THE

iLeR'MKERS
2

,u,-1.oUnci.oll

LINCOLN ADDITION
Located on North Fourth street
paved road; large lots. Rood
soil, shade, fruit trees, ditch
water, wonderful view and a
dandy place to beat the landlord on rent da vs.
SOLD- ON EASY PAYMENTS,
$20.00 cash and balance $10.00
per month.

Real

'

I1

tT

TTl

fjT

NEVER

M!ND-t'L- u

JOIN vtiM IN TEN
MINUTES- v

l

1

J

and out, has all modern conveniences and Is new, large lot,
shade trees etc. Owner will
ront either furnished or

1

READ

KINGSBURY
Realtor.
Loans and
Estate,
Insurance.
Phone

907--

LEAVING

OWNER

TOWN
FOR SALE

five-roo-

120 S. Fourth.

Phono 414.

brick, three block
Central avenue, Fourth
ward. Prlco $5,000. Terms.
Four rooms, furnished, . four
blocks from Central avenue,
corner lot. Fourth ward;
Terms.
from

$4,000

;

Five-roo-

trees.

shade

located

Well

In

Fourth ward, good terma, for
appointment call

$4,-00- 0.

Dicckmann

tucco bungalwhite
ow, modern, hardwood floora, fireplace,
furnace, cellar, garagA, corner lot, flna
location; Fourth ward.

$6,000

WANTED $4,700
For a nice cozy little home of
four rooms and a glassed In
sleeping porch, oak floors, all
built-i- n
of
kinds
features,
clothes closets, nice lawn and

Five-roo- m

SALE

MARTIN CO., REALTORS
Real Kstate, Fire and Auto
Insurance, Loans.
223 W, Gold.
Diono 156.

A. 1j

Realty Co,

Realtors.
309 W. Gold.
Phone 670.

FRANKLIN & COMPANY

A BEAUTY

Realtors

We have It In a beautiful
house within five blocks
THIS
from the
postoffice.
HOUSE Is equipped with a hot
water heating: plant, in perfect
condition, an extra large basement, and Karase. The rooms
In this house are of ample size
and are all well lighted. Tho
lawn Is well bedded with grass
and decorated with
and other shrubbery. Can be
handled on very convenient
terms. Let us) show this place
to you.

five-roo- m

W. Gold. Phono 057.
PROPERTIES
.. PROPERTIES
HIIRINRSS
PROPERTIES
LHAttUS '....
RENTALS
LOANS
INSURANCE
COLLECTIONS
SUBDIVISIONS
22

INCOME

roso-bush-

Make us your REAL

man.

Thanks.

ESTATE,

pbbl

Right-roo-

daihod dwelling, bath, etc.; also
adobe In rear, lot 75x142; Third

We have tho

ward, cloe

largest

list of homes in the city. We
have always been recognized
as leaders in the realty business and we are still holding
our position. We guarantee a
square deal to both buyer and
seller. At your service.

Some good huyl In Central avenue business property.

white stucco frame
bungalow, modern, oak floon, butlt-l- a
features, parage and other outbuildings; Fourth ward.

4,5O0

No.

'

WANTED

Roberts-Turn-

FOR

salesman
proposition

with
for

Co.

er

KENT

Desirable) apaitmeut, close
North Fifth.
I'OR RENT Three room modern brand
new apartment,
BOS South Ninth. $2S.
ONE SMALL, and one
arge furnished
apartment, with hot water. 1215 West
In.

833

a.
LINCOLN apartments,
newly furnished.
cool and close In.
312 South Third,
pnone ?4i-FOR KENT Attractively furnished two-roo205 South Walter.
apartment.
Horn

FOR RENT

Modern sleeping room, con
necting oatn. Averlll Apartments, 308 V,

FOR

KENT Glassed
noroh
lecnlr,
kitchenette connected with bath. 410
smith Edith.

FOR HEXT
Cnn. well-- f iirnUliori FhrM.
room apartment! gas range, no stele

ii'

west njeras.

FOR RENT
Two furnished roun.s, for
light housekeeping; adults; no sick.
FOR

RENT Furnished apartment: no
cniraren; no sick; s2.tu. 621 South
mgn, pnone 1137-W- .
FOR RISNT Apartments
and houses",
furnished or not. Phnne 1622-J.
A. Hammond, 824 East Silver.
FOR RENT Four-roofurnished apart
ment, with piano, July 1; no sick. In
quire m 3 North Second.
FOR RENT Three-roofurnished mnd- em apartment, sleeping porch and gar
ege. ftj.i
Kroadway.
TO RENT
Clean, well-- f urnlshed home
apartment with as, hot and cold water
1804 East Central.
furnished.
FOR RENT Furnished apartment, four
rooms and bath, modern; tor three
ninths; ra teS; S14 west Coal.
FOR
RENT Three-rooapartment
. partly furnished, bnth, water and llfht.
Km North Eighth, phooe 6.17-FOR RENT
Furnished front apartment.
three rooms and private bath. !1H
North Second. Albuquerque Hotel.
FOR KENT
Modern
front
furnished
Averlll
bath.
apartment,
private
apart men id, 508 V4 Nort- Sccnnd,
FOR liENT Thre-rnomodern apartment, furnished, ll South Arno, Inquire at 116 Weat Pllver, phone 87S.
FOTR
RENT
Two nlee, clean rooms and
furnlsh-efor llxht
Bleep In tr porch,
851 South Walter, phone
hnmekeeplnff.
1670--

FOR RENT
furnlahed apartment; hot and cold water. Ilghli and
421 Sk
rent reasonable.
phona paid;
South Broadway.
Four-rooFOR RENT
modern, nicely
furnished
new, close In.
apartment,
Phono 230, or Inquire Dodaon'a Garage,
400 North Fourth.
One large and one email
FOR RENT
apartment, furn fined
completely for
Crane
Apartmenta, 215
North Seventh, phone 814.
117 Harvard
FOR RENT
avenue, one-ha- lf
n

duplex apartment,

furnished, two

rooms and bath, two pore hen, $35. Including lights and water.
Key at lid
Harvard,
FOR RENT Three larfte, cool rooms and
;
glassed sleeping porch, bath adjoining,
nicely furnished
housekeeping, neat
ttnd clean; desirable summer location.
616 West Coal.
FOR RENT Fu nisned apartments, convenient to sanatorium;
four rooms,
glassed-i- n
sleeping porches, eras; on East
Central car Una, Call 1321 East Centra),
or see MoMIIHnn A Wood eh one 94.
FOR RENT Strictly private, thoroughly
mndern
apartment,
very reasonablo
rent, close In; two nice rooms, sleeping
porch, both, extra stors room th basement 410 North Sixth, or phone 11

fr

!..

FOR

SALE

Poultry-Egg- s

BUFF 'RP1NOTON eggs for hatehln;
blue ribbon winners.
Phone H7J-W- .
618 West Fruit.
pureF01 SALE A" ONCE Two dozon Broad-wsbred Ancona hens. 316 North
phone lfiRS-- J.
FOR SALE Eleven months old White
Leghorns and Black Minorcs laying
708 Pouth Third.
hens.
FOR SALE Rabbits, Whits Leghorn and
1011 Orchard
Ancona chlcuens, cheap.
Place, formerly West Slate avenue.
AFTER July 1, In order to make room
for young stock, will sell at bargain
prices, fifty S. C. R. I. Red bens; also
few male birds; finest stock; great layers. C. P. Hay. M Kortli Hlsb

DRESSMAKING
Rl?MSTlT?'HlNr
Illicit,
i.u,.. .'I'im..wj. yii. III-- .
PIIBSSMAK1NO
Plain and fancy gingH05 North
ham dresses a specially.

TweUth
PLAIN 8EWIN( of all kinds done reas131
onable. Mrs. Eldon. Phons 1800-North Fourth
PLEAT1M1. accordion, side .and bjx;
216 North
N.
mall orders.
Crane,
Crsne Apartments, phone H
Seventh.
FOR PLAIN OB FANCT 6BWINa at
rasionabl. rates, with quick service and
Call at 1108
satisfaction
guaranteed.
South High.

HOME

Five - room brick, hardwood
floors, basement, hot air heat,
garage, corner lot, in a good
location and priced to sell, To
see this call

Jas, M. Johnson,
Insurance, Real Estate, Loans.
218 W. Gold. Phone 240.
I Can Save Too Money on lonr
Building and Repairing
BECAUSE
I do the work myself. I have no
overhead expenses. Phone mt and
save money.
J. L. DURIJNG.
Phone
1903-- J

FOR

SALE

g,

1594--

503 West Copper.

Accident, Automobile assurance.
Surely Got la, Loans.
Ill S. Fourlb St.
Jelephone iU.

A
!

car. Steady
right man.

kalso-minln-

Fire,

Will buy a furnished adobe stucco cottage with four rooms and

FOR SALE
the highlands,
frame house, large

R. MoCLl'GHAN,

'

On

i.

...

$15.00.

(Of about 1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon
Terma Cash

m

McKinley Land
Lumber Co.

&

New Mexico,

FOR SALE
Good,

modern, 4 loom house,
large porches, shade and
lawn,
close to Chamber
of
Commerce. Price $3,800, $250
cash and monthly payments.
REAL ESTATE EXCHANGE,
V Tlnnnn. .
40
- - ...
S

.

FOR SALE
frame, four blocks
off Central,
Second
ward.
Paved street. $350 cash;

i

-

FOR SALE

Five-roo-

$1,-80- 0.

This won't

J

Realty Sales Co,

Routes

Two room frame house, fur.
nlshed; oast or terms. 1261 North
seventh.
lx'l SALE Three rm t.umes, Eust
Bllver
and
University
"eights. J. A. Hammond. 8Z4 East
Silver.
FOR SALE OK KENT Modern five-rooand bath, Rood location, close In; priced
ner leaving city. 1932-ini'lirWest
Lead.
FOR SALE
By
suDurnan home,
row rooma andownei,
Bleeping porch, city
rbor- !S
""
"t- ...... - I ... UH
Four-rooiOn SALE
modern
house,
built-i- n
features; will consider car or
flr"t Payment, or will lease same.
T?J
iiiriecnm.
ZlOrt """"
SALE
Home, new
modern, pressed brick bungalow: screened
porches, lawn, flowers, trees. Bee owner.
vim uver. pnone li49-M- .
FOR SALE
New r.omes by owner; one
on
O01,ifour-roo110 ;!
North? MRple; one
210
North Maple; terma Call 121 West
1849--

E"

"

"

phone

TRAt)l-F-

property In
sleeping porch,
fruit trees, In
Socorro, N. M. ; $300 down, balance less
......
.nmmny. Apply n f West Gnlfl.
FOR BALE By owner,
. .
Wftll
.ncottage
l..nlr , 1. , .
modern. pigeon
fenced;
and
loft, .hutches
.
.
-- 1.
nlllnl,w...w ,luu,r, fi new; pricea to SPI1.
Inoutre 211
nnM
,ao c.....k
city,

seven-roo-

land fur garden,

or

house,

thirty

wf

Well-bui- lt
SALE
builder, $075 cash,

by practical
or best offer, buys
and glassed-i- n sleeping porch.
Electrlo and city water. The best in
town for healthseekers.
Palmer, 1822
"ib'i, viiune 1IDB-FOR SALE Charming home, a!x rooms.
recently decorated,
beautiful lawn,
trees, shrubbery, fruit trees, large garden, garage; best residential district.
.,
ventral, pnone 1503-- J
FOR SALE On south side handy to
....
rallrnsri mnln. - ,
lot
dwelling, with
fifty-fohmu improvements.
Bee house No, 418
West Atlantic; price $5,760 on terma
City Realty Co., 20T West Gold, phone

rt

667.
FOR

SALl'3
Direct from owner, beautiful
pressed .brick
bungalow,
.
V
.,
-1Ut
-pnmnl.,.ri.
vt"-immwwju iiuors inrouBii- out;, fire place; breakfast nook and all
leaiures; gooa location. 71
West Lead.
Inquire Mrs. .Fred Llnde-ma70S South Third.
FOR SALE Uy owner, two small cottages, In south highlands,
close
for Quick turning; one has priced
four moms,
screened porch, water, lights, chlrken
house and yard, full sized lot; the other
cottage hss three rooms, bath, screened
porch, built-i- n
features, well furnished,
garage, corner lot, one block from car
line; easy terms; $100 and $200 down,
respectively, balance Ilka rent,
phone
693, or call at 1100 Bouth Walter.

"

BUSINESS CHANCES
FOR SALE

Best rooming house In city.
i.anninny, care Journal.
SALK-S- mall
FOR QUICK
rooming
316'A South Second.
house; bargain.
FOR SaLB Two-stor- y
orlok building.
tjs uoutn virsts location good for any
$20,000.00 TO LOAN on business property.
ttiii Gunimnr smaller loan. Address

neaitor, care journal,
FOll SALE Crlspette
outfit.
popcorn
- n... mBn
comnlete; srnnd nrnnmlllni.

nnn
vix
ROOMING
rooms, In best

money-make-

Fhono 669.

AUTOMOBILES,
FOR

SALE

Hudson eyeedster. excellent
condition; a bargain. Phone 148-FOIt SALE
k-- 4
Buick tourlnTcaT;
first-a'aa- s
condition. Bond-Dillo- n
Co..
city
FOR SALE Some eura amud
used cars,
easy terms. Mclntoih Auto Co.. Ill

c.'

Light Bulck. teO'l ;'

S

Studebaker,
west Gold.

1250.

Ill

FOK SALE

Overland touring car, first-c'0- "
condition, price (120. 609 West

.' tYinigy, pu one l

OR .?ALK Dodge
cond linn tmn

,a?
ti..touring

car,
, . good

..t.,ni,
FOR SALE naklen7lr...... . . ditlon, model 1D20; must sell; owner
407 West Copper.
leaving town
FOR SALE Ford sedan, practically new.
In perfect condition, win trade for
real estate worth the money. Koom 16,
anK Building.
national
FOR SALE OR TRADE For touring cr',
"no
in A-- l condition;
will trade foreverytning
light truck or roadster.
rimne
415 North Second.
iOR BALE Dodge Brothers' touring,
remodeled; Ford touring with extras;
Ford light truck, large body, and Bulck
touring "Six." J. Korber & Co., Auto
Department, phone 783.
alter

a

p. m

'""

DRIVERT.F.88
FORD CO.
FOR RENT Rates 15o per mil
per hour minimum. Special rates
week days. Ask for them; lso auto repairing. 121 North Third, phone 680.
FORDS

FOR

."in',
OOOD

last.

114 S, Second.

FOK SALE

FOR SALE OR

r irst,

HOUSE,
eighteen
town In southwest:

all year round.

nor,--

,

you

will

want your new home there.
Fifty foot lots, $10.00 down
and $10.00 per month.

riiotio

Double apartment house, brick,
close In, Highlands. A bargain
at $5,250. Terms.
Five rooms, bath, glassed In sleeping porch. Close in, Highlands,
$3,500, easy terms.
Five- - room brick, bath, Fourth
ward, furnished, ready to move
$500
$4,300;
In,
down, rest
easy.
McMILLION & WOOD,
Realtors.
306 V. Gold, Insurance, Loans.

ROBERTS-TURNE-

Address

$1

ALBUQUERQUE
AUTO WRECKING CO.
New and Used

REPLACEMENT PARTS
In Stock for All Cars;
parts tested beforo leaving shop.
Radiators, electrical parts, tops, bodies,
lights, horns, Ignition seta, springs, etc
Parts carried for 22 makes of cars. New
axles, drive shafts, pinion and ring gears
carried for all cars. Keep us in mind.
NEW MEXICO'S OLDEST WRECKING
AT.Tj

HOUSE.

West Central.
Phone 434.
per rent on dismantled
parts, tires, batteries, springs, wheels,
bearings, rims, fenders, electrical equipment, magnetos, gears, axles and drive
ehnfs, rtdlntors, etc.; a complete line of
parts for Ovorland. all models; Wlllys-Knlgh- t,
4,
,
8; Bulck, 4; Studebaker,
4, 6; Chalmers, Reo 4; Paige, 4; Overland,
L-6: Hllnmoblle.
Maxwell,
nleaanre
and trucks; Chevrolet, 490-B. ; Mitchell,
s; Saxon, ff. A complete line new rings,
gears, plnlone snd transmission gears
and axle shafts for any car. Mcintosh
Auto Co.. 311-1- 5 West Copper.
WHEN IN NEED OF
TIRES, rims, carburetors, springs, magnetos generators, wheels, gears, axles,
bearings horns, accessories
COME TO PARTS HEADQUARTERS.
WE HAVE SALVAGED TO DATE- THE
FOLLOWING
MAKES OF CARS:
Bulck C24. C25. Dt1). D55: Cadl'.lae,
Chalmers, Chandler. Chevrolet 490,' FB,
t,
Dodge. Dort,
Baby Grand;
Ford, Hup 30. H. K. N.; Maxwell, Mitchell Olds $. OverJand, every model; Saxon
4 and 6; Studebaker 4 and
i; Willys-Knlgb- t,
every model.
If you don't see your car (a the above
list, remember,
WE ARE SALVAGING T.ATB MODEL
CARS EVERT DAT.
Tn addition to the largest stock of used
parts In the state, we carry a COMPLETE line of NEW gears, drive shafts,
axle shafts and general scoessorlea. for
ev-r- y
car,
OUH PRICES ARB THB T.OWEST.
S

SAVE

5

VIADUCT GARAGB.
600 SOUTH
SECOND.
Largest parts house In the state.

ooa. uanup. iew Mexico.
SMALL saw mill and timber proposition,
on railroad, for sale, lease, let on shares
or will consider a partner. J. F. Bran MENiinLum5uT'"?u
their home. Phone iOti-- J.
son, 1239 mortn Eleventh, Albuquerque
TRAVEL
Going east, any routs.
FOR SALE Grocery stores, merchandise, AUTO
by auto soon; room for two or three.
eandv-ao- ft
iBVt.
.l
ilrlnlr
class business propositions not sdver- - Address Box 44, care Journal.
YOUNG MAN wishes to get In touch with
neeu locsny. itooerts-Turne- r
Co., 2i
party motoring to Los Angeles. P. O.
West Gold,
Box 696 or Ilarwood Boys School, North
FOR SALE Indian trading store and Fourth street.
... . . uuuj
-ranch. - n.tB4
.
r' t . ... , giiti
uiiuy,
.
..nu FURNITURE repaired, refinlshed and upbulldlns. eorrallL
f.nnin.

equipped; exoellent place for healtliseeker ;
ymi.iir una water. Aaoress Box J73, city
FOR HALE One of the finest cafes In
i
northern Arlcnna Inn- trade, good location; two of the partners
1564-to leave for Europe; aot qulok
ire
LOST AND FOUND
WANTED Position by expert accountPoslofflce box S14, Flagataff, 'Aria
ant, bookkeeper and typist, systamlxer,
On June i, dark bayoraesSar
FOK SALE Sure snap in only fire Infull charge, any business; go anywhere; LOST
on front foot, grey hairs In tall; finder
surance
A-- l
sgency In fast growing ooun- Address notify 14H South Fourth; reward.
references.
experienced;
... .... wn
V. W. H care Journal.
u, central new Mexico.
Five-roo- m
one
LOST
At
club
tennis
court,
home, business,
Country
furniture
office
FOR RENT Office Koomi
.
.
tour-le,,
a
olover stick pin, with small n.1 ...
, . caa caerr;
WANTED
Real
Estate
rqusi "en
FOR HliNT Office opposite DustoftUe
diamond; finder will be rewarded by re- at once account ot i,dw
health. Office made
YOU
commerce.
end
chamber
have bunlness property for gale turning to D. Weinman, TOI West Cop
Wrighl IF
stobetia-Turner
ar,
w.,
list u wit a McAUUioa
Wuocu
per,
Ill West Golds
. bulldlaf, Fourth and Gold.
.
I.
3..

......

Better Grade

A

Albuquerque.

Estate Exchange,

Hale.
WANTED
non-uniTwo
Fr.EK MANUItB 1600 South Elm.
carpenters.
A pply 121 3 North Twelfth.
FOR SALE Suction
1U5 North ..
fan.
x m.u
A- -i
can- salesmen
lor
First.
naa in opusmon. Apply laju East Bllver
FOJ1 SALE Lady's diamond ring. J13 FIREMEN.
BHAKEMEN, beginners. $160,
write Hallway,
iier
moniniy.
electrlo washer. enro Morning Journal
wRJjALls "Beoond-han- a
.9
uoia.
WANTED
Two snsppy solicitors, city
TRY BODDfs MILK;" BEST iN TOWN7'
work: should clean up 40 weekly.
.
i
j'none 187 for appointment.
FOR SALE
Two burners. Perfecting oil WANTED
Carpenters for form work,
stove.
1006 South Edith.
long Job. free transportation.
EmployFOR SALE Large nix hole
range, bar- ment office. 110 South Third.
nx poum natter.
WANTED
Saw mill and lumber yard
FOr'salE Roller canariesT 21s South men at Rtordan, Arizona. McGonlgle
Walter, phone 1B6V-j.umoer and Development Co., Rlordan,
Arm.
COLA AND IRON
WANTED
nm oreat Amerlr .n Drink.
Trustworthy married man te
take charge of ranch and small dairy
YALE BULGARIAN milk, from
Imported on snares,
partnership or rent, P. O.
Box 48, Albuquerque.
FOR SALE Two single
complete,
WANT agents to sell the best health and
mattress and springs. beds,
41 B Fruit.
accident Insurance In the world for
tne money.
Largest company of Its
EXPERT guaranteed work, phone 1SS4-kind In America. Live agents make big
FOR SALE Good upright
Roberts-Turnmoney.
Co., state agents,
cheap
piano,
.... vni.ii.
,au immeaiately at 214 218 West Gold, Albuquerque, N. M.
West Gold.
WANTED
A man of honor and energy
CO LA AND IRON
who either is or can
himself to
THE great double tonic, at all soda render valuable service qualify
to homeseekers;
fountains.
no sharp practlcee will be tolerated In
this office; If you are satisfied with 1200
TIIB home product Is Just a little better; or 1300 por month, don't answer. Call
between 12 and 1 o'clock Monday. Joseph
207 West Gold.
FOR SALE
Black current, for making Collier,
Female.
Jellies, pio. preserves and Jams. Bent-so- n
Ranch, phone 2417-RWANTED
A girl for general housework.
400 North Twelfth.
TYPEWRITERS, all makes. 115 and up:
$3 per month.
Woman for general house-worAlbuquerque Typewriter WANTED
JZZ Boutn Fourth.
1315 B. Edith.
FOR SALE
Will sell all my fine Homer WANTED
Lady for housework. In small
Mrs.
v.i.,cnux pigeons, rnone 23-family. Address 220 North Mnple.
course piginoter. 60s North First
WANTED
Girl for housework. Apply
FO'r SALE Young put bull dog, very
Mrs. K. B. Biles, 111 8 West Ullver.
i.ca, uramjj uiacK ana wnue:n also WANTED Experienced cashier, with
mnoa miu uaBBi rni'Ufl suui-references. Apply Liberty Cafe, Number
Fon SALE A new Colt's 32 automatic one.
pistol, with holster, two clip, and car- - WANTED
A neat colored girl to do
a. j. c, care Journal.
irmKPs;
housework and dishwashing. 611 South
FOR SAI E Used tractors.
Tl and Rmsdway.
with gang plowa.
Hardware WANTED
Cook and second maid to go
t.ni niiein,
ivuroer ai company.
Pecos. Mrs. A. B. McMillan.
,tivhe
FOR SALE
Fresh buttermilk and cot- lOlo
West Central, phone 711.
tage cheese; also fresh milk in gallon
lots.
Rwnvne'e Dslnr. nhone lDls.M.
saleswoman.
WANTED
Experienced
FOR SALE
Pianos and player pianos;
Apply at "The Economist."
pre-wvalues. Phon, 10. Geo. P.
Learnard Piano Co., 214 South Walter.
Mule and Female.
SAXOPHONES
and all band Instruments,
Man to do painting and wife
new or
frtvnia.
n.,i.m. WANTED
..i...
as cook; Americans; no children. W.
tlons vn above. Fred K. Ellis, Ph. H02-- J.
K. Blue.
Fe railroad bridge and
Santa
FOR SALE Two wall cases and one
floor oaae, In good condition; reason- building paint foreman, Wlngate, N. M.
able. Fremont Grocery, 410 West Central, PREPARE for a superior pmltim 'iy
attending our Summer Sessions. Indipihiiid
Instruction; rapid progress, areoFOR SALE One share In Albuquerqu. vidual
la!
summer rate. Western Hchool for
.......
v., niucii v iibh veen pmu.
Phone 901-- J.
Will sell my equity for (0 cents. Address Private Secretaries
.iii.ei, cure .I'.urnsi.
WANTED Miscellaneous
SOFT SPOTS
Heel ana sren cushions
prevent fallen Instens: cures all foot WANTED
Light delivery wagon. 1'hone
troubles. II. Plantar Arch Supports. Thus.
(82.
F. Keleher Leather Co..
Wear Central. WANTED
Good horee and buggy, at
ASBESTOS
ROOF
once. Phone 2408-J1r lOD for all kinds nt roofs,PAINT
$1 per galWANTED
Good, heavy porch swing and
lon.
The Manzano Co., 110 Bouth
davenport. Call 193S-Walnut. Phone 1S34-Trv a hlillt un
roof; will last as long as the building. WANTED
Money to loan on good first
USB KFFECTO AUTO TOP and seat
mortgages. McMllllon & Wood.
Effecto Auto Enamel. Vals- - WANTED
dressing.
tank for
A used dovelopin
par. Valspar Enamel on automobiles.
post card, size films. 619 West
Homestead
Plymouth Cttage Print.
Floor Paint Roof Paint and Cement, Sat
also uleaning kalsomina
isfaction assured. Thoi. F. Keleher Lesth- - KALSOM1NINU;
snd paper;
work guaranteed.' John
Co.. 401 Wet. Central. Pbone 1067-- J.
Goodson. phone 634-first mortTe HAVE several gilt-edg- e
WANTED Position
gage loans. Wbe wants themt McWANTED
Mllllon A Wood.
Washing. Phone 13U4.
BOY WANTS to cut lawns. Phone 2397-UPHOLSTERING, general furniture repairing, packing. The Art Craft Shop,
GIRL WANTS day work. Phona 1673-J- .
328 North Third, pnone 833-vWANTED
Housework by the day. Phone
MAX
BARGAIN STOKE, at 316 South
I45.
First, will pay the highest prices for
WANTED Bundle washing to bring your
second-han- d
clothing, shoes and
nome. Phone Z08-.furniture. Phone S68.
WANTED
General housework or cook WANTED
To exchange exuellent violin,
ing, half day. Call 1H71-for low pitch B flat clarinet; must be
WANTED
See J. 8. Pcarue, 114
Work by the' hour.
Ptron. A-- l Instrument.
iaa-M- ,
Weat Coal, or phone 2091-- J.
after 6:30 p. m,
To correspond with owner ol
WANTED Laundry work to take home WANTED
or py tne day. Fnone 2101-- J.
Pedigreed Boston bull terrier for pur-L.
of
Address Walter
service.
pose
GENERAL.
REPAIR WORKS
M.
N.
REPAIR anything. 6IS-ask for W. F. drace, general delivery, Gallup.
RUG CLEANERS
HOUSE oleaning. floor waxing, lawn
OiU Ruga Cleaned.
wont, uail j. w. Lowe. Phone I435-MATTRESSES
renovated, 13.60 and UP;
NURSE wishes permanent position, or
furniture repaired and packed. Brvlo
01 Bouth
coniinement cases.
Walter. Bedding company, pnone ia-WANTED To do typewriting and
Careful Kodak finishing.n
WANTED
work. Room a. M.llnl build
Twice dally service. Remember,
Bend your finishing
ing.
guaranteed.
Hanna
AMERICAN WOMAN wishes position as to a reliable, established firm.
Hanna. Master Photographers.
housekeeper. In small family. Phone

It Lasts

$10.00 Per Load

Realtor.
Phone 1 10,
Third and Gold.

HELP WANTED

Mucnaneou

As Long As

Wm, J, Leverett,

West Copper Avenue.

409

your lot

Buy

V

Third and Gold.

AllUhNHH

PHY

rnnnj llbw.
SKI ASM ASH H

PERSONAL

holstered; overstuffed rockers, chairs
and divans made to order; all work
guaranteed,
Btapletos'g
Upholstering
Shop, phone 1327-- J.
ATTENTION
AUTHORS! WRITERS
Expert manuscript typing and revising.
Have your manuscript in proper technical
form so the editors will give It consideration. It will pay big dividends. Call
Cowden, 331 North Fourth. Phone 1806-I WILL FAY TOU lOo
FOR every residence, name and address
you csn give me of those afflicted with
tuberculosis. Psyment made when names
are verified. Frederick
$06
Graham,
Security Bldf., Lva Angeles, Calif,

R

CO.

218 West Gold.
Diono 407
AND
CHOICE RESIDENCE
BUSINESS PROPERTY. BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES AND
RANCHES

Want ten more to sell in next
fourteen days. Have waiting
customers. Might sell a house
or two.
11ARTON

Phono

KKIXER,

1032--

RiKlg.

I. 1(1 HTIIN
llsasea of the Rl.m.,1,
Suite, a Harnett Building.
S. l. ci tes -

UK, 8.
DR.

i,-

Kys,

te

SOLD ELEVEN LOTS
In fourteen days to nine men.

J

JOHN W. WILSON,
Attomef.
Rooms If, 17 and 19. Cromwell Building.

Realtor.
110.

onrui

I1ULI Li

PROFESSIONAL CARDS

Kar,

Barnett

University Heights,
adobe stucco home, garage, hot air heat, maple floors,
unfurnished.
five-roo-

in puac
vi inui
U

WATCH THE
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
GROW

screen-

ed porches,
and
shade trees. This place la In
Rood condition, has a Rood location In tho Third ward and
Is priced to sell. Wi are exclusive agents, call us $2,850
buys it.
BILLIARD PARLOR
We have one of the most popular Billiard Parlors In the
city for sale. This is a payins
proposition and can be bouKht
On Rood terms at a price that
is riptht. Owner has other Interests in Colorado and must
leave Albuquerque. All the fixtures are of the best nnd in
excellent condition. Call, we
will be glad to show it.
tXIVERSlTY HEIGHTS.
Ton dollars cash and $10.00
monthly buys you a fifty foot
lot in the fa.itcBt growing residence section in Albuquerque,
Values are not docrcaslntr here.
We are eencral
agents and
ready.
Fhono 610.

NEAR SHOPS
Three rooms, modern, furnished,
60 foot lot, garage. South Arno,
$2,100.
Four-roomodern brick, t glass
porches, heat, lawn, garage, near
$4,200.
library,
T. A. HAMMOND,
824 E. Sliver.
Phono 1522-1-

WM, J, LEVERETT,

OPPORTUNITIES

FOR RENT OR LEASE

five-roo-

lot, city
wnter, electric lights, $1,900;
$150 cash and $40 a month.
frame house, large lot,
near bridge, $600; $25 cash
and $10 a month.
frame house, South
Highlands, $675 cash.
frame
and
porch,
South Highlands, $950; $50
cash and $25 a month.
Fine
house, furnace
heat and garage. Second
ward, three blocks from Central. $7,000.

Real

Phone 410.

211 W. Gold.

nice front porch screened and almost new. Can arrange terms.
Realtor,

In

J. D. KXXEHF.R,
Itealtor.

$3,700

W. A. BETTS

For the best painting,
papering and floor finisher in Albuquerque.
Phone

A. F1UE1OTEK, Eexltor

Phone 407.

City real estate

In,

CO,

ROBERTS-TURNE- R

218 W. Gold.

THIS

Four rooms, hath, two

cement house
sell
with fireplace, furnace, built In
features, walks, shade, roses and
a real home. See
AC'KERSOV
GRIFFITH,
Realtor.

J,

210 W. Gold.

J

U

FOU KENT.
We have a number of houses
for rent, both furnished and
unfurnished. Tell us your wants.

D,

i

BALT

RENT

FOR

Wo have a five-roo- m
house
In the 1'outth ward for rent.
This Is one
of
the nicest
houses In the city both Inside

"

Will

u

f

COUNT, SIC? WENT "TO THE

LAtTv

t

ifion

Page Seven.

W.

Nose and Throat.

Building.

Phone

lit.

Office Hours
m.. and 2 to e p. ra.

Ha.
IV1.

SHERIDAN.

M.

DT

Practice Limited to
GENITO . I'ltlNARY DISEASES
AND DISEASES OF THE MUN

ivnssermnn Laboratory In Connection
CUtwnw llnnk Hide.
I'bonu HSU.

F. C. BAKES, M. D
Diseases ol the Eye. Glasses Fitted
Office removed to 114 N.
d
st. Ground floor. Phone 842.
6eo-on-

LOTS
Wo Have Select Residence,
Apartment and Business Sites
Priced Right.
ROBERTS-T-

218 W. Gold.

FOR RENT

RNEIt CO,
Phone 407

Dwellings

FuK Hlj.NT Three-roofurnished house.
Inquire 613 East Pacific.
FOR RENT Room.
FOR RENT Two-roorurnlshed house,
with porch. 1052 South W. .ter.
Full IIE.NT Furnished rooma. 21s Bou'h
Five-rooFOK RENT
Walter, phone 16G7-furnished house,
sr.n, Inqulrs
322 South Arno,
ganiite.
FOR KENT Glasaed sleeping porch.
.
. . 1340-R.
Phone
i .
609 West Sliver.
FOU KKNT Furnistiet ruouk. 323 tioutu FOIt RENT Houses, an sinda; furnished
and unfurnished. McMUlloa 4k Wood.
rieventh. phone 729-50(1 West Gold.
FOK RENT Furninhed rooma; no chil- Healtors,
RENT
FOR
Houses and
apartmsnts.
dren. 110 South Walnut
1&22-R- .
furnished or not.
J.
tUlt.MtiHED moderr. rooms; no sick; no A. Hammond, 824 EastPhone
Silver.
414 Vjat Bllver.
children
TO RENT Five-roomodern
home,
Foil KENT Furnished room and sleep-Inwith gus and garage. Thone 1482-porch. 323 South Third.
701 West New York.
FOK KENT Furnished fr.mt room, S15 FOU RENT Three-roocottage, comper month. 618 North Third.
pletely furnished; all modern conven-le- :
s. 615 East Silver.
LAUGE, coot room, beautifully furnished,
private bnth. 1211 West Roma.
FOR RENT Completely furnished house.
FOR RENT Room
See owner,
on premises.
and porch, near
318 South
503 North Edith.
boardlng house.
Sycamore; take university car.
FOIt RENT Two furnished rooms"" for FOK RENT Severs modern furnished
4?3 West Iron.
imnt nouseReepinft.
cottages; rent 155, MO and 135; on car
FOft KENT Two furnished rooms for line. Apply nt 12U South Edith.
FOR RENT Modern home, four rooms,
light housekeeping. r,7 West Silver.
two porches,
FOK RENT Nice, oe.m sleeping and
unfurnished.
Location,
housekeeping rooms. U'14 North Third. 418 East Silver, phone 1340-- '.
FRONT ROOM for llKht housekeeping. FOR RENT Two rooms, furnished, garden planted, city light and water; also
Overland Hotel. 309'4 West Central.
705 Mountain road,
FOK RENT
room with or Irrlgatlon water.
Furnished
FOR RENT Five-roobrlcic, modern,
without housekeeping. 612 North
well and completely furnished; no sick.
31 H West Lend.
703 West Silver.
Inquire
RENT Modern
FOIt
room.
sleeping
FOU RENT Two-roofurnished house,
Averlll apartments, 208 14 North
with sleeping porches; modern; 130
FOU RENT One furnished room for per month, fall at 706 East Santa Fe.
70t West LIST your vacant Houses with the City
gentleman: also garage.
Coal.
Realty Co., for prompt and efficient
FOU RENT Front bed room, four win- service. 507 West Gold, phone 67.
FOK
RENT Modern brick seven-roodows, close to town; reasonable. 208
house, furnished suitable for boarders
North Sixth.
or home. 118 Norh Msiple, phone 5272-FOU RENT Two fiirnlsned housekeeping rooms, with sleeping porch. t09 FOR RENT Completely furnished four-roohouse with three screened porches.
South Walter.
or inquire 1504 East
Phone 1439-e
RENT Nice
FOR
sleeping
21614
looms.
Albuquerque Bote),
Four-rooFOR RENT
modern, furnishKortn (second.
ed house, with two porches, basement.
FOR RENT Two large ro. ml. furnished 1501
for housekeeping; no sick or children. Cednr. East Copper, inquire 210 North
lns North Fourth.
furnmned new four-rooIMPERIAL, ANNEX. 10314 West Central, FOR RENT Nicely bath,
front and back
bungalow;
under new management; clean and airy,
porch, gurage; 1503 East Central. Apply
all outside rooms.
754 Kent CentrnL
FOR RENT Nicely furnished front room FOR RENT
Nicely furnished bungalow
for ladles, close In, no sick. 713 West
In highlands, one block from Centtal;
Gold.
Phone 2139-ideal for convalescents.
Call 317 South
FOR KENT Room with ail conveniences Walter, phone 1273-and connecting bath, new home, coot FOU RENT Four-roofurnished cotlocation. Phone 2349-tage, garage, nice place for chickens;
FOU RENT Two furnished rooms for one block from Presbyterian
Sanatorium.
light housekeeping; reasonable; adults; Call 111 North Cedar.
no sick.
613 South .'.rno.
modRENT Four-rooFort
bungalow,
FUR- KKNT
Two furnished housekeeping
ern and furnished; large sleeping porch;
rooms, with sleeping porch; no chil- Just what you want; near car line and
dren. 1102 South Edith.
grocery. Phone 354-FOR RENT Lovely
front bed room, FOR RUNT Modern seven-roounfursuitable for two; no sick, SIS North
nished house; desirshle location. InEleventh, phone 1070-Mr.
at
First
Sherman
Savings Bank
quire
IMPERIAL ROOMS r.". e, clean rooms; and Trust Co., phone 3.
rates by day or week. Over Pastime FOR RfciNT Three-roofurnished cotTheater, 21Uj West Central
tage, bath and sleeping porch. Phone
FOR RENT Two beautifully furnished 3S1-at 1554 East Cencall for
rooms in modern home. Apply Mrs tral, between nine and twelve.
Fred Hamm, 63 North Second.
furnished
FOR RENT Two five-rooFOR KENT Unfurnished kitchen and
514 and 518 North Maple;
large porch; also three bed rooms, fur- willbungalows,
rent until September at $35 per
nished psrtiy. 154 South Edith.
month. Pleaee t 11 at 754 Kast Central.
FOR RENT Two modern rooms furnished for housekeeping; no sick; no chil- FOK RENT Modern, furnished, three-roohouse
with sleeping porch:
503 North Arno.
dren. Phone IflSO-.must be seen to be appreciated.
Ideal
FOR RENT Larfte front room, ground location.
1123
H. A.
Hart Central.
floor, four windows, one block off car Thorn, phone 1527-line.
09 West Fruit, phone S045-- J.
modern duplex home,
strictly
ELGIN IIOTEb Bleepln- - rooms and NEW
three rooms, glassed sleeping porch
housekeeping apartments, by the day. and
screened
front
porch: A- -l shop loweek or month. 50314 West Central
cation; $30 month for one or two year
FOR RENT Furnished rooms with sleep-in- g loase, Roberts-Turncompany.
porch for light housekeeping; water
FOll RENT For the summer or will
and lights furnished. 710 West Lead.
near Bishop's
lease country home,
FOR" RENT Front room, wall furnished,
Santa Fe, N. W., completely furadjoining bath, use of phone, close In; Lodge,
use
and
of
horses
nished,
poultry. Mrs
one or two gentlemen. 703 West silver.
M. J. O'Brien. Santa Fe, New Mexico.
FOR RENT Large. nicely furnlshe3
house, comrooms, central, with or without house- FOR RENT Nice
pletely furnished, for one or two famkeeping privileges. Apply 207 V4 West
ilies; modern,
lights,
bath, electrlo
Gold.
porch, hot and cold water; large
FOR KENT Ground floor, front room, screened
lot: bearing fruit trees. See Broad Bifurnished for light housekeeping: pri- cycle
Co., 250 South Second, phone 73$.
South
401
vate
adults.
entrance;
Seventh.
SALE Ranches
FOR
FOR RENT Cool, quiet bedroom with
running water In well furnished private FOR SALE A small ranch, three-fourtmile west of bridge) modern bouse. A.
home.
Close In. Oarage. No sick. Phone
1102-- J
or call Bll Weat Coal.
J. .1 sines.
ROBERTS-TURNEcompany. 51 J West
FOR RKNT Exoluslve, well furnished
uoid, have established a special laud
room, with large sleep. ng porch, hot
water heat and bath: centrally located. aepartment.
21 West Coal.
FOR SALE Ranch on North Fourth
Phone 1744-street, six miles from town, on main
SPECIAL OFFER One well furnished ditch;
paved road; e.reet car service;
room, sis large window bath adjoin- sixteen acres
In alfalfa, balance In wheat-Pho- ne
ing; prlvats out side ent .nee; new mod2414-Jern home, close In. Phone 1949-FOR SALB OR TRADE Five acres In
PRIVATE family has room for one or
Frultvale, near paved road; fine grape
two gentlemen; hot and cold water In or chicken ranch; easy terms to right
room, bath, large closets, newly furnishparty . Phone (93, or apply room 15, First
ed, references
Inquire 959 National bank, or 1100 South Walter,
required.
South Fourth.
FOR SALB Ranch, twenty-tw- o
aores,
All
outside
house, garage, fine orchard,
OCCIDENTAL HOTEu
rooma and new furniture, furnished or all kinds of fruit, berries, alfalfa. Impleunfurnished apartments; also sleeping ments, h tries, cows; ewner leaving acrooms at 14 to 17 per week; hot and count of health; two miles from
cold water In each room: new manageold Town
boulevard.
Phone
or 148. Postoffice box
ment. 52514 East Central. W W. Harnett. ewner, 241T-R- ),
163-J,
192, Old Albuquerque, V, If, J
Phvcs
..
... .....

....

CHIROPRACTORS
E. F. CABMEN,
f.'hlrtmrMrfop.
18 Snd tO ArniUa Building.

TYPEWRITERS
TIPUWRITEHU All makes overhauled
and repaired. Ribbons for every machine.
Albuquerque
Typewriter
chense. phone S03-.- T
132 Pouth Four

FOR SALE
'

Furniture

FU ft N i 1 : it
ft ii p ai BIN
'snd u p tioislert
inn, rnone
Ervln Redding Co.
tort SAI.K Four rooms of furniture;
also phonograph, small conk stove, oil
cook stove. Ml North Third.

FOR SALE WlckerTabbuggy,
Ham-- ;
mond typewriter and table, chiffoniers,
wardrobe, roll-to- p
desk; largest stock o(
used furniture In town. H55
South First.
FOR SALE Furniture,
a!mn"s!
new'.
highly polished, oak dining table and
sideboard; twenty-tw- o
green window
shades; price reasonable.
Call at 614
South Ninth.
e
FOR SALE
s.
coal range, two
Perfection oil stove with oven, a
room
dining
table, fifty pound Ice box,
wardrobe, dresser, home-mad- e
kitchen
cabinet, xl2 Congoleum. two rugs. Call
between 10 and 13 and S and . fc07
South Edith.
FOR SA LIS One good Jloosier kitchen
cabinet, two ranges, one porch swing
and two porch shades, one oil stove, one
bed spring and msttress, pictures, one
work table and kitchen utensils, fourteen volumes Stoddard's Lectures. 10:
twelve volumes Richard Harding Davis,
4.
Inquire 1554 North Second.
DinFOR SALE
Used
furniture:
ing table. 111.75: chairs. $1.75; bed,
19.00; single bed, spring mattress, $1 76;
chiffonier, 116.00; Ivory dressing table.
$18.60; mahogany rocker, $5. &0; wicker
chair, Hi. 00; wicker rocker, $.1.75; leather rocker, $7.50. Call at American Furniture Company, 55.1 Pouth Second.

CARPENTERING
KATSoM'iNLVo'"a"nd'

roof palntlngT'lSS
West Mountain road, phone 793-PETTIFORD THE Oit
JOB 1LAN
All kinds of work.
Phone 17SJ.
P. H. McCAFFREI, plumbing and heatPbone
ing repair w ': a i jeclalty.
1871-J

We can resurfaca
FLOOR SANDING
your old floors and make them like
new and make your new floors perfect.
rnone zom-LET me figure your new house or repairs; reasonable prices; work guaranteed; estimates free. Call 1755-VE.l
E. Johnson. 616 John.
WE DO ODD JO 3 carpentering
and
house building, reasonable;; Investigate
our low prices; estimatea free. Phone'
2.196-J. V. Kluken, 512 Yale.
1 WANT you to
Investigate my low prices
on any kind of a building proposition
r have In view. A. B. Palmer. Bungalow Builder, box 41, city. Phone 1758--

FOR RENT

Storeroom

FUK RENT OR LEASE
Store building.
1300 North First.
FOR RENT Building at 412 West Copper; suitable for garage. Inquire U. E.

Sliorman, at First Savings Hank and
Trust Company, phone 3.
WILL arrange to suit tenant a 2;xll0
fool brick building; good condition:
reasonable
opposite Santa Fe shops:
terms. Bee or write U Heyman, 108
North First, Albuquerque. N. M.
Alboqurrqiie-Sant- a
Pe- - T"os
DAILY

STACK

To Taos (Read Hoon)
. T:o a. m.
Leave
10:30 a. m.
Arrive
Leave
13:.io u. m.
Leave
13:30 p. m.
Arrive
t:0) p. m.
To Albuqserque (Read t'p)
Albuquerque ...Arrive.., 7:00 p. m.
Santa Fe
Leave... 4:00 p.m.
Santa Fe
Arrive. ..12:45 p. m.
Arrive. ..11 :1 5 a. m.
Espanola
Taos
Leave... 7 30 a.m.
FARE TO SANTA FE, M.69.
TO TAOS, II. fill.
Mingling
Albuquerque Headquarters
Brothers' Cigar 8tore, 810 West Central
Aver, . Phone 800.
Santa Fe Headquarters Bank Confeo-tloner- y.
Phone til.

TIME CARDS

WBSTBCL'N.J
Dally.
Arrive.
Depart.
Ths Scout.... 1:30 pm t:l pm
I Calif. Umltsd.lo:!0 am 11:00 am
T
Fargo Fast.. 10:60 am 11:30 am
Navajo.. 15:J am 1:0 am

Traill.

No.
No.
No.
No,

1

(Th

No. It
No. 17

SOUTHBOUND.

10:10 psa
El Paso Exp
11:1 am
El Paso Exp
EA8TP0DKD,
No. I Ths Navajo.. 1:10 pm 1:40 pm
No. 4 Calif. Limited. 5.00 pm 1:4 pm
No. I a. F. Bight.. 7:15 pm 1:10 pm
No. to The Soont..,. 1:10 am t:iO ans
FSC1I S0C7R
No. II from El Paso 4:16 pm
N. to From El Paso T:ei am
No, to oonneots at relen r'ta No. Ii
for Clnvts, Psoas Valie- -. Kanar City and
O
Outst.
No, 2) omneot. at rislon with Ha II
from Clnvts snd points ess- - and south

H.L

PEP
1--

4

PASTIME

TO DA

SHIRLEY MASON in

HAROLD LLOYD in a Rip Roaring Comedy
REGULAR ADMISSION PRICES
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 20TH,
"A CONNECTICUT YANKEE"

COMING

j

Coal Supplr Co Phone 4 and 6.
Mr. and Mrs. Toribio Holguin
of Old Albuquerque, announce the
birth of a daughter Sunday morning.
Mrs. Alejandro A. Sandoval lott
yesterday for her summer home at
Sandoval, N. M. Mrs. Lea S. Baca,
her daughter, accompanied her.
Pr. Murray. Osteopath. Ph. 741.
Mineral Lodge No. 4, Knights of
toTythias, will meet at 8 o'clock be
night. The rank of knight will
conferred.
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. John J.
Bowman, at the United States Indian school, a daughter.
Factory woofi. tut. '.ruck load,
four dollars. Hahn Coal Company.

M L

N

titles

ipsa.

t

JfiJIHSSd
-

NURSERY TAKES
CARE OF 47 KIDDIES
DURING PAST WEEK'

DAY

FUNERALS

SMITH Harold Edward Smith
'jrtlnl ut his home on North Maple
avenue last night. The deceased
here last October from Co- fame
lltml-uirihtn in pnmnAnv with
his parents. The body will be
tnken to Columbus, for burial.
Blakemore and Sons have charge
of arrangements.
C. R. CONNEU.
f

Mum

tildsV

Tel.

M. I). O. O.

hpcPllllM.
71U--

J.

323--

!
I

-

FiCwnui

AND

Theaters Today

!

FILM SMILES
forth
By W Speed
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Owen Moore opines: "If Second
Lieutenants were "shaved necks" to
the doughboys, some of the girls
who DOD weir nair jnusi ui iuujui
Generals."-- :

Film statisticians have begun
come
ficures on bathing-gidies. They are trying to arrive at
their "face" value.

eom-nili- ne

rl

Violin players who supply music
for the screening of "Nero" will
probably feature "Hot Time in the
Old Town Tonight."
Shadows thrown upon a screen at
the rate of seven or more per second produce voiceless plays but
some movie fans are not dumb
enough to believe it ,
ASTHMA
Violet-ra-

nn,

y

i.

A. T. Arniiju

HAY FEVEU
Trent nioht.

n. MtJiiiAY
Bills.

Plionc

"BTheater Repeating today
for the last time Fred Stone as
the principal character in "The
Duke of Chimney Butte;" also
repeating the episode of "Go Get
'Em, Hutch," and the "Current
Events" pictures.

Wall
Theater
"The
Lyric
Flower," a Goldwyn picture with
an
cast, is being repeated
today for the last time; also rea
peating "Torchy's Hold-Up,- "
two-reTorchy comedy.
all-st- ar

Pnsllme Theater Shirley Mason is repeating today at the
pHstimo as the leading star in
"The Ragged Heiress;" also repeating the "Fox News" pictures
and the Harold Lloyd comedy.
"DI KE OF CHIMNEY BUTTE."
WITH FRED STONE AS STAR,
IS A CAPTIVATING STORY.
in

is an Andrew J. Callaghan ProPicduction, distributed by R-tures and is from the pen of
George Washington Ogden. It has
to do with the adventures of a
young man who stumbles upon a
group of cowboys at supper on a
cattle ranch, while he is trying to
sell a mechanical contrivance that
peels potatoes, opens can, pulls
nails, and In other ways makes
itself generally useful.
The tenderfoot quickly wins tho
admiration of the cow punchers
by his feats of valor and becomes one of their leaders. Then
begins a series of adventures that
develop many a thrill and keep
interest sustained at a high pitch
throughout. Tho one time tenderfoot becomes "The Duke of Chimney Butte" and Is known far and
wide as one of the most popular
of cowboys. He gets a Job as
aide and protector of a young
woman who is trying to conduct
a ranch her father willed to her
but is having hard time of It,
what with the cattle rustlers who
prey upon her herds Incessantly.
"Tho Duke," however, loses no
time in launching his campaign
against the cattle thieves. His lite
Is frequently in peril but after a
series of hair- - raising adventures
he puts them all to rout, and not
only breaks up the ring but kills
the leaders In the bargain.
"The Duke of Chimney Butte"
is spiced with keenest action from
to finish, and throughout
Ktone plays the cowboy hero with
a deft touch of light comedy that
is altogether captivating. Opposite
him appears Miss Vola Vale, for
long leadng woman for William S.
Hart. Miss Vale's brunette beauty
adds much In the way of attract-tiveneto "The Duke of Chimney Butte."
ss

COLLEEN MOOHE SCORES
A lilt; HIT AS ST A II
IN "THE WALL FLOWER"
VThe Wall

the new
Flower,"
Goldwyn picture by Rupert Hughes,
was
which
presented yesterday at
Ihe Lyric theater and being repeated today, is a comedy in Mr.
Hughes' best manner. The pathos
of the plain girl who always "sits
out" dances, and whose sorrows almost turn Into tragedy. i
y
portrayed by .:;,s Colleen
Moore. She is a comedienne of
rare ability, and her art
ffim broad farce to tragij heights.
For one so young, she has made
an outstanding success with her
impersonation of the wall flower.
A surprise is in Me for those
who attend the Lyric theater when
they discover one of the principal
parts In "The Wall Flower," acted
splendidly by a college boy, a novice, as an actor, and who Is none
other than Rush Hughes, son of
the author, The young man was
spending his holidays at his father's Los Angeles home during the
making of the photoplay, and
begged for a part in the picture.
The result of the experiment In
using a real collcgo boy for one
nf the major parts has been hugeoxcel-lentl-

"The Wall Flower" was directed

711, by Mr. Hughes himself,

J&

"tin-

Li

and

his

rorrMnnudeiice lo The Joiirml.l
Las Vegas, N. M., June IS. The

i

II

I

many deft touches may been seen
the fleeting incidents thnt add
character and individuality to the
production.
In

IX "THE RAGGED HEIRESS"

Tho
211

Glldorsleeve

Electric

East Central. Phono

797--

Co,

1R. FRANK Tj. MacCRACKEX,!
Shirley Mason has a habit of DR. RAISV B.
MocCRACKEIJ,
winning her nudience in every picOsteopathic Physicians,
ture in which she appears. Kho K.
I. Building. lUione89-- Office 89-ran true to form, as the turfmen
Residence
say, at the first showing of her
Fox photoplay "The Ragged Heir
ess," at tho Pastime theater yesterday and Is being repeated to
day. She has presented no more
Pat McCaffrey has onened n
appealing figure to her public, nor
one in which gentleness and sweetPlumbing Shop nt 217 North
ness of personality have been move
inira. Kepair work a specialty,
marked.
THOXE I870-The story Is of a motherless girl
of 3 years, consigned by a convict
father to grasping and unscrupulous relatives, from whom she la
kidnapped by a loving but very
poor old nurse. Itenred in novertv
EXPERT WATCH MAKING
and in ignorance of her relatives
Engravlnp, Jewelry, Itopalriug
and true parentage, i ho Is cast by
uppostto rostoffice.
death upon her own lesonrces, and
118 South Fourth.
ultimately finds her.)lf the
maid of nil work to tho relatives
who originally wore her guardians;
but there Is no recognition, of
YALK Bulgarian Milk prescribcourse, on either aide; and the uned by physicians;
served at
scrupulous relatives
continue to
Bracy's Cafeteria, Butt's Drug
use, as they have done for many
Fee's
Store,
Brigg's
Drug
Store,
years, her private fortune for their
Candy Shop, or phone 2413R4.
own benefit.
At this point Ihe romance of tho
BOnllV'S JKRSKT FA It MS,
girl's life begin. There is much
of neat humor to relieve the pathetic element In the story, and
from start to finish Miss Mason is
wholly charming.

with tho Shop Apprentices, trimming them tiy a score of 15 to 12.
The Indians ennneH
fnnt.
runs during the game, which was
at nareins.
Fi"yw
The batterlea
iflician
Abeyta and Jojola. Apprentices
Lujan, Romero find Ortega.

LOST

FRED STONE

Reward.

BOX

CITY

2,

TO MORNINO

Which is noted for bijr bargains in Jewelry, Watch
Repairing, etc. Try us,

WISEMAN'

C

Two-roo-

apartment at

m

mer rates

Sum-

West Central,
porch,
sleeping
apartment at 10113 West Central. Reduced rates.
1005

Call Owner,

The

Most

-l

HAIJ

EMPIRE Cleaners
DYFHS AMI HATTERS
Phone

mo cujANiNo
4311.

Cor. lilti ami Gold

-

I

GET 'EM HUTCH"

:'

Lyri'g
to 11 p. m.
LAST TIME TODAY
oojjTmr;oc8-- -i

OF QUALITY"

Dry

cieimins,

cleaned

by

iiai
pycins,
latest
process.

Phones 148 and 449.

Y

'SERVICE

T

COUNTS

i jn the mirror

her dream3, the Wall Flower saw her- but she never
self graceful, beautiful and distinguished
really thought her dreams would come true.
Df

71e

GOLDWYN
presents

mw n

j

t,?w &n

written

oncl

m tut

directed

RUPERT HUGHES
witK

COLLEEN. MOORE

Highland Pharmacy
30

PHONE

EGS COAL

"TORCHY'S
A

GOAL

Two-Pa-

HOLD-U-

P"

"TORCHY"

Comedy.
REGULAR PRICES.

rt

Fuel for

Phone 91

CO.

SPECIAL NOTICE

MMl CYCLONIC

.

rinnniTffiir"jT- -

CRYSTAL OPERA HOUSE
6 JOLLY

NIGHTS-STARTI-

TUES., JUNE

NG

20

We wish to Introduce ourselves to tho public. We are
dealers in groceries, fresh meats and general merchandise.
We have Just started In your locality, and If you wish an
store for your convenience, Just (tivo us a trial as
no need your assistance to make this business a go.

'4

We will deliver anything at any time, just call us on tho
phone, nnd your wishes will bo fulfilled in five minutes by
our spcclul auto delivery. ;

Phelps & Davis
PHONE

805--

Corner Mountain Road and First St.

J.

I

AUCTION SALE
Tuesday, June 20, at 517 South Seventh.
Sale Starts Promptly at 2:30 p. m.

EVER IN
ALBUQUERQUE
of

the

from a tour

Pacific

Const.
IT'S A RIOT!!
Tho Cyclonic Hen-sIon
of Vaudeville. "More 1 nil
Thnn a Circus."

at

uCJ

371

,

"

REGULAR PRICES.

"tiie r.Ai'xnnT

Satisfactory, Economical and Convenient
Steve and Ranges. Order a Ton Today.

"

K

E D

'

CURRENT EVEHTS

LAUNDRY CO.

Pnoue 421. 423 North First.

pay good prices for fire-- :
arms such as Rifles, Shot
Must
be In
Guns, Pistol.
Acondition.
2IS South first Street

;

1010-- J

THE IMPERIAL

To replace that broken window
Class. Albuquerque Lumber Co.

WAN T

--

WASHINGTON OGDEN,-

ADDED ATTRACTIONS:

If you are Interested in a homo.
I have a beautiful new
modern house in Fourth ward.
I can soli below market value.
breakfast
Hardwood
floors,
features.
Fine
nook. Built-i- n
place. Basement and garage.
See this before buying.

Let Us Send a Man

We

by

GEORGE

"

1
DON'T
OVERLOOK THIS

1769--

324 South Second.

by

"60

Gentry's

Sunday Picnics a Specialty.

PRODUCTION

but not for long!
He could ride a wheel or a wild mustang.
He was slow to anger but quick on the draw.
He was a clumsy lover but lightning with a rope.

Three-roo-

Direct

Phone

.1t.n-- r

FOR RENT

I.

GUY'S TRANSFER

J, CALLAGHAN

oi Typical Western Storu oP Ranch Life
Directed
FRANK. BORXAGU

He was a tenderfoot

8. Mablp Skcols,
O., Citizens'
Bonk building, H81-and 2022-J- .
Gynecology and Obstetrics specialty.

Poultry Ranch. Phone

-

BUTTE"
CHIMNEY
ANDREW

Sfore Ileal Dnlts per Ponnd.
More Pounds per Dollar.

JOURNAL

Broilers

!

CONVENIENT TO HANDLE

UNIFORM SIZE.

Koreans do not cut their hair or
beard, believing that bv so doing
they would dishonor their parents.
Any hair that may happen to fall
out is saved, and with fingernail
parings, put in the coffin, so that
a dead man or woman may go back
to another earth Intact.

Kn le

fiTHE DUKE OF

The Little Place

LIE"

CERRILLOS

Santa f'e. June IS. Santa Fe
nosed out the Mountalnair team
here Sunday afternoon in a game
where tho play varied from airtight to very loose. Neither team
made an error for four and a half
innings, then the visitors defense
cracked; six hits with two errors
gave Santa Fe five runs, causing
the retirement of Aufroth.
The
visitors' big Inning was the eighth,
when looso playing, three hits and
two errors made them five runs.
There were ten half Innings scat- terea in wmch only thirty-tw- o
hatsmen faced the two pitchers.
Weiss hit a triple with the bases
full, a double and a home run.
Batteries:
Mountalnair
Au
froth. FSratcher and Lawson; Santa
re weiss ana Urlego.

For

PICTURES Presents

R-- C

ADDED ATTRACTION:

SANTA FE NOSES OUT
MQUNTAINAIR TEAM
(PICIAL PltPATCH

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

A Bunch of Keys.

J.

25 cents to Auy Part of the Cley
Special Bates to Picnic Parties
Large Seven Passenger Cars
Stand In Alley By
Meyer & Meyer Tuilor Kliop.

LAST TIME TODAY

Journal Office.

NOTICE

TAXI

THEATRE

FOR RENT

J.

FOGG, The Jeweler

lUstistffcftifeii

I Ground Floor Office in Journal
Building. Inquire

iLunu Lmuji

Baptists of Las Vegas used for the
cornerstone of their new church
the cornerstono of the edifice that
was erected by them in 1885 and
which was destroyed by fire In
February of this year. The original contents of tho stone were removed
when the building was
razed, but will be included In the
contents of the cornerstone
for
the new building. A review of
these articles appeared
in tha
Journal two months ago. The
new cornerstone laying took placo
Sunday evening at 6 o'clock. Rev.
M. L. Ferguson, the pastor, preached Sunday morning on "That the
Work of the Lord Bo Not Hindered." At the stone laying ceremonies H. N. Johnson gave a history of the church in Las Vegas;
A. H. Harris spoke on "Las Vegas
20 Tears Ago and Now;" Mrs. J.
It. Compton talked on "The Missionary Society and Its Tart in the
Building rrogram;" Harold Cox,
"The Future and Its Opportunities;" C. R. Buchanan, "The Faith
That Will Win."
Tho new Baptist church is being
erected at tho corner of Seventh
street and University avenue. " It
will cost J 40,000 and will bo entirely modern.. Tho material is lM$
Vegas face brick trimmed
with
buff brick.. The Interior will contain largo auditorium and Sunday
school rooms,
kitchen, dlninj?
room and other conveniences.
C.
W. Barrett is the architect and O.
M. Sperry of Raton the contractor. The building will be located
one square west of tho former
church, which stood for 37 years
at the corner of Sixth street and
University avenue.

"The Duke of
a rollicking
Butte,"
Chimney
western comedy drama, in which ISLETA INDIANS
the noted comedian appears as
TAKE
GAME
FROM
a cowboy who puts to rout a
C. S. APPRENTICES
band of cattle thieves, Is being repeated at the "B" theater today
for the last time,
Islcta Indiana wnlfrari rfp
"The Duke of Chimney Butte" their opening game here
yesterday
Fred Stona

ly HuccesHful.

'..Vili-

Alma Gluck, noted songbird, recently arrived on the Aquitania all
ready for the fall musical season
after her vacation abroad. The
star had two good reasons for coming back, her two children. Iler
husband, Efram Zimbalist, is expected back soon from a Chinese
tour.

Gov. M, C.
SHIRLEY MASOX WINS
ADMIRATION. AS I'St'AL,

Mechem and George Wharton
James, who read one of the articles
at Pasadena, Calif., and wrote expressing his pleasure thnt the really romantic history of the state
was being brought to the attention
of the world through such articles
as thoso written by Sliss

I

AT ST.

s

DEATHS

Mme. Alma Glade

OPENS

SCHOOL

Summer sessions of St. Francis
Normal school for Catholic Sisters
of St. Francis will open today at
the St. Anthony orphanage northwest of the city. A complete
course in normal work will be offered and sisters from all parts of
New Mexico are enrolled.
The pontificlal high mass celebration which will mark the opening of the school will be In charge
of Archbishop Daeger of Santa Fe.
Phone CI.
on
Sister Mathla of Jemez will be
Joseph Ragan, who has been
a business trip to Colorado and superintendent of the school and
returned
New
Mexico,
Sister Agnella of Gallup will be
northern
dean.
Saturday evening.
Plans hnv been made for the
sisters to live in the orphanage
DR. LORENZ, FAMOUS
their
conduct
and
dormitories
in the regular class rooms.
HYPNOTIST. WITH ROAD Aclasses
will be
regular schedule of worksummer
the
completed during
SHOW, HERE TUESDAY course.
Manager Scotti of the Crystal
opera house yesterday gave out tha BARNES CIRCUS WILL
following statement about the
SHOW HERE THIS YEAR
engagement beginning Tuesday of
rr. Lorenz of the Lorenz Hypnotic
Preliminary arrangements are
Vaudeville Comedy company;
"Follow the crowds to the Crys- being made by the management
the Al G. Barnt-- circus to show
tal opera house and enjoy the big- of
in Albuquerque some time during
gest laugh you have had in month.
fall. The exact dates on the
the
six
The occasion is the special
season shows have not yet been
nights engagement of the Lorenz
decided. The circus Is
Hypnotic Comedy company, one of definitely
known in Albuquerque where
the most enjoyable vaudeville pro- well
It
a number of
has
shown
grams touring the company today. years. It was InforDenver
last FriAfter several weeks of correspondand Saturday.
ing with the other theater man- day
agers where this attraction has
been playing to capacity crowds,
and they having recently finished
playing over the entire Pantages
vaudeville circuit theaters, where
and ao
they were heralded far and wide as
one of the real headline attractions of the circuit, I guarantee this attraction in this booking equal to
anything that has ever played this
CANT PI UN
city for sheer fun.
"Dr. Lorenz confines his work
almost entirely to comedy, and his
demonstrations include hundreds.
ITH the
In his program you will see well
known Albuquerque people on the
whole family
stage."
mercy,ie
at their "blurb-movDr. Lorenz will make
you
writers of
r.eream with laughter, and how well
titles are
he has succeeded In his task U
picking' on Dad.
best evidenced by the glowing
Wha?s Your
terms In which the theater manHusband Doing?''
agers as well as the theatergoers
is one of the leadof other cities have reported him.
ing questions. Dis
He will present In Albuquerque
trustful wives are
the same line of demonstrations
that have been responsible for the assured that some pictures are long
enviable position he enjoys with on titles and short on details.
the theatrical world. The Initial
-announcement
that Lorenz ha'l
Love Without Question." on
been secured for the Crystal opera "Nothing a Year" make for A
house aroused no end of Interest Divorce of Convenience."
finiong the amusement lovers
this city, so I advise you to atteni
Movie sign of distress: " 'Mother,
early, as capacity houses are sure I Need You 3 Days Only."
to be the rule during tho engaso-men- t
of the Lorenz road show.
Lots of folks will think that
"Art Vernum, noted baritone
O'Brien named his new
singer of San Francisco, is also n Eugene "John Smith" in their honor.
feature with the Lorenz company. picture
He will render the latest popular '
"Darling Mine" would be a good
New Tork songs, and here again
start to "tell it with films."
i.i the Crystal opera house offering a strictly high grade enterWhen "Clay Dollars" reached
tainment, one that has enjoyorl
Immense popularity over the Pan- Russia the natives cut the film into
bits and used it for currency.
tages circuit.

The Albuquerque Day Nursery
took care of 47 children durlnn
the past week, according to a
weekly report announced yesterday by Ethel Hofford. matron of
the nursery. The average number of children for each day was
8 and H was tho maximum number cared for In one day. Two
new children were admitted during the week. The report shows
S7.45 collected during the week.

are

subject matter

,

MM

it-

Interest has been
Widespread
created in La Grand Quivlra and
Acoma
through the articles on
these historic places which have
appeared recently In the Morning
.lournal and were written by Adela
A number of letters
Holmquist.
have been received by the writer
from all sections of the United
States from people who have become interested and desire more
information or Intend to visit the
places in the near future.
have comAmong those who
mented upon the articles and their

Topics of the Day.

LOCAL ITEMS
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ON ACOMA
AND GRAN QUIVIRA

The Romance of a Poor Girl Who Was Rich

T

? si

,

ARTICLES

ATTENTION

I

i
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(Special

New Mexico College of .Agriculture
and Mechanic Arts will deliver daily lectures this week at Rodey hall
to pupils attending the university
The
summer school.
lectures,
which will be on the subject of vocational education, will start each
day at 11:30 o'clock.
The visiting educator is a forceful speaker and is particularly interested in the subject of the lecture course.' After teaching seven
years in normal schools in Kansas
and New Hampshire, he was In
charge of agriculture at the Kan-sa- g
Agricultural college, until he
became state director of vocational
education in Kansas. He is responsible for the organization and
s
of
development
work In Kansas and as a result of
his labors, Kansas has the reputation of possessing the sanest and
soundest schools of vocational education that can he found anywhere
in the United States.

ATTRACT
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President Harry L. Kent of the

"THE RAGGED HEIRESS"
Also "FOX NEWS"

bt tirnnn
UK

Smith-Hughe-

WILLIAM FOX PRESENTS

i

BAPTIST CHURCH

I

OURS E AT

MY SHELLED P1NON
NUTS
will be delivered front Clio l''red
Hurvo News stand. Albuquerque,
NON. M., UNTIL FL'RTHEIt
TICE. Fannie S. Spit,, U23 North
Tenth.

OPERA STAR BACK
CORNERSTONE OF
AFTER VACATION
READY FOR STAGE

KENT WILL

GIVE 1 LECTURE

Who Would Not Like to Have It? Here is the Way
to Get it,
EAT "PEP"
Toothsome, toasted tidbits, ready to eat, rich in
food iron and food lime and vitamin, manufactured
by the Battle Creek Food company.
SPLENDID FOR HOT WEATHER
Canned apple sauce, ready to serve; cheaper now
lbs. net weight, price
than apples, No. 2 cans, 1
24c.
WARD'S CASH STORE, Phone 28
Orders Delivered for 10c
508 West Central.

LET'S GO

June 19, 1922

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL
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Five rooms of furniture to go to the highest bidder for cash.
Note the following articles to be sold: Dresner, Tables, Bods,
Springs and Mattresses, one nice Oak Bedroom Suit, Hall.
Tree, Dining Table, Chairs, Sanitary Cot, Buffet, Refrigerator,
Porch Swing, Lawn Mower, Lawn Hose and Irons, fine screen
Ostermoor Mattress, Oil Cook Stove. Dishes, Cooking Utensils
You can not afford
and many other articles not mentioned.
to miss this sale as these goods are all sanitary. Be on hand
For any Information re.
promptly and bring your friends.
garding this sale, call at Gober's Furniture Store, 216 South
808.
Second or phone

Lorenz Hypnotic Vaudeville Co.

I)

J. L. GOBER, Auctioneer.

You've Never Seen Hypnotic Fun Until You'va
Seen Lorenz Don't Come If Your Lips

Are Cracked.
Entire Change of Program Every Night
Doors Open 7:30
Curtain Rises 8:30 p. m.
A DOLLAR SHOW AT
Entire Lower Floor 50c; Balcony 35c;
Children 25c. Tax Included.

LADIES'
FREE
TICKET

This Coupon will Admit One Lady
J'TtEB to the Opening Performance
(Best Scat) Tuesday Night. Jnn"
Another
by
20, .if Accompanied
Person Holding a Paid 50c Ticket.

itsensationt:

ICE CREAM OF SUPERIOR
QUALITY AND FLAVOR
Bottled whole
Buttermilk.

milk,

clarified,

pasteurized,

Butter, Cheese,

ALBUQUERQUE CO - OPERATIVE
DAIRY ASSOCIATION
Thank You! Call Again.
Phone 351

r TELL

321 North Second

St.

IT THROUGH .THE CLASSIFIED!

